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BILLINGS, CLAPP
(Successors to and lateof Jas. R. Nichols & Co.)

& C0.,
Manufacturing Chemists, Boston, Mass.I

anufacture Chemically Pure Manufacture Chemically Pur
Sulpho-Carbolate of Soda. P R O P Y L A M I N E.

A Specß: in Diphtheria, Scarlet Fever and A Specc in Rheumnatism, Gout and
Similar Complaints. .Similar Complaints.

"ee article by Dr. Bebee, of Chicago, in the "Boston Jo nal of We ar now making the chl aa
Be careful to get a pure articleawas hootd with a
It bas been used with succes by the firet physicians in the country. t oride h ould be chemically pure.

IN 1U HULS 7 BAR & IRON.
WgAn Old and Valuable Remedy.,g

Nichols' Elixir of Peruvian Bark witj hProtoxide of Iron.
A proaiîontpeculiarith andadvantae 1conrist i trou not in a sesq'd1 condition, but In the more £en "Uma"torn niapoost ihaLh valuable laikaloidi of Perl a Bari, la an elegaxit and poemnanent compound, where the chemisai oquilibrium of eah principal is undisturbed. We unhesitatingly express the'opini that no more ploaant or desirable chalybeste and t louevor been offereit to the profession ; and so far as our knowledge extendo, Ibi resuit (thie combnation of the protosais of Iron with lb.active principles ou Peruvian Bark), ie not attainied in any of the numerous preparations rowded upon the public as a substituts anditm .tion cf our compound.
In order that physicians may prove the presence cf protoxide of iron in this Elixir, we give the usual test:-
Pour a eall quantity of the Elixir uto a wineg1t, and sdd a fow dropo of ferrocyanide of potassium. The Instant change cof odesela deep blue, shows the presenco of iron lIn the form of a protosalt.
Our EWx~0 Per»Uv n Barn with Protoxide of Iron, la sold in hotties holding one pint, also ln two quart andt galloi peaeophysicins dOrng b prescibe this preparation will direct their druggist c to procure the largor botties, they can order It b. ruer-lin such quantities as they May desire for their patiente.

MADE ONLY BY BILLINGS, CLAPP & Co., BOSTON.

CINCHO-QUININE. dautue Cheoaly Pur
Salts of Arsenic, Ammonium, Antimony, Bar-Sale anid Rliable Subsitute fot ium, Bro]nine, Bismuth, Cerium, Calcium,

SULPHATE OF QUININE. Copper, Gold,, Iodine, Iron, Lead, Man.
In the sane dose, it is equally as efficacieus, and at ka than lf . ganes, ' Mercury, Nickel, Phos.phorus Potassium, Silver, So-.(Cuobeo-Qutnine dom. fot produce beadache, or other cerobral dis. dium, Tini, Zinc, éoc.burbences, and sa a toîsic andi anti-periodjo, itoupeiudenaI otberbarkpreparations. Pri Isi asd Dscriptive Catalogue furishei o appaulUL
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SOLUBLE PILLS AND GRANULES.
Unequaled for Purity in Composition, Solubility in Coating, Uniformity in Size.

Perfection in Form and Finish.

The marked increase during the past few years in the demand for Pills made in accordance with the U. S. Pharma-
copoeia, and other recognized formulas, induced us. some time since, to commence their manufacture in our own labora-
tory, and we are now furnishing Coated Pills, which, for beauty of finish, solubility, and general excellence are unequaled.

We desire to call the attention of physicians and others to the following points:

I. The best materials are used in their manufacture.

2. No article required by a formula is omitted on account of its high cost.

S. No Pills are deficient m weight.

4. The Pills are Coated while soft.

61 There ia but one Coating, which is perfectly soluble, and there is no sub-coating of resinous character.

S. The Coating is so thin that the Pills are not perceptibly increased in size, and yet it is entirely sufficient to protec-

. the Pills from atmospheric influences ; and effectually covers any nauseous taste, thus rendering the Pill easy to be

swallowed.

. The Coating is so transparent as to clearly reveal the color of the mass.

S. Their solubility is not impaired by age.

9. The varions masses are so thoroughly worked that the materials are perfectly distributed.

IL& The excipients are peculiarly adapted to the permanent solubility of the mass and its efficient therapeutic action

farticular attention s called to our GRANULES of MORPHINE, STRYCHNINE. ARSENIOUS ACID, and
f&he powerful remedies, which are prescribed in minute doses. The desirability of having these medicines in this shape,
accurately weighed and ready for administering, has long been recognized.

We also offer a line of GRANULES of RHUBARB, IPECAC, OPIUM, CAMPHOR, and other simple agents
la mch minute divisions that they can be administered in almost any required proportions. We have taken every precau-
tiom to insure accuracy in weight, and can give assurance that in this,as in other particulars, they can be implicitly relied

W. H. SCHIEFFELIN & CO., New York.
N.B.-We have made arrangements with Messrs. Lymans, Clare & Co., of Montreal, whereby they can supply them

mpea most favourable terms.

ImaCorresponding with Advertisers, please mention T"E CANADA L.ANCET
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NEW BOOKS FOR THE PROFESSION.

Willing & Williamson
Will mail any work in this list, on receipt of

the price, postpaid.

BARTHOLOW'S PRACTICE OF MEDICINE, cloth

é "i " leather

STEPHEN SMITH'S MANUAL OF OPERATIVE SURGERY, cloth

NETTLESHIP'S GUIDE TO DISEASES OF THE EYE, cloth

JACOBI ON DIPHTHERIA, cloth .. ... ...

BEARD ON NERVOUs ExHAUSTION ...

IARILLAND HALL'S DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS: A Manual of the Comparative
Semeiology of the more important Diseases ; 2nd edition, with exten-
sive additions .. ... ... ...

LOMBE ATTHILL'S CLINICAL LECTURES ON DISEASES PECULIAR TO WOMEN;

5th edition, revised and enlarged ..

MACMUNN'S THE SPECTROSCOPE IN MEDICINE, with coloured plates

SCHAFER'S PRACTICAL HISTOLOGY . .

ROBINSON ON NASAL CATARRH.. ..

ATKINSON'S THERAPEUTICS OF GYNÆCOLOGY AND OBSTETRICS, Comprising the
Medical, Dietetic, and Hygienic Treatment of Diseases of Women, as
set forth by distinguished contemporary specialists

RINGER'S HAND-BOOK OF THERAPEUTICS; 8th edition

EMMETT'S PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF GYNIECOLOGY; cloth

leather

GANT'S SURGERY; new edition, 2 YOIS

PHYSICIANS' VISITING-LISTS FOR 1881.
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9

A completerefernce Catalogue of English, American, and Canadian Modical Works, giving
dates of last edition, etc., may be had on application

Willing & Williamson,
7 and 9 KING STRDEE;T EAST, TORONTO.
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MALTINE IN PULMONARY PHTHISIS,

The great value of MALTINE in all wastingdiseases, and especlally in Pulmonary affections,
ta becoming more and more apparent to the Medical Profession.

Since we issued our pamphlet on Maltine one year ago, we have recelved nearly one thou-
sand commendatory letters from the Medical Profession from most parts of the world, a large
portion of which speak enthusiastically of It in Pulmonary affections.

Any physiclan who will test MALTINE, Plain, in comparison with Cod Liver 011, in a case
of Pulmonary Phthisis, wIll flnd that it will increase weight and build up the system far more
apidly. There are, however, many cases where the compounds with Hypophosphites, Phos-

phates, Peptones, Malto-Yerbine, and Pepsin and Pancreatine are strongly indicated.

Aftur full trial of the different 011 and Extract of Malt preparations, in both hospital and privat practie., I nd MALTgiU met
applicable to the largest number of patients, and superior to any remedy of it clams. Theoretically, we would expeet this preparation,
whch has become pracically oteinal, to be of great value ln chronic conditions of waste aud mal-nutrition, especially as exemplined la
phthi Bein rich in Diasta umanoid and phosphates, according to careful analysis, it aida in digesti farinaceous food- while in

self it is a bran, nerve and muscle producer. WX. PoRTEa, A.M., M.D., St. Louis. Mo.

123 Lundsdowns Road, Rotting Bi W London, October lth, 1880.I have usid MAixsu with Cod Liver Oil with the happlest results in a case of tuberculosis attended witli tubercularperitonitis, in whichthe temperature of the patient rose to 106 1-5 and peruistently remained above 100* for upwards of two monthe. The only medicine takenwas MàLma with Cod Liver 011, and an occaional dom. of Carbonate of Bismuth, to check diarrha. She gradually improved and made aparfet recovery. I Snd MaUIxa with Cod Liver Oil is more readily taken and more easily asmimilated than Cod Liver Oil in any other
EDnxvxa NAsu, M.D.

Bridge Hous, Revsby, Boston, Lincolnshire.'IU trial of your MALTnu I made in'the came of a lady sufering from phthisis pulmonalis has been ment satisfactory. Her left lung hadbien in thé lait etg of diseast for some time, and her temperature ranged for many months between 101 and 104'. After taking theMaàurza for a few days the temperature came down to 100*, and to-day it stands below 99*, which makes me feel sanguine that the disae i
THoxàs HuNTa, L.R.C.P.

Kenâingtion Diapensary London, Nos 94th, 1879.We are using your MAifau among our patients, and find great beneft from it, especially in canon of phthsi§.
D. CHrPPDnALU, Residmnt Medioal Ojicer.

The Beeches, Northwold, July 98th, 1879.I à" that my patients can readily digest your MALTINU with Cod Liver Oil without causing any unpleasant after-feeling. 1 have fulieudane in the ituo it posseses t sustain the system during prolonged diseaies of a tubercular or atrophic nature.
FitiDaica Joy, L.RC.P., M.R.C.S.

Pao. L. P. YAxnDLL, ln Louisville Medical -Ners, Jan. Srd, 1880 :-MALTiNE is one of the mont valuable remediez over Introduced to theMédical Profession. Wherever a constructive is indicated, MALTINU will be found excellent. In pulmonary phthisis and other scrofuleusdiseases, in chronic sypMlis, and in the various cachectic conditions, it in invaluable.

Adrian, Mich., Feb. lth, 1880.I have used your MALTizz preparations ln my practice for the past year and consider them far superior t the Extract of Malt. I haveused your Malto-Yerbine ln my own case of severe bronchitis that has troubled me for the pat five years. 1t has doue me more good thanaaything I have ever tried. J. Tairr, M. D.

Leighton, A la., Feb. 18th, 1880.I am more plmaed with your MALTnN preparations every day that I use them. I don't know how I could dispense with them in sorneessesI have under my cars at this time. In one caoe especially, the MILTINE with Cod Liver Oil ha. had a most marked effect, agreeing withthe patin.'. utomach, without the least trouble, after other preparations of Cod Liver Oil had been tried in vain. J. M. Kumra, M. D.

Newo Richmond, Wis., A ug. 14th, 1880.After having given soveral of your elegant MALTiNu preparations thorough trial I have found none hem t dima point me. I considerit lavaluable and as Indispensable te the profesion as opium or quinine. .W EPLEY, M.D.

l order to test the comparative merité of MALNE and the various extracta of Malt in the market, I pnrchased from different druggistsamples of MALTisa and of the mont frequently prescribed Extracts of Malt, and have subjected them to chemical analysis.As the result of these examinations, I fnd that MALrTsE contains from half as much again to three times the quantity of Phosphates, andheu three t fourtein times as much Diastase and other Albuminoids as any of the Extracts of Malt examined.
PaoF. WALTRA S. HAmae, M. D.,

Professer of Chemistry and Tozicology, Rush Medioa College, Chieag.

la iCmparisou with the aleohollc Malt Extracts, your MALTinu la about ton times a. valuable, a a flesh former; from gv toten ihnes aivaluable, ai a heat produer; and at lat Ave time as valuable, as a starch digesting agent.
Paoraon ATMiun, F.C.S.

Prqfmssr. of Practioal Chemistry to the Pharmamasical Sooi#ty of Grea Dries



MALTINE,
-A CONCENTRATED EXTRACT OF

MALTED WHEAT, OATS, AND BARLEY.

In its preparation the temperature employed does not exceed 150 deg. Fahr., thereby retsining all
the nutritive and digestive agents unimpaired. Extracts of Malt are made from Barley alone, by the
German process, which directs that the mash be heated to 212 deg. Fahr., .hereby coagulating Ihe
Albuminoids, and almost wholly destroying the starch digestive principle, Diastase.

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS.
MALTINE (Plain).
MALTINE with Hops.
M ALT INE with Alteratives.
MALTINE with Beef and Iron.
MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil.
MALTINE with Cod Liver 011 and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Hypophosphites.
MALTINE with Phosphorus Comp.
MALTINE with Peptones.

MALT INE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.
MALTINE with Phosphates.
MALTINE with Phosphates Iren and Quinla.
MALTINE with Phosphates Iron, Quinia and Strycbhda.
MALTINE Ferrated.
MALTINE WINE.
MALTINE WINE with Pepein and Pancredain.
MALTO-YERBINE.
MALTO-VIBURNIN.

MEDICAL ENDORSEMENTS.
We append, by permi8sion, a few names of the many prominent Members of the Medical Profesuion who are

prescribing our Maltine Preparations :
J. K. BAUDUT, M. D., St. Lonis, Mo.,

Physician to St. Vincent's Insane Asylum, and Prof.
Nervous Diseases and Clinical Medicine, Missouri
Medical College.

WB. PORTER, A. M., M. D., Mt. Louis, Mo.

E. S. DUNSTER. M. D., Ann Harbor, Mich.,
Prof. Obs. and Dis. Women and Children tUniversity
and ln Dartmouth College.

TROMAS H. ANDREWS, M.D., Philadel phia, Pa.
Demonstrator of Anatomy, Jefferson kedical College.

B. I. HAMNEL, M. D., Philadelphia, Pa.
Supt. Hospital of the University of Penn.

F. I. PALMER, M. D.. Louisville, Ky.,
Prof. of Physiology and Personal Diagnosis, Univers-
ity of Louisville.

HUNTER cOGUIRE. M. D., Richmond, Va.,
Prof. of Surgery, Med. Col. of Virginia.

F. A. NARDEN, M. D.. Milwaukee, Wis.,
Snpt. and Phydician, Milwaukee County Hospital.

L. P. TANDELL. N. D.. Lonieville, Ky.,
Prof. of Clinical Medicine and Diseases of Children,
University. Louisville.

JOHN. A. LABRABREE, M. D., Louisville, Ky.,
Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and
Clinical Lecturer on Diseases of Children in the Ilos-
pital College of Medicine.

R. 00DEN DOREMUS. M.D., LL.D., New York,
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, Bellevue Hos-
ptal Medical College ; Professor of Chemistry and
Physics, College of the City of New York.

WALTER S. HAINES, M. D., Chicago, Ill.,
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, Rush Medi-
cal College, Chicago.

E. F. INOALIS, A. N .. M. B., Chicago, fI.,
Clinical Professor of Diseses of Chest and Throat,
Woman's Medical College.

H. F. BIGGAR, N. D.,
Prof. of Surgical and Medical Diseases of Women,
Homeopathic Hospital College, Cleveland, Ohio.

DR. DOBELL London, England,
- onsulting Physician to Royal Hospital for Disease
of the Chest.

DL T. F. GRINSDALE, Liverpool, England,
Consulting Physician, Ladies' Charity and Lying-In.
Hospital.

WX. ROBERTS, M.D., F.R.C.P. F.B.S., Manchester, England,
- Prof. of Clinical Medicine, Owens' College Scbool of

Medicine; P sician Manchester Royal Infrmary and
Lunatic Hosp ta].

J. C. THOROWGOOD, M.D., F.R.C.P., London, England,
Physician City of London Hospital for Chet Dis.
eases ; Physician West London Hospital.

W. C. PLAYFAIB, 1. D., F.B.C.P., London, England
Prof. of Obstetric Medicine in King's doleand
Physician for the Diseases of Women and Childrem
to King's College Hospital.

W. H. WALSHE, M.D., '.R.C.P., Brompton, Englsud,
Consulting Physician Consumption Hospital, Brompe
ton, and to the University College Hospital.

A. WYNN WILLIANS. M.D., M.B.C.S., London England,
Physician iSamarltan Free Hospita for Diseases d
Women and Children.

A. C. NACRAI, M.D., Calcutta, Ind.,
Dep. Insp.-Gen. Hosp. Indian Service, laIe Pr@&
Surg., Calcutta.

EDWARDSHOPPEE, . D., L. R.C. P., N.B.C.S.,London, Engled.
LENNOX BROWN, F.R.C.S., London. England

Senior Surgeon, Central Throat and Bar HospitaL
J. CARRICK MURRAY, M. D., Newcastle.on-Tyne, England,

Physician to the N. C. H. for Diseases of Uhest.
J. A. ORANT, I. D., F.R.C.S., Ottawa, Canada.
A. A. NEUNIER. M.D., Montreal, Canada,.

Prof. Victoria University.

M A LT 1N E is prescribed by the most eminent members of the Medical Profession in the United Stat,
Great Britain, India, China and the English Colonies, and is largely used for patients at the principal Hospitals
preference to any of the Extracts of Malt.

We will furish gratuitously a one pound bottle of any of the Maltine Preparations to Physicians who will pay
the express charges. Send for our 28 page Pamphlet on Maltine for further particulars. Address,

REED & CA.RNTICK,
aw.*ma ca" 182 FULTON STREET,

ILOW New York.
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THE MOST PERFECT NON-ALOOHOLIC BEVERAGE,

V.IN""AN"T!""
(REGUITERED.)

Taken with meals, it stimulates the appetite and assists digestion. It contains, in the most assimilable forms, THOSE
HYPOPHOSPHITES which are so valuable for their invigerating, tonic, and

restonative propeities, combined with iron.

Vin-Sante-- '""i, gratefu, delle°"- Vin-Sante-To Tous and Tmvne.amos
hilaratimg. refreshing and invigorating berge

Vin-3ante-The beverage par ex'ellence f r Vin-Sante "-a be mixd if requir.d, with
Balls, Pienies, Banquets, etc. Wine, Spirits or Beer.

Vin-Sante-Mot altble t Convalescents Vin-Sante in Champagne l;.tüe.s
and Invalids.lreadsl.

FoR SALE BY DRUGGISTS, GROCERS AND WI'1NÉ MERCHANTs EVERYWHERE.

At the INTERNATIONAL FOOD EXHIBITION, held in London, Eng., October, 1880,the

Only Prize Medal for Aerated Beverages was awarded to Vin-Sante.
MANUFACTURED BY

The Vin-Sante and Non-AIlcoholie Beverage Co (Limited),
LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.

Montserrat Lime - Fruit Juice
rc AJ3KD CO~ELILS.

ALL GUARANTEED FREE FROM ALCOHOL.

THE MONTSERRAT LIME-FRUIT JUICE
m &. IN IMPERIAL PINTS AND QUARTS.

This is the pure Lime Fruk Juice clarified by subsidence, obtained by light pressure from the carefully selected np
fruits, grown under European superintendence, on the Olveston Plantations, Montsen-at, W. I., the property of the com-

y. Taken with water and sweetened to taste, it makes a most refreshing summer beverage. Lime Fruit Juice is the
beat remedy known for Scurvy, Scrofula, and all Skin Diseases; also Gout, Rheumatism, and the like, and is most valu-
able for Dyspepsia, Indigestion, etc.

The London Lancet, in an article under date July, 1879, says: " We counsel the public to drink Lime Juice whenever
and wherever they list. Lime Juice is, particularly in the summer, a far more wholesome drink than any form of Alcohol.
and diluted with water, is about the pleasantest beverage that can he taken."

MONTSERRAT LIMETTA CHAMPAGNE
an elegantly prepared aerated beverage, possessing a fine aroma, equal to most delicate champagne, and forming a mos

refreshing non-alcoholic thirst-quencher.

MONTSERRAT LIMETTA, or Pure Lime-Fruit Juice Cordial.
with either Water, Soda-Water, or Sulis-Water, a most refreshing Summer Beverage.

C A U T ION.-Care should be taken to see that the Trade Mark, as above, is on the Capsule as well as Label of eaeh
bottle, as there are numerous imitations.

SO.E OONSIGNEES:
Evans, Sons & Co., Liverpool, England. TORON TO AGENCY,
Ev: n% Lescher & Webb, London, England.
R. Su-den Evans & Ce., Montreal, Canada.

fr t United taus of Aimr& and Dominion of Canada. 19 F R O N T -ST. W E ST.
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RUSH MEDICAL COLLEGE,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

For Annual, Spring Course, or Post Graduate Announcement, address the Secretary,

JAMES H. ETHERIDGE, M.D.,
(mention the " Lancet" lu corresponding.) 1634 Michigan Avenue.

The Inobriato' Home, Fort Hamilton, N.T
INCORPORATED 1866.

A Hospital for the treatment of Alcoholism and the Opium Habit.

Visiting Physician, LEWIS D. MASON, M.D.; Consulting Physician, T. L. MASON, MD.

The building is situated in a park of twenty-six acres, overlooking and comnnding fine views of the Narrows,
and the upper and lower bay of New York Harbor. The accommodations, table, attendance and nursing are of the
best character and suited to first-class patients.

For manner and terms of admission, apply to J. A. BLANCHARD, M.D., Superintendent at the Institut,Fort Hamilton (L.I.), New York.

ffTEADY "s...A 7v1%T,
Gothic Street, Northampton, Mass.

ENLARGED, 1876.
.A. IPRIVA.TE M]EDICALEJ EIOME FOR INVALIT)S.

Charterad by Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Lnnacy and Nervous Diseases, Ailments of Women. This veteran establishment-located in a beautiful town oftwelve

thousand inhabitants, on the Canada and New York express railway, Connecticut River R.R., with gas, public water
from mountain streams, free pu-lic library, opera house, paved walks, charminý scenery, a protected inland location and
climate, choice society, and at a distance from New York permitting a visit and return, either way, the sane day-has
been of late further equipped and improved. Stean heat las been introduced. The proprietor and founder is confident
that it is now better suited than ever before to satisfy the eminent physicians who have honored it with their recommenda.
tions, as well as the class of invalids to whom comfort or luxury are indispensable. Progressive, selected studies, is car.
tain mental cases a specialty. Original methods in managing and treating alcohel and narcotic habitués.

Reference, by kind permission, to Charls O'Reailly, Esq., M.D., Toronto.

A. W. THOMSON, A.M., M.D., (Harv.) Formerly of Northampton Lunatic Hospital. Ex-Presidmnt
Hampshire Medical Society.

BELMONT RETREATe
PRIVATE HOSPITAL

FOR INSANE AND INEBRIATES.

T HIS Private Hospital for the Insane, established in
1864, has still vacancies for a few patients. In no

other institution in America are patients treated with greater
care and comfort. Apply to

G. WAKE HAN,
Quebeo.

The Diseases of Females.

J. W. ROSEBRUGIL M.D.
(OF HAMILTON,)

May be consulted in regard to the Diseases of Females at
the Office of Dr. A. M. Rosebrugh, 121 Church-st., Toronto,
on Thursday, January 26th, and subsequently on the last
Thursday of every month.
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PUTTNER'S MULSION
1- 00D LIVER OIL,.

-WITH-

HYPHOPHOSPHITES, &c.
By C. E. PUTTNER, Ph.M., Instructor of Pharmacy,

Thn bn tor, tn preseting th is peparation to the Medical Profession and the public at large, '0s "o with a confidence of ita accept-am, based upon the reui lt iof t e as evinced during sone years in the Lower Provinces, and its unqualified endorsation by a largeaumber uftheb Modical men'ot the highest standing, who have watelhed its inhniediate and gratifying effects. It has been used lil lb%.Public Institutions, Hospital@ and Dispensaries with unvarying good resuits, and it is nul bu iuc to say that its use is o incial.
In proof thereof it is recommended by:

Hon. D. Me. N. Parker, M.D., &c., t'onsnling Physieian, &e., Hospital, ialifax. Ed. Jenning, M.D., Surgeon, P. & C. Hospital HaifaxGe.. L. Sinclair, M.D., Assistant Physician, Mount Hope Insane Hospital, and Prof, of Amatomy, Halifax Medical CollejKe. 0. D. Rigby,p.D., Surgeon to the Dispensary. T. Trenaian, MD.. Physiciai, Halifax Iispensary. W. B. Moore, M.D., C.M., Kentville, late SurgeonP. à C. Hospital, Halifax. W. B. Brine, M.D., Port Hill, P.E.I. W. B. Siayter, M.D., L.It.C.S., Eng., &c., Prof. of Obstotrica, HalifaxMedical College, and Consulting Surgeon P.& C Hospital. W. S. Muir, M.., CaM., L.R.S., P.C., &c., Truro, NS. Arch'd Lawson,M.B., M.RC.S., &c, Physieian to Jen Hospital, and Professor of Surgery,.Halifax Medical Coliege. J. A. Campbell, M.D., C.M., Ph -clan to Hal.fax Dispensary. S. Jauobs, Dominion Health Officer, Lunenburg, N.S. W. Calder, M.D., Bridgewatur, N.B. H. L.Akinson, h.D. C.M., House Surgeon, Genr s lo.pital, Halifax. Geo. Lawson, P.HD., L.L.D., F1.0., Prof. of Chemistry, DalhousieUniversity, Halifax, andi rnay others.

PHYSICIANS WILL PLEASE SPECIFY

PL»UTmm% TNERsl ElidI.=SION.C>%l
Sold everywhere. Price 50 Cents.

IDR;- W-El ElLjER'S
ELIXIR FERRI ET CALCIS PHOSPH. CO

LACTO-PROSPHATES prepared from the formula of DR. DUSART, of Paris
Compound Eli= r of Phosphates and Calisaya-A Chemical Food and Nutritive Tonio.

11 [S elegant preparation combines with a sound Sherry Wine percolated through Wild Cherry Bark and Aromatic,
in the form of an agreeable cordial, 2 grs. Lacto-Phosphate of Lime, 1 gr. Lacto-Phosphae of ro, i gr. mf 41i,loids of Calisaya Bark, Quinia, Quinidia, Cinchonia, andfifteen drops of free Phosphori Add to eac -af ouface.

In the various forms of Dyspepsia, resulting in impoverished blood and depraved nutrition, in convalescing from theZymotic Fevers (Typhus, Typhoid, Diphtheria, Small-pox, Scarlatina, Measles), in nervous prostration from Mental and
physical exertion, dissipation and vicious habits, in chlorotic anemic women, and in the strumous diathesis in adults and
children, it is a combination of great efficacy and reliability, and being very acceptable to the most fastidiaus, it may be
taken for an indefinite period without becoming repugnant to the patient. When Strychnine is indicatei the officinal
solution of the Pharmacopia may be added, each fluid drachm making the 64th of a grain to a ha f fluid ounce of th
Elixir-a valuable combination in dyspepsia with constipation and headaches. This compound is prepared with great
eare, and will be maintained of standard purity and strength.

Dosa-For an adult, one tablespoonful three times a day, after eating ; from seven to twelve, one dessertspoonful;ààho two to seven, anc teaspoonful.
PREPARED BY T. B. WHEELER, M.D., MONTREAL, D.C.

D. W. KOLBE &IISON]
muhosurers of SURGICAL and ORTHOPEDICAL INSTRU-

MENTI, ARTIPICIAL LIMBS, TRUSSES, ABDOMINAL OF DRS. JORET AND HOMOLLE.

SUPPORTERS, ELASTIC STOCKINGS, RO. PIOL la a upectfi for Menqtrual disordeu: l reliered Sup.
AM presion, rogulates the Periodi, and prevontâ or rem Pve-410T ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA the pain which accnpanies thcrn. It la withou danror. even

Late of 6 S. cinth St. .prgnanc. But the trade us, unr h mLot, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o cf1A.p~nkS. i nL producte more or leu. adultorst.d; ainu"ig ther., a
greenl.h préparation which physcian. should roject. lu aW CATALOGUE LIST FREE ON APPLICATION.E5 utte ot purity Aplol in ait oloagitous liquld, et a i aniber eoior
and densor than water. This la thse charater of tha *uppli.dby Drm Jordt and Homolle, the dlacoyer.,. of thia va nableemmenactogue, the great effiecy ci vhleh bau bon eetabliah.d ln

A COOD OPENINC.
GOOD openg may be secured for a duly qualified modical i e a P Rpriner l the Etero part of ne Province of Ontario.ri and evn r r spgres ppeatl appwy thichphyean shuln dreject I a

J. C. JUDD, Barrister,
30 King Street East, Toroùto.

th. presumed period of th@ monthly course,
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VACCINE VIRUS,
-AND-

Prices Reduced Prices Reduced
" Ve continue as for several years to supply ANIIMAL VI H RUS propagated at our own stables, from lymph of theBeaugency Stock," imported by ourselves expressly for this purpose. Results of experience enable us to recommend itas of unsurpassed excellency.
The establishment is under the care of a competent physician of long experience in this specialty, who will spare nopains to produce a perfect reliable and pure article, which we are prepared at all times to furnislh in fresh and activecondition.
Our new method Kine Crusts will be found much superior.to the ordinary form, though points are recommended asthe most reliable forma of virus attainable.
All our Virus is put up in strong, air-tight, sealedackages, for safe conveyance by mail or express, and will be sent,(post-paid if by mail) upon the following terms:

Fifteen large Ivory Poits, well charged on both sides.................................................$2 OOSeven Large Ivory Points, well charged on hoth sides, each............................................. 1Large Ivory Points, less than Seven, well charged on both sides, each ......... ........................... 25One Crust, new method, in Air Tight Glass Capsule, prepared for imnieiate use..........................2 0
Also HluUmanized Virus, from IEALTHY CHILDREN, procured for us by playsicians of un(oubted reliability.One Crust from Unruptured Vessicle (one removed from heifer if preferred) .............................. 2 00
We will give a fresh supply in case of failure reported within twenty days for Points, thirty days for Human, andninety days for Kine Crusts.
Orders by mail or telegraph answered by return train. Liberal discounts upon large supplies for Cities, Towns andInstitutions.

Scarifying Vaccinator. Steel, Nickel Plated. (See Cut). Each, 25 cents.
New Illustrated Catalogue of Surgical Instruments, post-paid, on request. In writing us, please name this Journal.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF,
Makers and Importers of Surical Instruments,

13 and 15 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
N.B.-See our other ad.ertisenents in other numbers of this Journal.

CLINICAL THERMOMETERS.

NOS. 2 and 95. Selected 'rnm one o the best English makers, hy one of our flrm ma'le expressly for us: warcanted accurate, thorougliM sen red, and very supeior. Straight sel1-registerm' : contra ion in steam, Io preventloss of index ; grad(uatti to oe-1 th degree.
No. 95 in addition to the above has patent lens front, causing the register to appear greatly magnified so as to beeasily read, having plano-convex cioss section it does not roll. Prices as follows :-

No. 2. In German Silver, or in Ehony Case, 3, 3j, 4 and 5 Inchee 'ong, each ................................ 00No. 95. In German Silver r n Ebony Case, S; 4 and 5 inches long, each..................................0
Postage, either, 4 cents.

Also, a Full Assortment o. Surgical Instruments. Illustrated Priced Catalogue on Application.

N.B.-ASPIRArORS ANi AroMIERS. Faulty and even dangerous imitations of our Aspirators and Atomizer-having appeared, we suggest the need of special care in purchasing. Description of the Genuine on application

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF,
Makers and Importers of Siirgical Instruments,

13 & 15 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Sec ocher advertisement above, and in writin please mention this Journal.
2à
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Drescher's
.". c&. C>T O e, OTI ,
Patent, Pocket Electro-Magnetic

PATENTED NOV. 4th,18'79.
Machines,

N~o. 1. No. 2.
These new and powerful portable machines resemble ln style and appearance the French "Gaiffe " instruments, but are far superlor,

embodylng impo- tant improvements, whereby an electric current of much greater intensity and longer duration lu produced with th# sam
char e than ini any instrument extant.

c .1 -With one iattery eell. Fltted in a neat mahogany case, $5.00. No. 2.-With two Battery Cells. This fine Instrument la
enclosed in a polished mahogany case. similar in style to that of No. 1. $7.50.

No. &.-A superior Two-Cell Machine. Hand-
somely mounted ln a double-hd case, is hers illus-
trated, and fitted with extra electrodes, $9.00.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

F. G. Otto & Sons
64 CHATHAM ST.,

New York City.

Manufacturers of Surgical Instruments, ana

No. 3. Orthopedic Appliances.

Order the Best of American Manufacture.

Planten's Capsules.*
Known as Bellable 50 years for

General Excellence in
Manufacture. e

H. Planten & Son, 224 William St., New York.
Ses note p. 64, Profs. VAS BuREN & KEYEm on Urinary Orgaus.

SOFT and P ' FIIIed,
H A D UL all kinds.

(Ordr by Number only.)
»- L6JBome 100 euch.

Suitable to adwiuister Quinine and other nauseous medicine, with-
out taste or smell. it prevents irritation of the mouth or throat, and
at the ame time avoide injury to the teeth. 100 by mail, 60 cents.

Suppository Capsules, 3 Sizes,
For Rectal Medication, Box 100, 50 Cents by MaIl,

We also have Capsules adapted for giving medteines to Horses or
Cattle, 2 Sizes, (Oxnce and Half-Ounce), for liquide er solids. Box
10 Capsules,either size, by mail, 5e Cents.

N.B.-We make al kinds et C%þsul«e to order. New Articles, and
Capsuling of Private Formulas.

Sold by all Druggists. Samples Free.

waipeiY e an ordes, PLANTNIS CAPSULES.

STEVENS & SO.N'S
Improved Double-Channel Aspirator.

Two channels into
the bottle, one for theßfuid to low in, the
other t -admit the air
to be pumxed out.The fluld can flow
uninterruptedy, andthe bottle exhaust.d
at the same time.

The instrument is
nickel plated, and put
Lp in a handsome
velvet-lined Morocco
leather case, with three
gilt eeamless needlue

z of different aimes.

Price complete,
>

T 12.OO.

/\ The Handy

DESCRIPTIONS

Aspirator.
Consists of India rub-
ber pump, one needle,

il the mounte nickel-
plated, packed in Ma-
hogany ce.
Price, $3.25.

ON APPLICATION.

J. STEV ENS & SON,
SUEGICAL INSTRUMENT MAKERS.

L 40 Wellington St. E.,LODN ENG TORONTO.
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This articled intended na take the place oh the ordinae, on acun os su
cheapness. lt la pliable, water-proof, non-irrltating, very atrong, and extra adhesive. b li not affectedby hest or

.old, la spread on boneet cotton clotb and neyer cracks or peels off; salicyiic acld i. incorporated with h, whlch

makes it antiseptie. It la Indispensable wbere >4treigth and fii adbesion are required, as ln couniter-extenioti, or

li the treatmeuit of a broken clavîcle. It bas been adopted by tbe New York, Bellevue, and other large hospîtals,

and by many of our ieading aurgeonh.
Furnished in roUs 5 yards long, by 14 Inches wide.

id i 1' 6 .'à i

Price by mail, per yard roll, 50 cts., 5 yards 40 cts per-yard.

BERLADONNA P AS ER
iSEABURY 8c JOHNSON. :-

lN RUBBER COMBINATION. t.st
Prof. R. O. Doremus, of Bellevue Hospital Med. College, and J. P. Battershall, Ph. D., analytical chenists, New
York, to determine the comparative quantitles of atropine in Belladonna Plaster, 1,repared by the different Aneri

cmn manufacturers, disciosed in each case that our article containa a greater proportion of the active princîple of

Blladonna than any other manufactured. Samples oc the varioue manufactures, ieludinrt ourown. for thla test,

were procured in open market by the above named chemists thcmiselves. In the preparation of this article, we

incorporate the best alcoholic extract of Belladonna only, with the rubber base. It I packed In elegant tin cases,

(one yard in each case). wh ch can he forwarded bv ma 1 to any part of the country.

Price, by mail post-pald, $1.00.

BlIST ER..IN Pt ASTER,
URE& JONSO-N

IN RUBBER COMBINATION. co1 procesathe

fIy (best selected Russian), with the rubber hase, which constitutes, we believe, the most rel al le cantharidal plast er

known. It la superior to the cerate, and other cantharidal preparations, the value of which is frequently greatiy

impaire by the excessive heat used lu preparing them, which volatilizes or drives off an active principle the Ili.

By our peouliar process, no heat is used.
Price, by mail, per yard, $1.00.

M.USTARD PLASTER
SEABURY 8& JOHNSON, ý

IN COTTON C.OTH. not"craP o rt . he w
b. removed without solling the skin. Always reliable.f

ALL THE ABOVE ARTICLES TO BE OBTAINED OF CANADIAN DRUGGISTS AT PRICE8 XENTIONED.

:PA T D.'., .ALWAYS SPECIFY SEABURY & JOHNSON'S

* M EA DS

ADHESIVE PLASTER
SEABURY &JOHNSON

.4-
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& MUQRE' SytClZi
USED IN THE

SAVORY&Iàti
MORE'S

SAVORY&

MORE'S

In

SA VO

ROYAL
And possessing everY requirement necessary in a diet for Children broughtup wholly or partially by hand

Containing the highest amount of nourishment in the most digesti-ble and convenient iorni.
The Most Perfect Substitute for Lcalthy Mother's Milk.

N.B.-This Food has only the sugar natuiral to healthy milk, andis therefore free frorn the barneful sweetness of highlysugared Foods.
TINS, la., 2a., 5s. & 10%.

THE DATURA TATULA, for Asthma, Chronic Bronchitis, &c.
It is a remedy of great efficacy."--Duabhn j_-u-nal of Medical&ence.

" I have suffered from attacks, attended with painfully suffocativesensations, which have been immnediately relleved by smiokin-g, for ofew minutes, the Datura u!a. 1 oner'it of g °cat power and us-fulness."-DR I3
ARKER on Diseases of the Respiratory Organs.

Cilgars, Cigarttes, and ail forms for- Suoking and Inhalation.
M & OORE, 143 NEW BOND STiREE'T, LONDON, W.AND ALL CIIEMISTS TIfROUGIîOUT 111E WORLD.

,.

2

z ,
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0'u
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THE IMnD.,e... -Y~~ DKP<UE.

FIG. 8.

ABDOMINAL AND SPINALSHOULDER AND LUNO BRADE.

F%. 8,

THE BANNING
Truss and Brace Company's

e«rsrrmam
0F

Mechanical Support
Has the unqualified endorsement of over five thous-and of the leading medical men of this country andEurope, and has been adopted by them in their
practice

PRACTITION ERS
report to the Medical Journals and to us that cases of

Ilernia, Spinal Deformities and
Uterine Displacement,

which have gone through the whole catalogue of
oter Spinal Props, Corsets, Abdominal Supporters,Pesearies and Trusses,

Yield Readily to our System of Support.
AN EXPERIENCED PHySICIAN IN ATTEND-

ANCE FOR CONSULTATION.

BanningTruss& Brace Go.
704 BROADWAY,

New York City.
NO OTHER OFFICE OP ADDRESS.

Send for our Descriptiue Pamphlet.

Fm. l

Q

9-

P4

08

->>

No. 19. - THE IMPRoVED REVOLVI
SPINAL Paor, for sharp angular cur-a-
ture, or ' Pott's Disease" of the spine.Recent and important improvements inthis have led to its adoption by the mosteminent'physicians.

,-00'D
-'FOR

FANTS

URA,

-THMký_

NURSERIES.

SA0 R 4 1uîy



ugar-coated Pills are iore soluble tha

gelatine-coated or compressed pill.-Prof. Rdmingon'a paper read before

merican Pharmaceutical Association, Boston, 1875.

SUGAECOÂDPLL an GuNL,
nR01OLTCIN, Ali OHRm RECIF.

MANUFAOTURED BY

WILLIA R. WARNER & CO.
M& IAMKE 8TRET PHILDBLHÂ

WARNEB & Co's Pilla are unequalled for thlir medicinal qualities, as the bestmaterials
enter into their composition, and the utmost care is used in their manufacture. An ex-
perience of twenty-two years, with careful attention and study, has enabled us to achieve
results otherwise unattainable.

We claim the art of Sugar-Coating, which avoids drying the mass. so hard as to render
it insoluble and inert.

Skilful preparation and the scentific method of manufacture, which we do not hesitate
to.call our own, are recognized in the acknowledged success attained. We wish particu-
larly to state that our Pilla will produce the effect expected, and our desire ls that Physi-
cians shall be able to realize this in their practice; hence the necessity for specifying our
make when ordering or prescribing.

We would particularly invite your kind attention to our make of

PILLS OF SOLUBLE BI-SULPHATE OF QUININE,
made from pure material, in sizes containing J, 1, 2, 8 and 5 grains each, sold at the same
price as the Pilla of the Sulphate of Quinine. This salt which we are now extensively
manufacturing, la by virtue of Its greater solubility, offered as an important improvement
on the Sulphate.

The following list of SBugârCoated Pilla comprises a variety of combinations of great
value, prepared for Pysieians prescriptions.

PBB
FORMULE AND THERAPEUTICS. 100

NEDIGAL PROBRTIES. Dos. Euoh.
Chinoidin. 2 grs. 1à euE, JExt. Col. Co. 3 j 'AipeJd 2 Io4 1Pip. Nig. 1-6 • ................... AntiperJodic. 2 to 4 7
Ferr.ut. u . StlmuiatlngP3nrgative. flirected&LOES, U. S. P. . a> ioco4 2K.ot, ............ to iower portion men'y r 1o

COMP. (Pi . Gent Co . . . .... ................ Tonie, Purgative. 2 to 4 4
ET ASSAFmETID. A*taitetda, gr ...... Purgative, Antispasmodic. 2 to & «1Pui v. saponis 1Y3 ge.

Puv. A t r.
* ET FERRI, Eb. ic; Jaïn'gr-............ Tonic, Purgative. 1 to 3 «

t. Conli % gr.JET MSTIC Lee P. *o i.].........-.------.--....--... Stimulatng Purgative. 1 te 2 uET MYRRHi (PuieÀ Aloes 8St, 2 grs '
U.X.P. birt 1 gr. Cathartic, Emmenagogn 3to esICnlStigat, Yi gr.>ý--......

ET NUC. VOMICA, { loes Soc 1( ........ Tontc, Purgative. 1 to m
<Mau. xIyararg. 1 gt.- wihtdny e1tALTERATIVE, Puv. Op, J gr A.terave .th .dency to 1 t 1ALTRÂIV, Pulv. 1pca. . gr.) mercuimpreflon.

AMMON. RROMID, 1 gr..... .t ..... Sedative, oertAvo, Besolvent. 1 l
.. Sapon Hispan

ANDEB80F' 8aC0T. r t. ........... Catc. m to 5
Oleum Anisi. J

ANTELMINTIuC, ................... Anthelminot. 1 tom I

PILS ENT BY rATT ON RECEIPT Or IlmT PEIE,
Ordwa for. Qnuwle euwse go a ZL s..I 48e"00.

Sold by
KERRY WATSON & CO.

moNT4RAEL,

URUBU



Warner & Co.'s Sugar-Coated Pills. 1
IEDIO)AL PROPEETtES DOuu.Bao

ANTI-BILIOUS, (Vegetable) Pv Ext colo. . 2t . Choo Cat 2 to{ChinotIn, l gr.
ANTI-CHILL, Feri Ferrocyi a Fr.AANTI-CHIL O 1 ri. Nig. . .. ••---------------- Aira'e periodi A icble to Ob. sý* 1 00

Strychnia, g -I 0 gr.
ANTI-DYBPEPTIC, Ç Pulv. Iee. gr .... able where I bIltty and 1 to 2 90a2. Hyd2u, 2g.gSomex

1EXt. cul. CJo., 2 grs.ANTIMONZI O0NP. EL P. [See Pli. Calonel Compi.......- Alteatie I to à 40Ext. Nue. Varn, S gr.APERIENT, HYoscym, ----- Apertent Tonte. 11 02 8(loe. c. , gs ----------------A-BAPGTIDE, U. S. P..--------.................................Nerve Stimulant. 1 to 3 40Zgr ........... ..-......... ........... Nerveltimulant. 2 to 4 40
COMP. { ulph ExRin. i gr.. ---..- .... Tonic and Nerve Stimulant. 2 to S 4

ASSAFGTID, ET RHE, et, { gr . -.---....... Ton Laxztive, bTerve Stlaa- 2 to 4 75
BISMUTH, n- 1 to ô 78KM-- ------------------- -----------------.......- Seda ive. 2 to 7.3 grb. ...................................... Seave 2 ta à 78
BISMUTH et Ignat, Bsmîuth 3ub.Carb. 4 gr .. edaave, Aniperodic, Tonte 1 o 2 180(Ext. Ignatia Aimara. jgr. •

et Nuc. Vomies, B h.m g --. Sedative, Toni. 1 to 2 1 50fExt. Nue. Vomies, ,~gr. eatTue.1218CALOMEL, ý .--- --------- ------------------------.--.- Alterave. 1 to a 40CAO 2----------------------------- 
. 1103 40

a grs------------- ----- -- ---------- « P Mg tv .1t
"dé - -- - - -- 1 to3gr&.------------------------ - --- ---------- " ... Cathartic. 1 to a 60

Camp (Plmme's> ~ Calomel-108 0Comp. (Plummer's) 3 gr. Oxysulph Antimony,).... Alterative, Anti-Bheumatie. 1 to 40ýGuaiacum Besin.J
M ET OPII f Calomel, 2 grs.1(Oplum, 1 gr. j ------.---.----- CathartiAnodyne. 1 86

Calomel, gr.
ET B , Ext. hl,. C. gr-............... Mild Purgative. 1 to 3 78

1. y0seyam 1-6 gr. ...........CAMPIOR ET EXT. "Cam por, m 1 r.HYOSCYAMUts, lExt. Hyo-yamus, (Eng.) 1 ......... Anodyne. Cerebral Stimulant. 1 to 2 50
Ext. Coloc. Comp. 1 gr.

CATHART. :!Comp., U. S.P. o el,. 1 gr. CathartiO. 2 to 4 60
Pulv. Gamnbogie, X gr.Podohyllin,

Vegetable. Ext C lmcynth, t2 I à
Aloes, 80ap & Gingr.1----Ext. (2oloC. Comp.

.. Jalap.
Imp. odo iLept8andrin 3e..O . hamtauie. 2 to 4 50

" Gentlan,
LO. Menth Pip.

(Puhr. Aloffl s0e.CHAPMAN S DINtER PILIs, " Rhel OPt. ...... SUmniaung axatkve. 1 to 3 OSGumo Mastich.CEMIOXALAT: 1 gr.------------------..-.-....... Nerve Tn. 1 to 3 100CHINOIDLN, 1 gr ....................... Tonlc, Antipentodle.' a2104 40, m 1 .---------------------------------.-----...-......--- Tonic, Antiperiodic.' 2 to 4 402 s.----. -.-.--------- -...... -............. Tonic, Antiperiodic. 2to4 80
COMP.: erri Sulph. Exle. 1gr Tontc, Antperiod. 1 to 2 1 00Piperina, 3< gr.)CINCHON, SULPH. ------------------- Tonte, Antiperiodi. 1 to a 78{ iulv. lIes. iScamiafly, 1 gr.

" Soc. Aloes, 1 grs.
COa iColocvnth, g4 gr. -...-.......... Hydrgogue--Cthort. 2 to 4 90

01. Cauyophyl. gr.Pulv. Aloes Soc. I gr.OOOK'S,~ ~ . labRiel, I< 14 8COO1K'S, a s' Calomel, . .......Purgative. 2 to 4 0
ISapon. Hispan 3< grCOLOCYNTHIDIS COMP., 3 gr.. (Ext. Cl c. Cmp.) U. S. P. ... Purgatve. 2 to 5 80COLOCYNTH ET HY DRABG ÇPul Ext. Coloc. Comp. 2 gis.

ET IPECAC, ydrarg. 2 :s. Cholagogue Cathartie. 1 to 3 76Pulv. Ip)ecac. 1-6 gr.COLOCYNTH ET HYOSCYAM. Ext. C'010. 0. 23 -. Gentle Taxative. 1 to 2 76" T T U Buyam, ----. Atrave to Muco Mem-2400PPIBlE, U. S. P., - -...............................-- t-brane. t ue NomET EXT. CUBEBCOM PP. CapaibS, ra Alterative to Mucous Mem- 2 to 4 80Oleo-reiC , be ubeb, 1 r. A -------- brane,

{ P.li. Pl. brgra.

P atac. gDUPUYTEN, dg Clo. r 1 -...... . Alteratve 1 . Muo om- 2 104 80Oteo-reetn Cubeb. biSilO, Tome.

l ehore.s, l Ni. 1

DIGITALIS COMP. GOUE ." 1 -- Artra edgguve. 1 to3 8 00Poab. Ni, 2 g gr.)
DIURETIC, .tqSodoe -Carb. Enxasl. 2 gras .............. i)uette, Ântacid. 110 toa 0S LYMAN Junip. & Cr.p.

Puv. (uala aTrN.DUPUYTREN, 1lydg. Chiai. Carras. 1.10 gis..... j- SpelSe Alterative, 1 80fPuiv. Opli. X< gr.f Ergotine 1 gr.)
Ext. }Ieâehore. Nlg. 1 gr.EKM]<NACIOGTJE, -<Aloes, Siocot . 1 gr . ....... Active Em4menagegue, Taonte. 1 10 8 140Ferri Sul. Exs. 1lgr.1101. Sablrnoe, X gr.j

IPILLS SE"T B3Y MIAIL 01N ]REDIPT 0Fr LuT PRICF
Sold by
* LYMAN BROS, & 00a
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The cerebro-spinal nervous axis is put into
rapport with the various parts of the economy by
means of two orders of conducting cords ; one,
forming the afferent system, transmits by the grey
substance the impressions received at the peri-
phery ; the other, forming the efferent system,
transmits movements and nutritive influence to the
organs. The lesions of the latter-the centrifugal
order-are at the present time very well known
because it has been almost exclusively to these
that modern clinical and physiological studies have
been directed. On the contrary, the lesions of the
afferent apparatus have been left in obscurity.

Some histological and physiological researches
by Leyden, Vulpian, Ghazem, and others, give us
some precise notions of the alterations of the
cerebro-spinal axis, consecutive to lesions of the
extremities of the nerves-alterations which, here-
tofore, have been regarded as coming from primi-
tive lesions of the central nervous substance, and
not as the consequence of an affection localized in
the periphery of the nervous system. It is on facts
of this class that we propose to treat in this work.

We shall, first of all, study the results which
pathological anatomy seems to have brought
clearly into view, that is to say, the atrophic modi-
ficati&ns observed in the central nervous systemn
following the amputation of a member. In the
second place, we shall speak of irritative lesions
experimental or pathological, observed to follow'
peripheral excitations. In the third place, we shall

speak of certain symptoms or phenomena observed
through centripetal irritation of the nervous centres.

CHAPTER I.

Of atrophic lesions of the nervons centres following
tAe removal of a member.

A. Lesions of the medulla.-Ianey and Basard
had already noted, with the naked eye, an atrophy
of the medulla or of the nervous roots in persons
who had undergone amputations and had died a
long time after the operation ; but both the obser-
vations are incomplete. Besides these two, no
others were found in the science related to this
subject up to 1868, when Vulpian, in a memoir
published in the Archives of Pysiology, and Dick-
inson in another, published in the Yournal of
Anatomy and Physiology, reported several cases of
atrophy more or less diffused in the parts of the
medulla corresponding to the amputated member.
In the greater number of the cases published Ly
these two authors, the atrophy was observed more
usually in the posterior fascicles than in the an-
terior, of the medulla.

After Vulpian and Dickinson, other observers,
among whom are the two Italians, Buffalini and
Rossi, have published analogous results. In 21
cases of amputation the following were the altera-
ations found in the medulla:

1st. In the white substance.-Atrophy in the pos-
terior cords in 17 cases, and in the anterior only in
a few cases.

2nd. In the gray substance.-Atrophy, according
to Vulpian and Dickinson, is more often in the
posterior cornua than in the anterior ; but neither
Vulpian nor Dickinson have ever observed histo
logical modifications, or diminution of the numbel
of the cells, or atrophy of them. In one case alone,
of amputation of the left leg, Vulpian found a very
limited destruction of small islets in the gray sub-
stance. Geuzmer, in a case in which amputation
of the thigh dated back almost 30 years, found
diminution of the number of the nervous cells and
a great diminution in their size. Lastly, in an
observation of Hayem in a case of amputation of
the thumb, there was found, besides general
atrophy of the anterior cornua corresponding to the
injured side, a great number of atrophied cells and
some irritative lesion, not only on the atrophied
side, but also on the other side ; lesions analogous
to those of a chronic central myelitis.
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3rd. In the nervous roots.-Dejerin and Meyer, as Roessingh, Rosenstein, Rosenbachs, and Vul-
in three cases observed by them, found no altera- pian, have neyer observed either medullary lesion
tion in the cut nerves; but Dickinson and Geuz- or lesion along the superior end of the irritated
mer observed atrophy in the nervous roots, appar- nerve; others, as Tiesier and Feinberg, have, in a
ently, according to Dickinson, in the posterior, but certain number of cases, met with some consider-
according to Geuzmer, in the anterior roots. able alterations in the spinal axis, consecutive to

B. Lesions of the brain.-Dickinson, in four localized inflammation in a part of the nerve, as far
cases in which the operations took place many as the central parts.
years before death, met with no appreciable ana- Ve shah speak of the affirmative experiences of
tomical modification in the cerebral hemispheres. these authors. The esions observed in the medul-
The atrophy observed in the medulla extended to lary axis, folowing irritation of the peripheral
above the lumbar enlargement in the cases of ar- nerves, appear both in the involucres of the
putation of the lower lirnb, and as far as the bulb meduhla and in the medullary substance itself, in
at the superior limit of the decussation of the pyr- the gray as well as in the white substance.
amids, in cases of amputation of the arm, but neyer As to the lesions of the meninges, we may say
above this point. Other observers have not been that they have been met with in great frequency, if
more successful. not, indeed, with constancy ; and they vary fromiThe experiments of FrWtsch, Nitzig and Ferrier, a simple hyperaemia to a focus of suppuration.
and the pathologico-anatomical researches of Char- lemm observed in rabbits a sero-sanguinolent
cot, have demonstrated the existence of atrophy in opacity in the dura mater, at the point where the
certain peripheral regions of the brain (the pre- irritated nerve is implanted in the medulla; in
tended motor zones) following the remote ablation other cases he found a sort of inflamnatory proli-
of corresponding members (that is to say, the feration of the adipose cellular tissue in this nhem-
alteration was found on the right side when the brane. In a cat he met with a true spinal pachy-
mutilation had been on the left, and vice versa). mningitis, having its origin at the point of emer-

In contradiction of these facts, Brun, Pities, gence of the irritated nerve. In an thperiment of
The Major, and others, in cases of ancient ampu- Tiesler, rported by Professor Csarcot, on a rab-

tations, found the cerebral hemispheres in ah their bit, dead paraplegic, three days after the applica-
convolutions in a state perfectly normal. Yet the tion of an irritant agent on the sciatic nerve,,facts demonstrating atrophy are of much greater saw a primary purulent focus in the thickness of
number. the nerve at the point irritated, and another focus

Outside the cases of amputation, studies have of suppuration in the vertebral canal, around thebeen made in those in which the patients have roots of the sciatic, near their emergence.
been long condemned to inaction, either from With regard to the lesions of the medullary sub-
paralysis of a given member or from chronic articu- stance, the studies have been carried out chiefly bylar rheumatism. Examtle-Landouzy, in a man Prof. Hayem on rabbits, both after eradication ofwho had arrest of development f the right leg, the sciatic nerve, and irritation of it by acids, or by
found the left hemisphere of less volume than the
right. Oudin, in a woman who for 67 years had a needie dipped in nicotine. The alteration waslot used the right leg, found atrophy of the first diffused in te whole length of the medulla; firstfrontal convolution at its union with the ascending it appeared on the posterior cord, at the level offrontal. See, in a subject whose right arm had the origin of the nerve injured, afterwards it in-
been atrophied, observed that the left ascendingpn e n athe
parietal convolution was much smaller than the vddtega usac."naltecss"syright. Luys, in a case of chronic rheumatism of this author, "it above a l afected the externa andthee years' duration, found the same alteration. Posterior grou of the antei, otornu, anna the cel s of

cHAPTER o m ths group on/y were aiesion wen the lesion was less
Irriative, experimental, or Éathological lesions, ob pronounced. "

servea in the moto- nervous centres in sequence ta The medullary alterations observed by Feinberg,

la hematism.cxamti -Lnduzinasa.yb

w heriha estiolsr although the description is given with less particu-

right. Oudin, in a woma n h s r ear a ededpe nnctn.Teatrto a

nst Exethenhtg n thy searches larity, are of the same nature. In three of his ex-
physiologists are divided into three classes. Some, periments, by means of irritation of the sciatic witn
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potassa, he found a diminution of the consistence These are the facts obtained by experimental
of the medulla, above all in the gray substance of pathology on animals, and we shall now seek .to
the lumbar region. Under the microscope, the compare them with the phenomena of the same
gray substance appeared completely disorganized, order observed in human pathology.
and in part the white substance also. In the ex- 2nd. Clinical farts.-In this division of the
periment of Tiesler, before cited, the medulla, at chapter we shah show that centripetal irritation of
the point corresponding to the emergence of the nerves is often, after some time, followed by, at one
irritated nerve, was softened and infiltrated with time signs of muscular atrophy, at another by signs
granulous bodies and leucocytes. of locomotor ataxia-phenomena which supervene

On the contrary, Klemm only once met with on defect of anatomical control, and in themselves
myelitis as a consequence of irritation of the sci- prove the central lesion.
atic ; the inflammation, in his experiments, ap- Une of the most notable consequences of experi-
peared to be constantly limited to the meninges. mental neuritis propagated to the medulla, is the

The experiments hitherto cited show that the rapid muscular atrophy observed in the animals
irritation of a nerve on the periphery may give operated on. This modification in the nutrition is
place, at one time to a spinal pachy-meningitis, at in rapport with the degenerative alteration described
another to a spinal meningitis, and again to a by Hayem in the celis of the anterior cornua; this
myelitis. But it is asked, What is the path taken shows the trophic influence of these celîs. Now it
by this inflammation in order to be transmitted to is certainly worthy of attention that in clinical ob-
the medullary axis? servance the phenomenon most frequent in centri-

Klemm injected into a rabbit, with the syringe petal irritation of the spinal axis is exactly atrophy
of Pravaz, some drops of a solution of arseniate of of the muscles.
soda, intc the sheath of the sciatic. The irritation Vulpian speaks of a soldier who, in 1870,
thus provoked at the point of application was received a gunshot wound at the union of the in-
propagated thence to various points of the nerve, ferior third with the middle third of the right leg.
both above and below. There was ithus formed At the end of a month hie recovered and resumedan ascending and descending neuritis, proceeding service. In 1875 he perceived a sensation of for-
by bounds here and there, in a mainer very irregu- mication and of stunning at the point of the cica-
lar, along the nervous cord, especiallp showing trix, and afterwards enfeeblement in the whole
itself at those points where the arterial vessels linib. At the same time he discovered that thepenetrate the sheath ofthe nerve. This was called whole member affected was continually becomi-g
by Klemmm disseminates neuriti. more atrophied. The circumference of the right

Niedieck, in bis experiments, found analogous thigh was four centimetres less than that of the left
results. He cauterized the sciatic with nitrate of one.
silver and with chromic acidi; the primary altera- Hayem publishes a similar case, in a man who
tion was a focus of suppuration at the point of ap- received a gunshot wound in the leg in 1871, and
plication of the caustic, and, next, the inflammation in 1874 signs of atrophy and paralysis were mani-was propagated in patches along the nervous fested. In these observations the muscular
trunk. atrophy shows the seat of the lesion to be -in the

Finally, in 1874, Hayem, who had regarded the gray substance of the medulla.
neuritis of the upper end at the point irritated as We sha p record other examples in which the
exceptional, established himself; the fact of inflam paralytic and atrophic manifestations were pro-mation of the interfascicular conjunctive tissue duced in regions far from the member primitivly
along the nervous cord. He saw the cylinder injured. Thus Charcot, in w8a6, records the case
axis swollen and beaded, in granulous degenera- of a man who had diffused phlegmon in the vet
tion, with proifration of cels. It appears, there- forearm, for which some incisions were made by a
fore, that the irritation is propagated by means of surgeon; one of these incisions fel upon the radial
the centripetal cord, following the conjunctive nerve. A short time after, the patient began to feel
tissue and the nervous tubes into the central cells. pains and formication at the point of the cicatrix
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corresponding to the radial nerve; then followed
anosthesia and paralysis, with atrophy of the
muscles. At the end of about a year, he felt a
weakness and torpor in the rglit forearm.

Vulpian, in the Hospital La Charité of Paris,
observed a fact of the same order. A man suffered
a scalding of the left hand, such as to destroy it,
leaving to him only two fingers in the form of
pincers. After sone time the right arm weakened
and atrophied ; and afterwards, despite of faradiz-
ation, the muscular atrophy progressed to the
muscles of the arm and the shoulder. Brown
Sequard, Leyden, LeDentu, and Ferrier report
other examples of the same order. But the finest
example of atrophy and paralysis is that of Pincet,
of Cluny, in which the progressive extension of the
lesions into the greater part of the medulla was
observed. A soldier, in 1870, received a wound
in the battle of Sedan ; a ball which penetrated at
two centimetres to the right of the sternum, went
out at three centimetres below the spine of the
scapula. 'The patient remnained three days uncon-
sclous. On reviving, the right arm was seen para-
lysed. The wound healed in eight months, but
notwithstanding the use of faradization, the arm
renained paralytic.

In 1873 this patient entered the Hospital Val
de Grace. The left arm was enfeebled, and had
become similar to the right. In 1875 the lesion
was perfectly symmetrical in both upper menbers;
there was atrophy of the pectoralis, trapezius, del-
toid and great dorsal muscles ; also of the biceps,
the Lnterior brachial, and all the posterior muscles
of the forearm.

We cite, finally, two other examples, with ana-
tomical observations. Leudet relates a case of
sciatic neuritis, developed by asphyxia from the
oxide of carbon. He saw, eight days after, a
weakening first in the meiber corresponding to
the neuritis, and afterwards in the member of the
opposite side, and thence to the upper members,
supervening. At the autopsy, neuritis of the right
sciatic was realized.

Professor Duménil relates a case in which, fol-
lowing a contusion of the right sciatic at the nates,
paralysis with atrophy and anæsthesia in the right
limb was observed ; in a year after, the upper linib
of the same side was shnilarly affected. Three
years after, the lower limb of the left side was

affected in its turn, and afterwards the upper one.
Finally, the tongue also was involved. The au-
topsy showed chronic neuritis of the sciatic, and
medullary lesions, chiefly in the posterior cornua ;
the vessels were dilated and varicose, there was
infiltration of granulous globules with hyperplasia.
The white substance was little or not at all altered.

From these anatomical observations, and many
others made by Vulpian and Dickinson on persons
who had undergone amputations at remote dates,
it bas been shown that in the posterior parts of the
medullary axis the centripetal irritation has princi-
pally its seat.

It is also known, from the observations of Hay-
em, that the inflammation is propagated across the
internal radicular fibres to the externo-posterior
cellular group of the anterior cornua. Unless it
be now forgotten that ascending lesions in the
spinal axis are effected by means of the posterior
cords, we have quite sufficient to enable us to
account for the cases of locomotor ataxia, which
sometimes supervene in sequence to inflammation
of the peripheral nerves. Here are some exam-
ples : H. Petit relates the case of a man who, in
November, 1859, suffered a contusion in a toe of
the left foot, from a bar of iron falling on it. In
February, i86o, he had lancinating pains in the
left foot and leg, and a short time after, pains also
in the right, but lighter, so that they yielded to a
little rest. Progressive evolution of symptoms of
ataxia followed. M. Duplay published in the
Archives of Medicine, the case of a man who, in the
Crimean war, had a foot frozen, and was afterwards
taken with fulgurant pains in the lower limb, and
at a later date with ataxic titubation ; in 1875 all
the classic symptoms of sclerosis of the posterior
cords presented. Nicaise observed an analogous
case in the hospital of Bicetre.

It may be admitted that in these cases the
freezing, or the wound, determined a neuritis of
the cutaneous nerve branches, next in the princi-
pal trunks, and thence into the posterior parts of
the medulla.

Another example has been published by Prof.
Vulpian: A man, in 1855, uinderwent amputation
of the right leg. In 1873 the left leg became, by
little and little, weak and flexible. The foot, in
walking, was thrown inwards. A year after, ful-
gurant pains in the left inferior limb supervened.
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In 1877 it was observed that this member had
emaciated in its whole bulk. With the eyes shut,
he walked hesitatingly. Sensibility was diminished,
and the fulgurant pains were severe. On the side
operated on, nothing analogous to what happened
on the sound side was observed.

In summary then, ail the facts which we have
passed in review demonstrate:-

ist. That the peripheral irritation of a nerve
may determine in the nervous cord, and in the
central axis, inflammatory modifications. 2nd.
That these inflammatory lesions are produced
either in the involucres of the medulla, or in those
of the nerve ; on the constituent elements of the
conducting cord, and of the medullary axis. 3rd.
That the medullary lesions have their seat princi-
pally in the grey substance, but they may extend
also to the white substance. 4th. That they may
be limited to the meninges, according to the ob-
servances of Klemm. 5th. That in the majority
of the cases, if not in al], the propagation of peri-
pheral irritation to the medulla is effected by means
of the centripetal cord, under the form of a neuritis,
now disseminate, or again continuous, having its
seat in the interstitial connective tissue, and proba-
bly also in the nerve tubes. 6th. That these cen-
tral lesions are often manifested with predominant
muscular atrophy, and in some cases with signs of
locomotor ataxia.

B. Lesions central, produced by irritation of visce-
ral nerves.-We are now interested in seeing whe-
ther lesions of the internal organs may bring about
consequences on the nervous centres, in the same
manner as the peripheric lesions of members. A
great number of facts published under the name of
reflex or sympathetic paralysis, have no other
known pathological mechanism.

It was observed in an individual who for several
years had suffered under an affection of the urinary
passages, that without appreciable cause a dorso-
lumbar myelitis more or less rapidly was developed.
Gull, combating the vaso-motor theory of Brown-
Sequard, showed that urinary paraplegia supervenes
principally in those individuals who, for several
years, have suffered from vesical or urethral dis-
eases. Leyden records an observation, in which,
in sequence to a cystitis from cold, with retention
of urine, symptoms of paralysis appeared at the
end of four weeks; at the autopsy there was found
a red softening of the lumbar medulla. An Italian
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author, Namias, observed a case of central atrophy
of the medulla, consecutive to a chronic enteritis,
in a woman of 38 years.

Wier-Mitchell says that, in some cases observed
by him, " intestinal diseases had produced effusions
and medullary softenings," and that the scrofulous
and the scorbutic are often subject to softening
and chronic myeluis. But he does not give any
details, nor cite any autopsy. Leyden has pub-
lished his observance of a man, who, in squence
to dysentery, h d symptoms of a lumbo-sacral
neuritis, to which there succeeded those of an
ascending spinal meningitis, mounting up to the
superior dorsal region. In a memoir of Zabriskie,
we read the following fact : A boy entered the
hospital with chronic diarrhea, which had so
weakened him that his lower limbs had become
paralyzed both in sensation and motion ; bis eva-
cuations passed involuntarily, and he died from
marasmus. The intellectual faculties had remained
sound. At the autopsy, extensive lesions were
found in the small intestines. The medulla and
its involucres did not present, to the naked eye,

i any alteiation. All the viscera were sound. But
though the author realized the integrity of the
medulla by the naked eye, the complete paralysis
of sense and motion, and the paralysis of the
sphincters, prove the existence of lesions in the
grey substance of the medullary axis, which would
not have escaped microscopic examination.

Ail these facts, above exposed, establish, though
not in a very definite manner, the possibility of
medullary lesion as a consequence of inflammation
of the viscera. But as yet the studies have been
rather defective : there have been observed only
these few cases in the urinary and intestinal organs,
of medullary affections consecutive to irritation of
the visceral nerves. As regards lesions produced
by irritation of the other viscera, no example is
known.

It remains also to know by what mechanism the
visceral affection is transmitted to the central ner-
vous system. Gull admits that 'the inflammation
may be propagated, in certain cases, by the veins,
to the rachidian plexuses. and thence to the involu-
cres of the medulla. But the more rational hypo-
thesis is that offered by Leyden, and supported by
Charcot, that is, the centripetal propagation of the
irritation through the nervous trunks ; and this
accords with the observations of Leyden, who, in
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several cases of urinary paraplegia, and in one
case of dysenteric paraplegia, found, in addition to
dorso-lumbar-myelitis, neuritis of the branches of
the lumbo-sacral plexus.

(To be continued).

QUARTERLY REPORT ON THE PRO-
GRESS OF MEDICAL SCIENCE.

BY J. STEWART, M.D., ETC., BRUCEFIELD, ONT.

THE TREATMENT OF EPILEPSY.

(i). Bromides.-M. Hublé, under the direction
of Bourneville, has employed the monobromide of
camphor, bromide of zinc, bromide of arsenic, and
the bromide of sodium in cases of epilepsy, where
the bromide of potassium given for a lengthened
period failed to be of any service. The patients
were all inmates of the Salpêtriere. The cases
were mostly aggravated ones in old people.

The following are the results obtained by Hublé:
The monobromide of camphor, given in doses of 10
to 6o grains in capsules, is especially useful where
vertigo is a prominent symptom. It produces a
profound sedation, which prevents the diverse ner-
vous manifestations which accompany the attacks,
such as insomnia, post-epileptic delirium and mani-
acal excitement. It was never found to cause bro-
mide intoxication.

Bromide of zinc is a powerful sedative, especially
to the medulla and spinal cord. It has a similar
action to the bromide of potassiam, but it has
fewer inconveniences. Given in doses of 50 to 6o
grains per day, it was found never to cause cachexia
or cutaneous eruptions.

The bromide of arsenic has also been successfully
employed in diminishing the frequency of the epi-
leptic paroxysms. It can be given in doses up to
one grain without producing any inconvenient
symptoms.

The bromide of sodium causes, in very large doses,
cachexia, but never the profound cachexia which is
induced by large and long-continued doses of the
potassium salt. Of all the potash salts, the bro-
mide has the most deleterious influence in this way.
In many cases the bromide of sodium had a very
beneficial influence.

Hublé does not draw any comparison between
the four different bromide's, as he thinks his num-
ber of observations (46) are too few to warrant any
conclusions as to their respective merits.

(2). Statistics as to the influence of the bromides in
ebilesy.-Ferrand gives details of 89 cases of epi-
lepsy treated by bromide of potassium. In 12
cases a complete cure is said to have resulted.
Considerable improvement followed in 51 of the
cases, a slight improvement in 16, while 10 were
made worse or not influenced by the drug. The
bromide was given to females in doses of 75 tO 90
grains per day, and to males in doses of 90 to 120

grains daily. After a case is free from fits for one
year, the drug is given during six days of the week,
and towards the end of the second year it is given
three times a week. Ferrand prescribes arsenic
in conjunction with the bromide, to prevent the
development of acne, and when the bromide dose
exceeds 1oo grains daily, he gives coffee to prevent
its soporific effects.

Hughes Bennet has published the results of the
treatment of 117 cases of epilepsy. In 14 cases
there was a complete disappearance of the fits, a
diminution of them in 97 cases, no change in 3
cases, and 3 cases were made worse. Bennet gives
30 grains of equal parts of the bromide of potas-
sium and ammonium in infusion of quassia, three
times daily. If these doses are not sufficient, they
are gradually increased until 8o grains three times
a day can be taken. Of all chronic nervous dis-
eases, Bennet considers epilepsy the most amena-
ble to treatment.

(3). Atropine.-Laskiewicz considers that atro-
pine is the best treatment for epilepsy, when the
bromide of potassium fails. Köllner has lately
used atropine in the treatment of epilepsy, also.
He injects subcutaneously a milligramme (A gr.).
It appears to have a considerable influence, not
only in preventing frequent attacks, but also in
mitigating the severity of those which do appear.
In the period between the fits, Köllner considers
that the mental condition of those treated by atro-
pine is much better than those treated by bromide
of potassium.

(4). Curare.-Edlefsen, of Kiel, has used curare
in 13 cases of old and severe epilepsy. In 6 little
or no effect was noticed, 3 cases were completely
cured, and 5 were considerably improved; the 13th
case was still under treatment.

Prof. Benedikt, of Vienna, has also lately used
curare in a few cases of epilepsy, with success.
Owing to the exceeding diversity of the strength of
different samples of curare, great caution is neces-
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sary in prescribing it. It can be given subcuta-
neously in doses of g- to 1 of a grain.

(5). Picrotoxine.-Conyba relates the case of a
child, æt. 5, who was epileptic from her second
year and who had been treated by bromide of
potassium without success. Picrotoxine was given
in doses, at first, of one milligramme, and after-
wards increased until 2½ milligrammes were taken
in the day. The attacks gradually diminished,
and were replaced by vertigo. The picrotoxine
was continued for four years. In i88o she was
considered completely cured.

THE TREATMENT OF PNEUMONIA.

(i). Prof. Picot, of Bordeaux, in his work lately
issued, lays great stress on the role which altera-
tions of the heart play in pneumonia. He states
that all his fatal cases presented some heart change.
There was either faty or pigmentary degeneration, 1
the lesion being generally more advanced in the
right than in the left ventricle. He condemis the
expectant treatment. Although the tendency of
a pneumonia is to a cure, still in great measure the
result depends entirely on the resisting power of
the patient. In treating a case of pneumonia, we
endeavor to do two things : (i) to minimize the
effects of the disease, and (2) to increase the re-
sisting power which the patient is possessed with.

In speaking of blood-letting as a means of ful-
filling the first indication, and thereby preventing
that acute fatty cardiac degeneration which is the
great factor in bringing about a fatal issue, Picot
says that he always uses this means of lowering
the blood-pressure in previously healthy adults.
When, however, his patient is either old or young,
or affected with any cachexia, he avoids it. He
considers that cupping is a valuable therapeutic
agent in pneumonia. He relies principally on
digitalis, alcohol and quinine. Pneumonia of the
apices, he considers, happens only in the debilitated
and cachetic, and gives alcohol and quinine freely.
If the resolution of the hepatized parts is delayed,
he considers blistering a valuable means of pro-
moting it. He only mentions tartar emetic to
condemn it. In short, the following are Picot's
conclusions :-No expectancy, nq tartar emetic, no
bleeding, except in robust subjects and in cases of
urgent dyspnœa from an over-burdened right heart.
In the beginning, digitalis and cupping ; later,

alcohol, quinine and digitalis. Blistering if neces-
sary.

The treatnent of Pneumnonia by alcohol.-Dr.
Alix, senior physician to the military hospital at
.Toulouse, compares the treatment of pneumonia
during several years at this hospital. During 1875
and the three following years, there was under
treatment in this h6spital, 230 cases of pneumonia.
Of this number 20 died, being a death rate of 8.9
per 100. The treatment pursued in these cases
was the ordinary one, without stimulants. In 1879
and two following years, 75 cases were admitted
and treated by alcohol alone, without a fatal result.
During the same years there was admitted into
other military hospitals, from the same corps d'
armeé, 195 cases of pneumonia. Of this number
15 died, being a death rate of 7.3 per 'oo. Alix
considers that this difference is in a great measure
due to the treatment, for the soldiers were recruited
in the same district and were under the same hy-
gienic conditions. In severe cases and double
pneumonia, digitalis is given in moderate doses at
the commencement of the disease, in addition to
the alcohol. The object in giving digitalis at the
beginning appears to have been with the view of
reducing the temperature, rather than of acting as
a tonic to the heart. In considering the value of
this treatment, it should be remembered that the
patients are men from 20 to 25 years of age, and
they are admitted into hospital very early in the
disease. It cannot be expected that any civil hos-
pital could present such returns.

The treatment of Pneumonia by the empioyment of
the wet sheet.-Dr. Austin Flint gives the details of
four cases of pneumonia successfully treated by
the application of cold. The cases were picked
ones, the patients being robust and no complica-
tions existing. The directions were to employ the
wet sheet whenever the axillary temperature ex-
ceeded 103° Fahr. "The patients were wrapped
in a sheet saturated with water at a temperature of
about 80° Fahr., the bed being protected by .an
india-rubber covering. Sprinkling with water of
about the same temperature was repeated every
fifteen or twenty minutes. If the patient com-
plained of chilliness, he was covered with a light
woolen blanket, which was removed when the
chilly sensation disappeared. The patient re-
mained in the sheet until the temperature in the
mouth fell to 102° or lower, care being taken to
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watch the pulse and other symptoms. When the The colorless corpuscles contain no ingredients
temperature was reduced, the wet sheet was re- from which they could be derived. After bleed-
moved and resumed if the temperature again ex- ing, and in many diseased conditions, they are
ceeded 103° Fahr." increased in number. They play an important

Flint in speaking of these cases said, " they part in the formation of thrombi and the coagula-
certainly show that in cases like those which were tion of the blood. They form the principal part of
selected, the treatment is not hurtful. More than white dots in.mammalia. It is probable that they
this, they render probable thé inference that the play the role in the coagulation of the blood which
disease was controlled and brought speedily to a has been attributed by Mantegazza and Schmidt to
favorable termination by the treatment. They the white corpuscles, because the latter are few in
also go to show that the disease is essentially a number in the circulating blood, and their destrue-
fever, and that treatment is to be directed to it as tion was neyer observed by Bizzozero, provided
such, and not as a purely local pulmonary affec- the blood was mixed with a saline solution. Again,
tion. It remains to be determined by further the time at which coagulation sets in, corresponds
observations, how often and to what extent this very closely to the time that these new corpuscles
method of treatment has a curative efficacy. It is undergo degeneration. The fluids which retard or
also an important object of clinical study, to ascer- prevent coagulation-as solutions of carbonate of
tain the circumstances which render the treatment sodagnd sulphate of magnesia-have the same
applicable to cases of pneumonic fever, and on action in preventing the granular degeneration of
the other hand, the circumstances which may con- these corpuscles. The indifferent solution of sait
tra-indicate its employment in this disease." does ot preserve them, but one to which the

methyl-violet has been added does.
From this evidence it appears as highly probable

According to Bizzozero, if the circulating blood that the formation of fibrine takes place, under the
in the small vessels of the mesenter' of chloralized direct influence of these corpuscles. To themo
rabbits or guinea-pigs is observed under a high Bizzozero gives the name of " Blutplttchen.
power, there will be seen besides the ordinary red b
and white celcs, a third form et corpuscle, which isi
colorless, round or oval, and from one-haf to one- Hublé: Recherches cliniques et therapeutiques
third the size of the red corpuscle. tizzozero sur l'épilepsie. (Reviewed by Bzournal de Thera-
says that it is owing (i) to their want of color and /'et4iqile, Nov. 1, 1882).
translucency, that they have hitherto escaped the Ferrand De la curabilite relative de l'épilepsie
notice of observers. (2) The>' are less numerous a la Salpêtriere. (Quoted by N1eurologishes Cen-
than the red and less visible than the white cor- tirabatt, Nov. c, 1882).
puscle. (v) Owing to the great difficulty of ob- Hughes Bennet A statistical inquiry into the
serving the circulating blood in the small vessels action of the bromides in epilepsy. (Edioc burg t
of the warmblooded animais. Thes can be seen Med. m e-ur., Feb., t88h).
a1,o in freshly-drawn blood, for the most part Klner: Vorufige Mittheilung dber den Ein-
aggregated around the white corpuscles, or lne- flusi des Atropins auf epileptische Krauk. (Quoted
diately under the coverglass to which the adhere. by the Ce setra/b/tlt Jr ereuhelkunde, , 567).
They soon becone granular and give rism to what Edliefsen: Zur Behandlung der Epilepsie. (Cen-
is èalled the granule masses. Through appropriate Ira/b/attiir Nervenheikpnde, 5, 509)
reagents, their form can be preserved. A solution Conyba : Epilepsie, Traitement par la Picrotox-
of sait colored with methyl-violet, as this property. mie; Guerison. (Archives de Neurologie, Nov. 3,
The best method of examining them in the human 1881).
subject, is to place a drop of the above colored Picot : Leçons cliniquesisur le traitement de la
solution over the puncture and mixing the drop of Pneumonie. (Review by our rnal de Therau-
blood thoroughly with t. Owing to their typical tique).
forms, i is very unlikely they are derived from the Alix : Dtraitement de la Pneumonie. (Bull.
red corpuscles. Général de Therapeutique, Tome t woh, i i Liv.).
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Flint: The treatment of Pneumonic fever (Acute
Lobar Pneumonia) by the employment of the Wet
Sheet. (Am. Medical Weekly, Jan. 7, 1882).

Bizzozero : Ueber einen neuen Formbestandteil
des Säugetierblutes, und de Bedeutung desselben
fûr de Thrombosis und Blutgerinnung ûberhaupt.
(Centrablattfür Med. Wiüsensch, No. 2, 1882).

ARSENICAL POISONING.

BY A. C. BOWERMAN, M.B., BLOOMFIELD, ONT.*

Mr. President and Gentlemen,-In calling your
attention to the subject of " Arsenical Poisoning,"
and in presenting notes of one or two cases that
have fallen under my own observation, it has not
been my object to offer any original suggestions of
a therapeutic value, or to point out any new diag-
nostic signs by which this grave condition may be
recognized. I desire briefly to notice some of the
chief sources through which arsenic is dissemina-
ted, to show you that poisoning by this metal is of '
more frequent occurrence than is suspected ; and
to urge the advisability of precautionary measures
to prevent the distribution of this and every other
poisonous material without the necessary warning
to the intending purchaser.

In considering the wholesale use to which this
agent is put in the arts and manufactures, it is a
matter of considerable susprise that its deleterious
influences are not more widely recognized and bet-
ter understood. Perhaps indeed if this subject re-
ceived the attention which I think its gravity de-
mands, many of those distressing affections which
now pass under the head of dyspepsia, catarrhal
attacks, general malaise and debility, would be re-
cognized as produced by contact with articles satu-
rated with arsenical pigments, or from breathing
an atmosphere laden with microscopical particles
of this poison in the fori of dust. It has been
said that " the special province of the physician is
to diagnose disease, and the cases to which I re- t
fer are of a nature requiring professional observa-
tion for their detection. Once having recognized
them and their origin, we can have little diffliculty
in removing them and arresting the progress of
their pernicious influence. You must not under-
stand me to mean that every apparently unaccount-

*Read before the Quinte and Cataraqui Medical Association,
February Ist, 1882.

able ailment is the result of contamination with
this noxious metal ; but once let us fully realize
what arsenic may do, and what it has every oppor-
tunity and encouragement for doing, and I am
convinced we will scan more closely and study
more diligently many perplexing cases that now
baffle both our diagnostic and therapeutic skill.

I am well aware that arsenic ranks high as a me-
dicinal agent, and has long been held in good re-
pute and been largely administered by the profes-
sion ; but I understand it is lately becoming an
article almost indispensable to the ladies' toilet. I
have the best authority for saying that in the ad-
ministration of arsenical preparations much de-
pends on the idiosyncrasies of the individual, which
differ greatly in different persons. These facts,
says Bartholow, should not be forgotten in pre-
scribing strictly medicinal doses. Now if so much
care is required on the part of persons educated in
the use of this agent, what must be the danger
those persons expose themselves to, who prescribe
this article for their own indiscrim-inate use, either
internally or as a cosmetic externally, and are igno-
rant alike of its virtues and its virulence ?

It is well known that the wilfully suicidal sub-
ject is protected and prevented from iiflicting self-
injury ; the would-be murderer is lodged in safe
keeping when his propensities are discove-xd - yet
by a species of passive mental amaurosis on the
part of the legislative authorities, the greatest pos-
sible encouragement is extended to those who ex-
pose the element of disease among our scattered
and unsuspecting populace. The truth of this as-
sertion will be plain when I state that the most
common channel through which arsenic fnds a
ready entrance into every household is through
the employment of wall-papers, calicoes, and other
domestic fabricswhich are very frequently coloured
with arsenical pigments. Among other articles
which are coloured with this metal, according to
the authority of Mr. Hogg, of London, I may men-
ion chintz, silks, muslins,ribbons,stockings, gloves,
irtificial flowers, American cloths, lamp-shades,
candles, playing and trade cards, ornamental boxes
and wrappers, children's toys, and even sweet-
neats. French chalk has been taken in mistake
for prepared chalk, and this saie French chalk
was shown to contain 40 per cent of arsenic. Ac-
cording to the same authority " the almost univer-
sal use of poisonous pigments in the arts and man-
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ufactures is known to be productive of a two-fold
noxious influence ; first on the work-people em-
ployed in their manufacture, and secondly on a
very much larger number of persons who purchase
them, and being quite ignorant of their nature,
adorn and surround themselves and their homes
with the elernents of disease. Now if this be true,
while we are purifying our walls and writing elabo-
rate treatises on " drainage and ventilation ";
while we are spending hundreds upon the construc-
tion of elegant and effective traps against sewer-
gas, would it not be praiseworthy if our attention
were likewise directed toward securing for our
atmosphere an equal purity and immunity from
poisonous contamination from other not less dele-
terious channels ?

It has been said, and sung too, that " The old
Oaken Bucket " of Eliza Cook fame, was no more
than a pestilential, germ-producing old relic, more
to be condemned than venerated because it im-
pregnated tie water with vegetative organisms ;
yet who ever thinks upon entering an elegantly
furnished room that perhaps a more subtle poison
permeates every cubic foot of the atmosphere of
that apartment than ail the bacteria the old bucket
ever grew ? Mr. Hogg in speaking of the separa-
tion and diffusion of arsenic into the air of a room
the walls of which are hung with arsenical paper,
remarks that " it may bt thought that the quantity
given uff is too small to produce sym)toms of
poisoning. But this, he adds, is a hasty conclu-
sion to arrive at, for on analysis, Dr. Alferd Tay-
lor found that from each square foot of an arseni-
cal paper examined by him, he was able to pro-
duce from 13 to 17 grains of arsenic ; and from
certain pape rs printed witlh a peculiar pigment be
obLainied as much as fifty-nine per cent of arseni-
ous acid. According to the same authority, ar-
senic finus its way into almost ail papers indepen-
dent of colour, and in this way " the size used for
fixing the pigment on the paper is very prone to
det omnposition, to prevent which makers introduce
arsenic. Mr. Henry Carr, of London, likewise
quoting from Dr. Taylor, says " The pi:ment of
arsenicated wall-papers contains a large proportion
of arsenic, and from some of these papers in the
unglazed state, the noxious niaterial may be easily
scraped or removed by slight friction ; thus arsenic
is hable to be distributetthrougi the air of a room
in a state of fine dust." He further adds that Dr.

Taylor was able to detect the presence of this
poisonous dust on books, picture-frames, furniture,
and projecting cornices of rooms thus furnished.
One gentleman who had his library hung with ar-
senicated wall-paper suffered from symptoms of ar-
senical poisoning which came on after he had been
occupied in dusting his books and on examination
a well-marked quantity of arsenic was found in the
dust.

As I stated at the outset, I have no intention of
offering any remarks relative to the remedial value
of arsenic, on the contrary I shall feel my efforts
well repaid if I am able to interest you with some
of the abuses of this article. The following symp-
toms obtain from exposure to poisoning by arseni-
cal dust. The earliest indications of the absorp-
tion of this poison, most frequently observed, is an
excessive irritation of the whole of the mucous tract
and which is generally referred to a catarrhal at-
tack. Improvement following remedial measures
are temporary. More frequently as the nasal irri-
tation subsides, a feeling of faintness, headache,
and great prostration ensues, and the patient who
tries not to think himself very ill is obliged to lay
up. In other cases the first symptoms are dyspep-
sia, stomach-derangements and cramp referred to
" bilious attacks." Diarrhœa may supervene upon
sleeping in a room newly papered; while headache,
sore throat, smarting and running of the eyes will
supervene upon awaking from this unrefreshing
slumber. Breathing the air of a room after the
daily operation of dusting has been performed,
produces an aggravated hay-fever, spasnodic asth-
ma and bronchitis. In other instances fainting fits,
vomiting, diarrhœa, nervous prostration, skin erup-
tions, conjunctivitis, dimness of sight, paralysis,
etc., follow in regular sequence. All of the above
and even many more distressing complaints result
from wall-paper poisoning. And Mr. Hogg gives
it as his opinion that the danger to public health is
quite as great as that arising fron sewer-gas or im-
pure drinking water. Possibly no better proof of
arsenical poisoning would be desired, than a rapid
recovery from the synptoms upon removal of the
supposed cause. A few well authenticated cases
may suffice to illustrate the frequency of this con-
dition.

" A member of the Biitish Parliament suffered
for. months with a painful eruption of the feet,
which confined him to his couch. Abandoning his
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fashionable socks, he quickly recovered. Several fabrics alone are dangerous. The fallacy of this
Californian miners actually died from wearing notion bas been shown on examination of blue,
boots lined with bright green flannel the colouring mauve, red, brown. and even white papers, which
matter being Scheele's green. An otherwise healthy were found to be arsenical.
tradesman suffered from wearing a bright maroon Another class of poisonous dyes bas also been
flannel next his skin. Poisoning has frequently added witb the introduction of aniline colours,
occurred from wearing paper collars, coloured cal- affecting more particularly articles of dress. Aisenic
ico shirts, gloves, coat-sleeves and hat-linings. A islikewiseemployed in the manufactureof both
lady suffered from a painful skin-disease from car- aniline and indigo dyes, and is present in such a
rying around a bright yellow purse, whilst another variety of disguises as to render its detection by
suffered from the dye which came off the black the public quite out of the question. Aniline dves
crape dress she was wearing. Several ruembers of
a family were made severely ill by the chintz win-
dow curtains and bed-furniture of the room they
occupied. Another family were poisoned by green
venetian blinds. A lady suffered many weeks from
a troublesome eruption of the scalp from wearing
artificial flowers in her cap. Illness in children
has been caused by the cloth lining of their per-
ambulators. Eye diseases have been produced by
green shades to the gas lights used in composing
rooms. Distemper colours on office walls have
injured the health of clerks. The daughter of an
official in high life in Vienna, recently wore several
times a superb dress of dark green material,trimmed
with wreaths of leaves in another and lighter shade
of green. During the season the beautiful com-
plexion of the young lady underwent a sudden
change, and was ruined by a painful and offensive
eruption. After a time her physician, baffled by
the symptoms, thought of the dress, had it sub-
jected to a chemical examination and found enough
in the colouring to produce aUl the mischief.

Prof. Woscoe, in his elementary chemistry, says:
"All the soluble arsenites are dreadfully poisonous.
Alkaline arsenites are soluble in water, and sodium
arsenite is used largely in calico printing." This
then may be another fruitful source of contact with
this metal, both in the wearing and the washing of
calicoes which are so widely used. He likewise
says: "The employment of arsenical wall-papers
is much to be deprecated ; still more is the insolu-
ble arsenical green for colouring light cotton fab.
rics such as gauze, muslin or calico to be con-
deiiined, as the colour is merely pasted on with
size, and rubs off with the slightest friction." It
may be information to some of you to know that
confectionery-chocolates, ge!atines, etc., are very
frequently coloured with arsenite of copper. A
mistaken impression prevails that green papers and

are poisonous of themselves, regardless of the ar-
senic they may or may not contain. Aside from
the list of quoted cases and their rela!.ive causes,
we are all well aware of the extensive use to which
arsenite of copper has lately been put in the exter-
mination of the Colorado beetle, the tomato and
the currant worm, to say nothing of the danger
run by those who apply this substance either in
powder or solution, Are there not a thousand
chances in which valuable lives may be carelessly
sacrificed through partaking of garden fruits fresh
from the bushes, thus diligently medicated ? I do
not mean to say that gardeners are careful to dust
or sprinkle the fruit alone. It is the leaf only that
is attacked by the caterpillar, and it is the leaf that
is aimed at with the extermirator, but I think you
would find it a tedious process to do justice to the
leaf and avoid the fruit. Gardeners might do well
to suspend notices to their bushes warning the
trespassing public that their inviting fruits are boih
seductive and unsafe ; but it must not be forgotten
that the incautious aud unwary child is the victim
most likely to be caught in this unsuspected trap.
Perhaps it might be just as wholesome to eat a.
caterpillar now and then, as to preserve the fruit at
the expense of one's own or another's life.

(To be continued.)

LACERATION OF THE PERINEUM AND
SPHINCTER ANI COMPLICATED B3Y A
RECTO-VAGINAL FISTULA.

BY J. E. BROUSE, M.D., BROCKVILLE, ONT.
On the I5th of November last I received a note

from Dr. Hanna of Lansdown, asking me if I would
go there and operate on a lady, who lived three
miles from the %illage, for restoration of a coin-
pletely ruptured perineum. He stated that she
liad been confined only six weeks previous of her
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second child, and that the accident occurred under
the care of another physician nearly three years be-
fore in her first labor. Without obtaining any more
particulars I agreed with her friends to operate,
and went to sce her on the 26th of November, pre-
pared to do so if there was a reasonable prospect
of success, and the w-man properly prepared. But
when I came to examine the state of the parts and
saw the extent of the lesion, I regretted my pro-
mise, and were it not for the anxiety of the woman
to obtain relief, twice the fee agreed on would not
have induced me to touch the case, as I deemed
success very problematical. During the twenty-one
years of my professional life it has been my lot to
see many cases of torn perineum, not only in pri-
vate practice, but in the New York State Hospital
for women, where I saw several bad cases operated
on (not always successfully) but never had I met
with one in which the original injury was so exten-
sive as in the one I an about to describe. The
history is briefly this : June 22nd, 1878, pains be-
gan at 6 a.m. very light until i p.m. when they be-
came more regular and strong. Membranes rup-
tured at 2 p.m., from that time until 7 the pains
were quite strong. Between 7 and 8 they were
feeble with long intervals. The physician in at-
tendance applied the forceps and the child was
born in a few minutes. The next day the doctor
put in three sutures leaving them in fifteen days,
at the end of which time no union had occurred.
Ever since then she has had no control of the
bowel, both flatus and fæces passing in spite of
her every effort. The fæces also pass into the
vagina, obliging her to wash out the part frequent-
ly. Although only 23 years old her life has be-
come a very burden, and rather than continue an
object of disgust to herself, she is willing to submit
to any operation that will afford the slightest pros-
pect of relief.

Placing her on a table in good position before
the window, I saw a widely gaping cavity into
which could be put an ordinary sized goose egg,
without stretching the parts in the least. The
perineum was entirely wiped out of existence, the
sphincter ani torn through and lying at the lower
or posterior margin of the anus (which was open)
with its inner fibres contracted and the ends
marked by a distinct pit on either side. A band of
skin and mucous membrane one-eighth of an inch
in diameter had united in front of the anus thus

converting what had originally been a rent into a
recto-vaginal fistula of over an inch in extent. On
passing my left index finger into the rectum and
lifting up the posterier vaginal wall, a cicatrix, at
the junction of the left lateral with the posterior
wall, fully three inches long and extending nearly
into the cul de sac, was discovered. The original
rent had been through both the vaginal and rectal
tissues and in uniting had bound the parts so
tightly down that it was almost impossible to raise
them sufficiently to get a good view. In order to
have the patient in as good a condition as practi-
cable I deferred the operation for ten days, in the
meantine ordering such diet as would, in the pro-
cess of digestion, leave the least debris, and giving
instruction to have her bowels freely opened by
cathartic pilis each day until the ninth when an
opiate was to be given so as to lock them up.

On the 6th of December, hearing fron Dr.
Hanna that the patient was ready, I went up, ac-
companied by my friend Dr. Vaux, who kindly of-
fered to assist, and operated. I first washed out
the rectum with carbolized warm water, but the
opiate not having had the desired effect nearly an
hour was consumed before the water returned
clear. Dr. Lane of Mallorytown gave the anæsthe-
tic, using Squibbs ether, while Drs. Hanna and
Vaux kept the parts on the stretch and did the
sponging. First marking the points on the poste-
rior wall of the vagina and on either labium to
which the denudation was to extend, the operation
was begun by picking up the skin with a tenacu-
lum at the left extremity of the spincter on a line
with the posterior margin of the anus and freshen-
ing the end of the muscle with the scissors. Then
a narrow strip of mucous membrane was denuded
completely around the fistula (which was converted
into a rent by dividing the narrow band at its lower
margin) and down the right side to the other ex-
tremity of the muscle. In this manner strip-after
strip of mucous membrane was removed from the
side and posterior walls of the vagina, the greatest
difficulty being experienced in getting at the parts
bound down by the cicatrix, and it was only by
exercising patience that it could be accomplished.
To add to the trouble the bowels, notwithstanding
the opiate, kept moving every eight or ten minutes
during the whole time, occasioning a great deal of
delay in cleansing. Having reached the points
marking the limit of denudation, the first suture

r
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was put in by entering an ordinary two inch nee
die, threaded with silk to which a silver wire was
attached, below the sphincter close to the left side
of the anus, and carrying it up in the cellular tissue
to a point one-fourth of an inch above the limit oi
the rent, then around it and down the right side to
a point exactly opposite that of entrance. The
second suture was entered on the same plane,
catching the end of the muscle and following a
course parallel to the first and one half inch higher
up. The third passed directly across the upper
margin of the anus and under the first two so as
the more effectually to bind the muscle in its place,
when broughît into position. The fourth, fifth and
sixth sutures were entered about half an inch from
the edge of the left labium, passed back through the
tissue of the lateral wall, then through the tissue of
posterior wall in front of the rectum and out
through the right wall to a point opposite that of en-
trance. The sutures were about half an inch apart.

By taking an end of wire No. i in either hand and
pulling, at the same time pushing up the spincter
with the index fimgers, the muscle was made to en-
circle the anus and was secured by a couple of
twists of the wire. Suture No. 2 brought the outer
fibres of the severed muscle in contact. No. 3 was
put in at the suggestion of Dr. Emmet, to whom I
had shown a rough sketch of the parts when in
New York the previous week, and I have no doubt
that it added materially to the success of the opera-
tion by effectually keeping the muscle in position.
Nos. 4, 5 and 6 brought the sides and posterior
wall in contact, thus completely restoring the peri-
neum. In twisting the sutures care was taken to

- do no more than bring the parts in contact so as
to lessen the danger of cutting through or produc-
ing strangulation when swelling occurred. The
sutures were left three inches long and secured to-

F gether by a piece of rubber tubing over the ends
and wrapped with wire. All blood stains were now
washed away, the thighs tied together, a soft pad
being placed between the knees, and the patient
put to bed. The operation lasted one hour and
thirty minutes, but, had it not been for the trouble
given by the old cicatrix and the continued action
of the bowels, it would have been done in less
than half the time. An opiate was given to con-
fine the bowels, and instructions left for a daily
dose until the sixth day when an enema of warm
oil was to be administered. Dr. Hanna in the
meantime attending to the bladder and washing
out the vagina. The same diet was continued as
)efore the operation. Fhe bowels, unnanageable all
through, operated on the night of the fifth day, be-
fore Dr. Hanna gave the enema, and caused great
pain, but did no further harm. Dec. 14 th I re-
moved the sutures and found the parts united. She
was kept in bed with her thighs tied for ten days
longer, when she was allowed to get up. I have
not seen her since removing the stitches, but the
following extracts from letters by Dr. Hanna will
show her condition :

LANSDOWN, Dec. 13 th, 1881.

DEAR DOCTOR,-I drove up to see Mrs. R-
Friday the 16th, and after a careful examination of
the parts I am of the opinion that there is not
union of the sphincter ani. I hope I am mistaken,
but my opinion was corroborated by yesterday's
examination. There is first class union of the pe-
rineum proper, and by a digital examination in the
vagina, it (the perineum) seems to be perfect in ex-
tent and symmetry, However she claims to have
good control of the bowel now, and as the passage
of the fæces into the vagina was her chief trouble,
which will now be obviated, I have no doubt but
she will feel the operation a success even if my
idea be correct.

Yours truly,
F. HANNA.

In my reply to Dr. Hanna I said that lie must
be mistaken, for if there was no union of the
sphincter there could be no control over the bowel.
January 4 th, 1882, Dr. Hanna wrote as follows :
" In reference to Mrs. R- I am pleased to inform
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you that the condition is not as I stated in my in like mianner relieve spasm ; or you may slowlyformer letter. There is still a slight deficiency in diminish and even ultinately remove paralysis."
the sphincter, but she says she has much better Again, on page 17, he says, "This (the continuous
control over the bowels than formerly. When I i galvanic current) will do the following things : itexamined her before, the defect seemed to be about will relieve spasm of certain kinds ; it will relieve
3/4 of an inch, but since the swelling has disap- pain of certain kinds. A person may have a par-peared the defect is only trifling and quite superfi- ticular kind of headache ; you pass a continuouscial. I think you can safely report the case as a current * * and in a few seconds the pain is gone.genuine success. The family and she are thorough- It will also remove some forms of tremor and ofly satisfied. spasm."

Yours truly, F. HANNA." Under the heading of " Clinical effects of Elec-Thus has a young life been changed from a state tricity on nerve and muscle," he says, on page 23of great misery to one of enjoyment by an opera- and page 24, " Electricity may put a nerve intotion, which, at the outset, seemed almost hopeless. action." * *I "Its other effect is to diminish theIt is such a success as this, occurring occasionally activity of a nerve, when that activity is normal, orin the career of a medical man, that helps to cheer in excess." * * "To the electrification of muscles,
him when, only too often, cast down and discour- similar statements will apply." * * "When, on theaged by his failures and the unkind criticisms of other hand, muscles are contracting preternaturally,
those who make no allowance for any one but exhibiting spasm, either tonic or clonic, you mayth emselves. reduce this action by the continuous current," etc.

Under the heading of " Therapeutical uses of

Electricity," he says, on pages 62 and 63, "Second-
ly, electricity may reduce, or even annihilate, for a
time, the action of a nerve or 'muscle." * * "It

ELECTRICITY IN THE TREATMENT OF you have pain, over-action, or spasm-whether
SPASMODIC DISEASES. tonic or clonic-you may so use electricity as to

diminish those conditions and bring nerve andTo the Editor of the C"n& LANCIT. muscle to their normal states." On page 64 heSIR,-In a letter in the February number of the says, " There are * * hardness of a limb % *LANcET, Dr. Thos. W. Poole denies that electri- actual rigidity, * treciulousness of muscles, and
city is a curative agent in spasmodic diseases, and lastly, clonic spasm." * * " These are all signs ofgives, as ample evidence of the correctness of this an over-action, that may sometimes be reduced byposition, a single quotation from Dr. J. Russell electricity. Again, on page 66, he says, "Over-
Reynolds' lectures on the "Clinicai uses of Elec- activity of a muscle or nerve, or vessel, may betricity." If Dr. Poole had continued his quotation reduced by the application of the continuous gal-to the end of the same paragraph, some hint would vanic current." * *c "Another form of electricityhave been given of Dr. Reynolds' real estimate of -faradization-May also be employed to reduce
the value of electricity in the treatment of spas- over-activity. If you find, for example, a man suf-modic diseases, and a reply from me would have fering from torticollis-spasmodic wry-neck-thebeen almost superflaous. As, however, many of sterno-cleido-mastoid and other muscles of oneyour readers may not possess a copy of Dr. Rey- side acting most violently, and turning the headnolds' admirable lectures, simple justice demands over to the opposite shoulder, you may stop thatthat his position on this subject should be fairly by passing through the sterno-cleido-mastoid mus-
stated. 

cle a galvanic current." " Another way in whichUnder the heading of " General Remarks on the you may reduce the over-action of a muscle, is byClinical use of Electricity," Dr. Reynolds says, on faradizing the antagonistic muscle. Suppose thep. 11, "There are other diseases which you cannot flexors of the arm are contracted, as in Some casesbe said to cure, but which you may relieve by of 'late rigidity,' and you find it difficuilt to get theelectricicy. By its application you may, in many fingers open,--the best mode of overcoming thatinstances, again and again releve pain ; you may condition is to apply faradization, no to the mus-
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cles affected, but to the other muscles, the exten-
sors, so as to antagonize them. Again, in the
case of torticollis, where a man's head goes jolting
over to one side, you can reduce the over-action
by putting the antagonistic muscle into action by
faradization, and so pulling the head round into its
proper position." " There is another point to
which I will now call your attention (pages 79-81),
and that is the condition of ' rigidity' in a limb in
cerebral paralysis. It is common enough in old
cases, and sometimes is met with in those that are
quite recent. In the latter case I advise you not
to use electricity, for you may do harm ; in 'late
rigidity' you may employ it without fear and with
considerable advantage." * * "Sometimes in an
early stage, a few applications of elect-icity will
cure the rigidity and not only remove the tendency
to cramp, but even bring back the proper contrac-
tility of the limb." * * " You may often call into
action the extensors of a much weakened hand, by
applying a moderate faradization with well wetted
sponges to the back of the forearm ; * * faradiza-
tion is much better for this purpose than the bat-
tery (constant) current, although the latter may be
used to assist the former by applying it, in a con-
tinuous form, to the rigid and over-acting muscles."
* "Yeu faradize extensors, and galvanize the
flexors of the hand and fingers ; and you may, if
the rigidity has extended higher, adopt a similar
plan with regard to the muscles of the forearm or
the arm."

It is quite true that up to the date of the publi-
cation of these Clinical Lectures (1873), Dr. Rey-
nolds had not been successful with electricity, in
the treatment of torticollis, writer's cramp and his-
trionic spasm. He admits, however, that in this
respect he has not been as successful as others ;
he says (page 102), " Others have been more suc-
cessful, and I trust your experience will resemble
theirs rather than my own. Since the first edition
of these Lectures was published, my friend, Dr.
Geo. V. Poore, has treated cases of writer's cramp
and scrivener's palsy successfully, by a process
peculiar to himself. Dr. Poore has found some
muscles defective in irritability, and others over-
irritable. The plan which he has adopted has
been highly ingenious and useful, viz., the faradi-
zation of weakened muscles, and the application
of a constant current to muscles disposed to spasm,
ogether with the ernployment of rhythmic move-

ments of the limb, at the time of the latter applica-
tion. (See the Practitioner for 1872-3). From
my own knowledge of some cases which Dr. Poore
has thus treated, I can speak with much confi-
dence and hope as to the future of many forms of
this disease, which had previously proved so in-
tractable as to lead to the general expressions
which I have used on the preceding page."

So much for the views of Dr. Reynolds in 1873.
Whether they can be adduced as " proof" of the
failure of electricity to relieve spasmodic diseases,
as Dr. Poole would have us believe, or whether
they rather favor Dr. Bartholow's statement, that
" there is nothing more certain than the power of
electricity to relieve spasm," I leave your readers
to decide.

In addition to the above, and in view of the great
practical importance of this question, it may be well
to record the views of other authorities of recog-
nized standing. A few brief quotations from
Meyer,1 Althaus,2 Tibbitts,3 and Rockwell,4 must
suffice however.

(Torticollis). "It is developed either in conse-
quence of an asthenia (paralysis, atrophy) of the
antagonists, * * in which case it is cured by the
induced current being directed to the antagonists
(see case 70); or it is caused, according to Remak,
by a myelitis lateralis of the opposite side, * *
and then it is treated successfully by removing the
myelitis, through the constant current."-Meyer,
page 360. " Electricity of higli tension (the con-
stant current) as a counter-irritant and induction
currents methodically applied to the antagonists
of the suffering muscles, have effected amelioration
or cure."-Althaus, page 575. " From this treat-
ment I have had good results in several cases of
spasmodic wry-neck (torticollis) ; * * in these
cases it is always well to combine with the charge
(constant current) energetic faradization of the
antagonists of the contracting muscles ; and the
same treatment may be followed with advantage
in writer's cramp and analogous affections."-

i. Electricity in its Relation to Practical Medicine, by Dr.
Moritz Meyer. Translated by Wm. A. Hammond,
M. D., 1872.

2. A Treatise on Medical Electricity, by Julius Althaus,
M.D., M.R.C.P. Lond. American edition, 1873.

3. A Handbook of Medical Electricity, by Herbert Tib-
bitts, M.D., L.R.C.P. Lond. American edition,
1873.

4. Lectures on Electricity, by A. D. Rockwell, A.M.,
M.D., 1879.
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Tibbitts, page 143. " M. Roseithal cured with I say that lectures directed to the subject just
the constant current the following case (of torti- before the young medico is given the long sought
collis): * * the passing of a constant current for honors of his degree, would be the means of
through the affected muscles caused immediately directing him aright at the outset, and give a more
a freer motion of the head."-Meyer, page 372. uniform degree of dignity, than if it were left for

In its earlier stages, however, it may be cured by his manhood to adopt. I also deem it the duty
electrical treatment alone."-Rockwell, page 6o. of our colleges to instruct students in regard to

(Writer's Cramp). " That form which depends, such medicines, surgical instruments and other
upon an asthenia of the extensor muscles is best accessories as they may need in establishing them-
removed through their faradization, while the neu- selves in practice. I can look back some thirteen
ritis is cured by the use of the constant current."- years to my commencement and see wherein I
Meyer, page 365. "As generally all other means made some expenses uncalled for, associated with
fail to effect a cure in this troublesome complaint, those whose influence and society were derogatoryI cannot too strongly recommend practitioners to to myself and profession, observing not that gentle-
resort at once to galvanization."-Althaus, page manly seclusion which, to-day, T fully acknowledge
575. "Rest is here imperative. If in the earlier as salutary, to a considerable extent, in every pro-
stages this is taken, and the proper electrical treat- fession. As to expenses, I might refer to the
ment administered, the symptoms in many cases needless one of having one's professional card in a
yield readily enough."-Rockwell, page 72. newspaper. It has always seemed to me unpro-

Yours, etc., fessional and decidedly useless, and yet I have
A. M. ROSEBRUGH, M.D. actually thrown-yes, tossed to the winds-some

Toronto, Feb. 17, '82. forty or fifty dollars in such advertising. I am
pleased to notice that the practice of advertising is
getting unpopular among the older and better class

ADVICE TO YOUNG PRACTITIONERS. of physicians. Young practitioner, put your foot
on this evil. I have also been harrassed (thisTo the Editor of the CANADA LANCET. word does not half express my meaning) by theSIR,-The following letter of advice froin an old travelling literary gentlemen and drug agents-thepractitioner to the prospective graduate in medi- former to draw my attention to some late medicalcine may interest some of the readers of the work, journal, instrument or appliance ; the latterLANCET. Yours, etc., J. W. H. to solicit an order for some new pharmaceuticalDEAR PuPmI,,-It is, and has always seemed, preparations. The book agent is a bore. Recentlyvery strange that there is not instituted a special a member of this order entered my office, threwseries of lectures for the senior students of the down from his arms a great roll, which, whenmedical schools-such lectures not to be so much opened, proved to be an atlas of anatomy. Afterdirected to any particular theme, but to a consider- the grand opening and commencement of hisation of ethics, in other words, the relationship stereotyped appeal, I directed his attention to aof medical men to each other and to the public- combination of letters-large type, in frame-to a consideration of the young practitioner's which for those of his order I keep constantly induties as a medical man and as a citizen. For place-No. Reader, just adopt my simple plan.example : In the first instance he might be in- Your course will have furnished you with whatstructed in the manner of charging for his services, works you need in practice. The United Statesand in collecting the same,-how to appear per- Dispensatory is a convenient work, and from it yousonally, what to assume in his daily life, what com- can actually learn more of medicine than any workpany he should associate with--in fact, what would I know of. I would advise you to subscribe forentitle him to be considered a member of our most "Wood's Medical Library," published yearly; yethonorable fraternity, and what to avoid if he wishes in so doing, I must admit that two-thirds of thenot to disgrace it and himself. The reader of this works are useful as reference only, and make yourmight say that any one knows enough for that. I library larger I maintain that, although thepartly admit it ; but you will.agree with me when "library " is cheap, if the money for it was ex
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HYDROLEINE OR HYDRATED OIL AS
A THERAPEUT1C AGENT IN

WASTING DISEASES.

EY W. H. BENTLEY, M.D., LL.D.,
VALLEY OAK, KY.

From New Remedies, September, 1881.
In October, 188o, I read an advertisement

of Hydroleine in some medical journal. The
formula being given, I was somewhat favorably
impressed, and procured two pamphlets: One
on " The Digestion and Assimilation of Fats in
the Human Body," and the other ori "The
Effects of Hydrated Oil in Consumption and
Wasting Diseases." They are ably written, and
afforded an interesting study. Their doctrines
are so reasonable, that I got up faith enough to
have my druggist order a sufficient supply to
thoroughly test the merits of the preparation.

I was ready to catch at anything to take the
place of cod-liver oil. In my hands it has proved
an utter and abominable failure in ninety-five
per cent. of all my cases in which I have pre-
scribed it since I have been engaged in country
practice, and it never benefitted more than forty
per cent. of my city patients.

The inland people, who seldom eat fish, can
rarely digest cod-liver oil. Almost every week
I am consulted hy some victim of the cod oil
mania, who has swallowed the contents of from
one to twenty-five boules, and who has been
growing leaner, paler and weaker all the while,
until from a state of only slight indisposition,
these patients have become mere "living skele.
tons." Nearly all complain of rancid eructations,
and an unbearable fishy taste in their mouth,
from one dose to another. They not only fail to
digest the cod oil, but this failure overloads the
digestive organs to such an extent that diges.
tion and assimilation all food becomes an
impossibility, the patient languishes and pines
and finally dies of litera. stari'ation. In the com-
paratively small number with whom I have
found cod-liver oil to agree, it has proved very
gratifying in its results. In my practice, by far
the largest number receiving benefit from it
have been children. Those who have, previous
to their illness, been accustomed, to some extent,
to a " fish diet," will be more likely to digest the
oil, and more notably so in cold climates. Still
the innumerable efforts that have been made in
the shape of "pure cod-liver oil," " palatable
cod-liver oil," " cod-liver oil with pepsin," "cod-
liver oil with pancreatin," " cod-liver oil emul.
sions," etc., and so on, ad infinitun, attest the
fact that the great desüeratumn after all is to
render cod-liver oil capable of retention by the
stomach, and digestible when it is retained.

As Hydroleine is partially digested oil, and
this partial digestion is brought about by a com-
bination of factors suggested by actual physio.
logical experiments, these facts commend it to,
my confidence, and a trial of the preparation in
seven typical cases convinces me that it possesses

a high degree of merit, ard I feel that it is a
duty incumbent upon me to call the attention
of my medical brethren to the subject.

The first case in which I prescribed it was
that of a married lady 28 years of age, a blonde,
and the mother of four children, the eldest 9 and
the youngest i year old. From the birth of
this last child she dated her illness, for she made
a tardy convalescence, remaining unable to walk
for a month. Soon after she began to grow
weaker, and soon resumed her bed, which she
had not left to any extent since, not at any time
being able to sit up longer than fifteen or twentyminutes. During all this time she was under
charge of a skillful physician. He had tried
many remedies to check the rapid emaciation ;
among these were several different brands of
malt extract, cod-liver oil, and various mixtures
of the oil. None of the oils and their mixtures
agreed with her. In March, I was called and
prescribed Hydroleine, a bottle of which I deliv-
ered at the time, directing her to commence with
teaspoonful doses, to be gradually increased to
twice the amount, It agreed with her finely,
and by the time the first bottle was-used she was
greatly improved. She procured and used two
additional bottles, and, at this writing, June 15 th,is considered well.

The above case was one of general and per-
sisting emaciation, unaccompanied by any cough
or perceptible thoracic trouble. The ensuing
case was one of diagnosed

TUBERCULAR PHTHISIS.

The patient a married lady, æt. 32, had been
married about 14 years, and was the mother of
six children, the youngest two years of age.
several of her sisters had died of the above men-
tioned disease. Her medical adviser prescribed
cod-liver oil, and she had taken a full dozen bot-
tles with plenty of whiskey. The oil had not
been digested, although it had been retained bythe stomach. Her cough had grown constantly
worse, and she grew rapidly weaker, week by
week. I prescribed Hydroleine for her, and she
commenced to take it in April, about the i5th.
It agreed with her finely. She rapidly gained
weight and strength, her cough was relieved and
has now nearly ceased. She has used nearly
four bottles, and continues to use it, though ap.
parently well.

I have prescribed it in three other cases, in
two of which the results have been equally grati-
fying, but in the other case it produced nausea
and greasy eructations.

From these trials I am led to think quite
favorably of the hydrated oil, and I am led to
believe that although it may not agree with all,
it will be found of great and permanent benefit
to a very large per cent. of consumption and
other " wasting " diseases, and that it is des-
tined, at no distant day, to very largely supplant
the undigested oils.

HAZEN MORSE, 57 Front Street East,
TORONTO,

SOLE AGENT FOR CANADA.
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TUBERCULOSIS RESULTING FROM DE-
FICIENT NUTRITION.

(From The Miedical Record,. New York.)
Various as are the opinions regarding the

treatment of consumption, all writers coacur in
the belief that whatever measure is adopted,
the strength of the patient must be husbanded
with the greatest care, and the most efficient
means employed to supply the system with that
element which the symptoms indicate as being
required to keep up the vitalitywhile such course
of treatment is being pursued as is considered
suitable. The most striking indication of the
presence of this dreadful disease is rapid loss of
weight. The patient himself, prone as he is to
disregard4premonitory warnings of this insidious
malady, cannot but observe an extraordinary
difference in the appearance of his form, as first
the face, then the trunk and, lastly, the limbs
become soft and flabby, and the once well-fitting
garments hang loosely about him, his flesh
seeming to melt away, so rapid is the change.

EMACIATION.
A natural course of reasoning as to the cause

and effect of emaciation under these circum-
stances has developed the fact that the abnormal
consumption of the tissues is the result of
nature's efforts to supply the waste, through the
blood from the fatty tissues of the body with the
requisite amount of material whose oxidation
is the source of heat and nerve force, the natural
supply, through the assimilation of food, having
failed in consequence of an unhealthy condition
of the pancreatic secretions causing an insuffi-
cient supply of chyle, or a failure on the part of
the lacteal tubes, through fever or some cause,
to absorb sufficient nutriment.

TUBERCLE.
As the attack upon the tissues ot the body

progresses, not only fatty tissue is absorbed into
the circulation from unnatural sources, causing
loss of strength, but particles of albuminoid
tissue are carried by the blood and being de-
posited in channels where the system has no
provision for throwng them off, form desqua-
matious centres of disease which, in their*turn,
throw off infectious matter to be absorbed into
the general system. The immense extent of
delicate mucous surface in the respiratory pas-
sages of the lungs exposed to the contents of
the minute blood-vessels which permeate their
entire texture, offers the greatest and most
susceptible field for the reposition of a large
amount of this effete albuminoid tissue. This
deposit forms the tubercle whose establishment
in the lung is the beginning of that train of cir-
cumstances which characterises the progress of
that fatal malady-consumption. Thus it is
seen that tuberculosis is either due to the de-
fective action of the pancreaticjuice on the fatty
elements of the food, orto the non-absorption
of the chyle.into the blood.

ASSIMILATION OF FATS.
Fatty matter, when introduced to the

stomach, undergoes little change by th9 action
of the gastric juice, but passes, together with

the chyme or digested fibrinous and albuminous
matter, to the duodenum, where it comes into
contract with the pancreatic juice, and is thereby
transformed i'nto 'hyle, which is a very delicate
saponaceous emulsion or suspension of the
oleaginous portion of fat. It is when in this
condition only that fat is capable of absorption
by the lacteals, thence passing directly to the
venous blood which is supplied to the lungs
through the right cavity of the heart ; the lungs
then absorb from that blood the hydrocarbons or
fatty portion, and return the nitrogenous portion
to the heart, to form the globulin of arterial blood
before passing into the circulation.

This function of partly saponifying and partly emulsify-
ing fats is enjoyed by no other secretion of the alimentary
canal but the pancreatic juice, unless we take into con-
sideration the action of the saliva, which is somewhat of
that nature; but as the food in most instances is subject-
ed to the action of the saliva in the mouth for so short a
time, this feature in the economy is almost inappreciable.

TREATMENT.

The close relations of non-assimilations of the fatty ele-
ments of food to wasting diseases, and especially to con-
sumption, is understood, and reason would indicate that
if by any artificial means the absorption of fat could be
assisted by supplying, as chyle, a proper amount of ole-
ginous or fatty matter, a nutritive progre,% would be
established which would modify the unhealthy action
of the pancreas, and not only relieve the body from the
depleting effects of the disorder, but afford an opportunity
for treatment and recovery. With the assistance of a
fh.orough knowledge of the chemical process which fat
undergoes from the time of its introduction into the
duodenum to absorption, a preparation has been intro-
duced and extensively used by the profession in England
with highly successful results, indicated by the very flatter-
ing commendations of it from many physicians who, having
given the treatment of pulmonary disorders their special
attention, are peculiarly qualffied to attest its efficacy.

HYDROLEINE.

This preparation, to wllich the distinctive name of
hydroleine (hydrated oil) has been given, is not a simple
emulsion of cod-liver oil, but a permanent and perfect
saponaceous emulsion of oil, in combination with pan-
creatin soluble in water, the saponification producing a
cream-like preparation, possessing all the necessary
qualities of chyle, includii4 extreme delicacy and solu-
bility, whereby a ready and perfect assimilation is
afforded.

FORMULA OF HYDROLEINE.

Each dose of two teaspoonfuls, equal to 120 drops,
contains:

Pure oil..........,..............8o n (drops)
Distilled water ................. 35 .b
Soluble pancreatin................. 5 grains.
Soda ... ....... ...............
Boric acid ............ ............ "
Hyocholic acid .................... -20"

DosE.-Two teaspoonfuls alone, or mixed with twice
the quantity of soft water, wine or whiskey, to be taken
thrice daily with meals.

The use of the socalled emulsions of cod-liver oil
during the extremely sensitive condition of the digestive
organs always accompanying consumption does not usu-
ally afford beneficial results. Those of the profession in
this country who have under their care cases of consump.
tion, diabetes, chlorosis, Bright's disease, hysteria, and.
in short, any disease where a loss of appetite is followed
by a rapid breakingdown of the tissues of the body in its
effort te support the combustion supplying animal heat,
are urged to give this preparation a trial. It is supplied
by the agent for Canada, Hazen Morse, No 57 Front
Street East, Toronto, who will forward literature relating
tothe subject upon application.
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That many of the diseases from which man-
kind suffer during infant and adult life are
caused by malnutrition, there can be no doubt ;
and the extent to which non-assimilation of the
life-giving properties of food interferes with re-
covery from severe illness, baffling the best
directed efforts of the physician, points the
necessity for an agent or combination of agents
sufficiently potent to replace the deficient
principle and aid nature in renewing the degen-
erated tissues.

Realizing this need, the science of chemistry
produced pepsine. Richard Tuson, F. C. S.
Professor of Chemistry, London, England, in
the Lancet Aug. 13, 1870, speaks of this remedy
as follows: " Since the introduction of Corvisart
ard Boudault's poudre nutrimentive into medi-
cine, in the year 1854, Pepsine, obtained from
the stomach of the pig, calf or sheep, in a state
of greater or less impurity has been extensively
prescribed in Dyspepsia and certain other
affections. According to the testimony of some
authorities of high standing, long experience in
the use of this agent fully justifies Corvisart's
predictions relative to its therapeutic value,
which were based on physiological reasoning.

There are other authorities who express
doubts as to the efficacy of Pepsine. This
difference of opinion undoubtedly arises from the
circumstance that pharmaceutists supply
medical men with various preparations, all bear.
ing the sanie specific name of Pepsine, but
differing very considerably in their digestive
powers and other qualities. In fact, I find those
who speak favorably of its employment in the
treatment of disease have prescribed that pre-
pared by the best makers, while those who ex-
press a doubtful opinion have been in the habit
of prescribing those varieties or makes, which
the experiments of myself and others have
proved to be practically without any digestive
activity, i. e. worthless. Under these circum.
stances it is absolutely necessary for the prac-
titioner to be certain of the nake of Pepsine he
uses. Pure Pepsine, thoroughly triturated with
finely powered sugar of milk (saccharated
pepsine) will undoubtedly produce the best
results.

Experience in diseases ofthe stomach, dys-
pepsia, etc. has demonstrated in many cases,
the lack of other agents required to promote a
healthy digestion beside Pepsine, namely Pan.
creatine and Diastase or veg. Ptyalin. Pan-
creatine the active principle of the sweet-bread
or pancreas possesses the wonderful power of
emulsifying the fats and oils of food, rendering
them easily assimilated by the system not
affected by pepsine in' the . slightest degree.
Diastase or veg Ptyalin, as obtained from
malted barley in the dry extract of malt, rep-
resents the saliva, and has the remarkable prop-
erty of converting the insoluble starchy portions
of food into the soluble glucose, thus rendering
the indigestible and innutritious article starch
into the nutritive and easily assimilated food
glucose,
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The value of these different ingredients and
the difficulty of procuring them of the right
quality led Hazen Morse, 57 Front Street East,Toronto, to experiment with various combi-
nations during seven years' employment in the
manufacture of Pepsine on a large scale and with
the assistance of several prominent physicians
he was finally enabled to present to the profession
the following formula.

Saccharated Pepsine....-.... ....... 10 Grains.
Pancreatine........ ... 5 "

Acid Lactophosphate of Lime ...... 5
Exsiccated Extract of Malt equal to

one teaspoonful of Liquid Extract
of M alt .... .................. 10

Said formula has been registered at Ottawa
under the distinctive name Maltopepsyn, thus
giving the physician a guarantee of always pro-curing the same standard preparation and pre-venting their being imposed upon by imitations
of inferior quality, and at the same time putting
it at as low a figure (fifty cents for i J ozs.) as
possible for such a formula to be compounded
from the ingredients of the best possible mai-
ufacture.

Maltopepsyn has digestive power ten times
greater than the best Pepsine in the market, as
it digests Fibrinand Caseine, emulsifies the fat of
food taken into the stomach, thus rendering itassimilable, converts starch into glucose, in fact it
combines air the agents that act upon food, from
mastication to its conversion into chyle, digesting
all aliment use by mankind while Pepsine acts
only on plastic food. Maltopepsyn also com-
bines with the above the nutritive qualities
of Extract of Malt, and the brain and nerve
strengthening powers ofthe Acid Phosphates.

It has been found that a free acid, like Hydro-
chloric, does not combine well with a Sac-
charated Mixture, and renders it liable to de-
composition, I therefore de not use it in myformula. It can be easily prescribed in solution,
(say 20 drops of acid to 4 ounces of water) one
half-ounce with each dose, in cases where its use
is indicated.

For infants, however, Maltopepsyn will be
found to yield the most satisfactory results, and
the acid should be dispensed with. The ne-
cessity for the absence of acid which would tend
to produce harmful results, will be recognized,
when it is considered that even the slight acidityof most cow's milk, when used as food for in-
fants, is sufficient to disagree with them.

With regard to the proper time for its admin-
istration, as before or after taking of food,
opinions vary, but reason would suggest that
about half an hour before eating will afford the
ferment a sufficient time to combi:ie with the
existing condition of the stomach, and producc
the most natural effect upon te food,
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OPINIONS OF MEDICAL MEN.

46 St. Joseph St., TORONTO, Aug. I9, I88I.

I have tried both Maltopepsyn and Hydroleine
in a large number of cases and have found very
great benefit from their use. Maltopepsyn is
one of the best remedies of its kind that I have
ever prescribed when artificial aid is required for
digestion. Hydroleine I have found to be one
of the best, if not the best of its class. It is
readily taken, is easily assimilated, does not pro-
duce nausea or disgust, and nourishes the body
to a very marked degree. In all wasting dis-
eases I have found it to be most satisfactory. I
would strongly recommend both of these prepar-
ations to my professional brethren.

JAS. H. RICHARDSON, M.D.,
M.R.C.S., England.

MONTREAL, Sept. 7, 188I.
Dear Sir.-I have given a very fair trial to

your preparations Maltopepsyn and Hydroleine.
I found Hydroleine invaluable in all wasting
diseases, where cod liver oil and other tonics are
generally employed, and especially in treating
some cases of chronic diseases of the skin.

Maltopepsyn has been used successfully in two
cases of Dyspepsia.

Yours truly,
GASPARD ARCHAMBAULT, M.D.,

Physician to the Hotel Dieu and Professor of
Dermatology at the Medical and Surgical
School.

MONTREAL, Sept. 12, 188I.
Dear Sir.-I think I have employed Hydro-

leine since its first introduction here, and it has
given far more satisfaction in my hands than
any ether Cod Liver Oi preparation, in cases of
emaciation with cough and threatened consump-
tion its use has invariablv been followed by
benefit and in many cases results -have been
truly remarkable. Increase in weight, improved
secretions and better spirits usually follows its
proper administration. In chronic diarrhœa I
have found it very serviceable and for many con-
valescents it is invaluable.

Yours truly, W. B. BURLAND, M.D.
MONTREAL, Sept. 28, I88I.

Dear Sir.-I have used Hydroleine very freely
and find it a very good tonic in all wasting dis-
eases, principally those of the pulmonary organs.

Yours truly,
P. G. MOUNT, M.D.

Physician to the Reformatory Jail, Montreal.

690 Dorchester Street, MONTREAL, Sep. 29, I88I.
Sir.-I have much pleasure in adding my own

to the mass of testimony you have already ac-
quired in favor of Hydroleine, with the results of
which I have never been disappointed. Its ad-
ministration has frequently been attended with
an increase in the patieitt's weight far out of
proportion to the quantity of oi taken.

Yours truly,
A. LAPTHORN SMITH, M.D.

M.R.C.S., England, F.O.S. Lond.,
Physician Montreal Dispensary.

531 Wellington Street, MONTREAL, Sep. 19, 188I.
Dear Sir.-What I have seen of fydroleine

is certainly to its advantage. In the first place
you do not, as is done to my knowledge i
other preparations, endeavor to cover up defi
ciencies of the oil by adding strong aronatic oils
to the mixture, and again, I consider the formula
more likely to secure a finer emulsion by reduc-
ing the size of the globules than is possible under
other methods.

Yours truly,
CASEY A. WOOD, M.D.

MONTREAL, Sept. 7, 188I.
Dear Sir.-I have much pleasure in testifying

to the excellence of your Maltopepsyn in cases of
indigestion and the diarrhoa and the vomiting
of children. Beyond question it is the most
successful remedy we possess in the above class
of cases, particularly so in young children, doing
away entirely with the very objectionable habit
of administering very powerful astringents, in-
cluding opium. Your preparation in these cases
is prompt in its action and above all harmless.

Yours very truly,
JOHN T. FINNIE, M.D.
MONTREAL, Sept. I9, I88I.

Dear Sir.-Having occasion to prescribe
Maltopepsyn often, it is with the greatest plea-
sure that I inform vou of its entire satisfaction
to the relief and cure of all those troubles which
accompany dyspepsia, gastralgia, pyrosis and
flatulency; it has also cured costiveness. In all
these complaints I am well pleased with the use
of this wonderful remedy.

Yours very truly,
J. C. DANSEREAU, M.D.

126 Bleury St., MONTREAL, Sept. 12. I88I.
Dear Sir.-I have used Maltopepsyn in a

great number of cases with beneficial results
and think that it is a very valuable preparation.

Yours truly,
R. A. KENNEDY, M.D.

NEw DURHAM, ONT, Oct. I, 1881.
Dear Sir.-I prescribed Hydroleine to a pa-

tient afflicted with tuberculosis. She is wonder-
fully emaciated ; nevertheless, from the use of
the one bottle she has gained ii lbs., her cough
has become less frequent, and she expressed a
great desire to continue the use of the remedy.
I write you for 4 (four) boules to be sent
immediitely.

Yours very respectfully,
A. McCURDY, M.D.

UPPER BEDFORD, QUE., Sept. 28, 1881.
Dear Sir.-For the past 12 months I have

used Hydroleine (Hydrated Oil) in all my cases
presenting either a scrofulus or tubercular diathe-

I sis, and have found it answered better than any
other preparation of cod liver oil. Notably with
children (of all ages) do I find its particular
ralue.

In suitable cases your Maltopepsyn has never
failed me, and in certain cases of long stan.ding
dyspepsia, its use I found indispensable.

Yours truly,
DAVID À. -HART, M.D.
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pended for works one actually thinks, after due much for its interest and advancement under so
consideration, that he needs, it were better. Now, many difficulties and obstacles, and I think that
as to drug agents. Be careful of your orders, keep we who have lived to see his great work prosper
a copy for yourself, and watch the prices. You should commemorate his name as a mark of ap-
will find it also to your interest to get quotations preciation of his great labors.
from other drug houses. For several years I What particular form the memorial should take
traded with a firm, and was kept constantly on my will be a subject for future consideration by the
guard to keep even with them. If I had not care- profession. The first thing, perhaps, to be deter-
fully preserved rny receipts, I find on looking over mined wlil be, What amount of money can be
my books that I would have lost some seventy raised for this purpose ? The form of the memo-
dollars. I was persuaded to give them another rial can be gauged by the amount to be expended.
order-my last ; I preserved a copy of-it, and sent A tablet, bust, or oil painting in the College of
it to a firm not far distant to get their prices, and I Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario would be very
was astonished to find on its return that by dealing suitable, but I think a more public place could be
with them I could have had the saine goods for six found, where not only the visitors to the Hall
dollars less. In purchasing drugs, I would suggest would sec it, but the public at large. Would not
the following : Buy of the nearest wholesale drug- the Park or City Square be a better place ? These
gist, keep receipts and a copy of your orders care- are merely suggestions.
fully ; do not buy fluid extracts-make them your. If the former pupils and friends of the late Dr.
self, for you can purchase for a few dollars the Rolph are prepared to move in this matter, I
necessary apparatus to manufacture them. Fluid would respectfully suggest that a committee be
extracts are expensive to purchase and do not last appointed, and that the influence of the daily
longer than tinctures. Keep posted in regard to papers be also secured in behalf of the undertak-
the drug market, but especially on staple drugs, ing. In that event I think there would be little
and purchase a quantity when low. I have several difficulty in raising a sufficient amount to meet
other subjects to which I wish to draw your atten- the requirements. There are many outside of the
tion, and will write them up soon. profession who have a kindly recollection of his

Yours, etc, OLD PRACTITIONER. amiable qualities and who would be pleased to
show it by contributions, but who, if only the
columns of medical journals were devoted to the

MEMORIAL TO THE LATE DR. ROLPH. subject, might not become aware of the move-
ment.

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET. I am also aware that the subject of this letterSIR,-Your remarks in the February number of had bis faults and bis enemies but who among us
the CANADA LANCET anent a "Memorial to the has none ? Let us, however, forget the faults andlate Dr. Rolph," were highly opportune and re- remember the good qualities, and praise the noblenewed in me a determinttion to ask the profession, traits, for above all his faults his great abilitiesthrough your journal, if something could not be soared pre-eminently aloft. Hoping that thesedone to commemorate the name of this great man. few fragmentary remarks may be of use in opening
I have often thought it a lack of kindness (to say up the way to further action in the matter, andthe least) on the part of the profession and especi- that more able brethren may take hold with us inilly the graduates of his school of medicine. to our feeble efforts to do honor to the memory of
îave allowed the matter to lay so long unattended this great man.

We certainly owe a great deal to the energy, I remain, yours, etc.,

determination, ability and scholarly attainments of Elmira, Feb. 20, '82.WALMSLEY.

the late Dr. Rolph, whose well stored mind and
willing tongue were ever ready to advance the
best interests of his chosen profession. But few BELLEVUE HOSPITAL Training SChool for Nurses
of his confières can be referred to who did so gave degrees January r7th, to twenty-one nurses.



away, The boy is larger and better developed
% O IR0ü than his twin brother. His mind is bright and

active. His speech is not very distinct, however.
HURON MEDICAL ASSCCIATION. The first unilateral convulsion occurred in June,

The annual meeting of the Huron Medical 1878. They have recurred frequently since that

Association was held in Clinton on Tuesday, Jan. time ; sometimes there will be as many as seven

ioth, Dr. Sloan, of Blyth, President, in the chair. in one day. The individual fits occur as follows :

The following members were present : Drs. The first thing noticed is generally that the child is

Sloan, Holmes, Worthington, Hyndman, Bethune, in unusually high spirits ; he is restless and excited
Williams, Graham, Young, Taylor, )uncan, Mac- and talks strangel). About twenty minutes before
kid, Hurlburt, and Stewart. the convulsive movement begins, he loses the

Dr. W. J. R. Holmes, of Brussels, was appointed power of the left side. The convulsions com-
President, and Dr. Hurlburt, of Brucefield, Vice- ence, sometimes in the fingers, sometimes in

President, for the ensuing year. Dr. Stewart, of the toes-alvays in the left extremities, however.

Brucefield, was re-elected Secretary. h they commence in the fingers, they travel up the

The Association decided to subscribe for one arm and down the leg if in the leg, then up this

copy of the Index Medicus. limb and down the arm. The convulsions, after

Dr. Mackid, of Lucknow, exhibited a married lasting a few minutes, cease; after a short pause,

man, aged 43, farmer, who has been complaining they are repeated, and again cease; and so on for

for the last three years of severe periodical pains four or five hours. They never become general.

in various parts of his body. These pains, which The tongue is protruded to the left and the eyes

are situated in his arms and legs, often last for are turned in the same direction during the con-

hours. He also complains of pains of a "light- vulsions. The left side of the face and forehead

ning-like " character, confined to the arms for the get dark during the fit. After the convulsions
most part. He says his sight is dim, and often, have completely ceased, the child faîls into a deep
after severe exertion, he is blind, and sees things sleep, from which he awakens with completely
double. He has lost all sexual desire. He is paralysed left extremities. The paralysis passes

seldom able to retain his urine an hour. His away in from twelve to twenty-four hours. Con-
bowels are very irregular. He says he is apt to sciousness does fot appear to be completely lost
stumble in the dark ; but there is no evidence of during the attacks. Bromide of potassium has
ataxia when his eyes are shut. Patellar reflex is appeared to have prevented many convulsions
normal. There is no paralysis of motion or dis- which otherwise would have occurred. The above
order of sensation in the muscles of any of the ex- case differs from reported cases in the fact of para-
tremities. lysis preceding as weIl as following the convulsions.

Dr. Duncan, of Seaforth, showed a very well How to explain the paralysis which occurs before
marked example of Yacksonian E pilpsy. The pa- the cortical centres discharge themselves and

tient is a boy, four and a haîf years of age, a twin, thereby become exhausted, appears to be difficult.
born at seven months. The premature birth was Dr. Taylor, of Goderic, shewed the following

owing to an injury the mother sustained in being casesh:

thrown out of a sleigh. The general heaIth is good. (). Pseudo-hypertrophic muscular paralysis.

lad whooping cough. There has been a purulent The patient is a boy, aged l6, with a good

discharge from the right ear ever since the child family and personal history, and who presents the

was two months old. characteristic symptoms of this disease in a pro-
When ae was nine months old, the mother nounced degree. is mother states that he always

noticed that while nursing he would suddenly had a difficulty in walking, and was constantly

and without apparent cause, stretch himself back falling if travelling over uneven ground. lis

and leave the breast for a short time. From the playmates styled him "Stiff-legs." The calves are

ninth to the twelfth month there was frequently three inches greater in circuinfrence than the

recurring attacks of o£dinary general convulsions. upper part of the thighs. The arms are an inch

These attacks have, however, completely cassed. larger than the forearms. There is general muscu-
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lar weaknrss Patellar reflex absent. The lordosis,
and peculiar method of arising from the prone
position characteristic of this disease are well
marked in this case.

(2). Left Hemiplegia fron destruction of a por-
tion of the right cortical region of the brain-
Epilepsy.

The patient, a female, aged 23, when five years
of age sustained a fracture of the right side of the
skull by a branch of a tree falling on her. There
was loss of cerebral substance at the time. Her
left arm and leg have been paralysed ever since-
the arm being completely so, the leg only partially.
The patellar reflex of the paralysed limb is grealy
exaggerated. The left arm is atrophied and con-
tracted. There is loss of bone to the extent of
about 2 x i/2 inches over the right side of the
skull, principally in the region known as the lower
antero-parietal area, and which corresponds to the
convolutions bordering the fissure of Rolando.
Three years ago this patient had her first epileptic
fit ; since, the convulsions have recurred two or
three times weekly. While she was being examined
she had a fit. The convulsions, which were general,
were of a tonic character for about half a minute;
this was followed by three or four general clonic
convulsions. Consciousness was lost. The con-
tracture of the paralysed arm (left) was relaxed,
and the eyes were strongly to the left during the
fit. She has no aura preceding any of her fits.
The least mental excitement is apt to bring on a
paroxysm.

(3). A case of Necrosis of the Mastoid Portion
of the Temporal.

This patient was a boy, seven years of age.
About four years ago he had a purulent discharge
from bis right ear, which was followed by swelling
behind the ear. A free incision was made into
this swelling, and several small pieces of dead
bone removed. The wouud healed up quickly,
and remained so until a few months ago. At
presen there is a copious purulent discharge from
both the external auditory canal and the mastoid
bone. The mastoid disease is supposed to have
been caused by a plug of cotton wool which had
remained in the ear for a period of flfteen months.

Dr. Worthington, of Clinton, showed a case of
Paraplegia, being probably an example of the so-
called Hysterical Paraplegia.

The patiert is a married woman, 32 years of age.
She bas four children. During her first pregnancy,

11 years ago, she says she was unable to walk ;
and for a period of nine months following it, she
maintains that she lost motion and sensation of the
lower extremities. She recovered completely, and
remained well up to her second pregnancy, when
she complained ot "lightning-like pains " in her
lower extremities. She says that she again lost
motion and sensation following the second preg-
nancy. After her third pregnancy she remained
well. Two months after ber fourth pregnancy
(Nov., 1879), she " caught a cold," which was fol-
lowed shortly afterwards by loss of power in the
lower extremities ; and from this state she bas not
yet recovered.

Present state.-There is considerable loss of
power in both lower limbs. It is with the greatest
difficulty that she can move about when supported
by two persons ; unassisted locomotion is not pos-
sible. Sensation is exalted in the paralyzed parts.
The legs are cedematous. She bas lost power over
both rectal and vesical sphincters. The patellar
reflex in both limbs is greatly exaggerated ; ankle-
clonus present. She complains of pains darting
around the chest and abdomen. Vision good.
There is no spinal tenderness, or unevenness of
the spinous processes.

Dr. Sloan, of Blyth, showed a case of Anemia
in a man 23 years of age.

Eighteen months ago this patient had jaundice,
lasting five days. Four months ago he commenced
to lose flesh and color. There is no enlargement
of the liver, spleen, or any of the lymphatic glands.
Blood is normal ; pulse, 38 when lying, sitting 48.
There are no changes to be detected in either the
thoracic or abdominal viscera. The temperature
is not increased. The administration of iron bas
not been of any benefit.

Dr. Hyndman, of Exeter, showed a very well
marked example of Aneurism of the left femoral
artery, situated at the apex of Scarpa's triangle.

The patient is a man 23 years of age, with a
good family and personal history. Three years ago
he was accidentally shot ; the ball (from a large
pistol) passed into the left thigh, about the centre
of its internal surface, taking a course apparently
under the skin and fascia outwards to the external
surface of the thigh, where it still lies imbedded
Although there was no hemorrbage, the amount of
shock was very great. The wound healed in a
week, and it was then noticed that there was ab-
normal pulsation about the apex of Scarpa's triangle.
Since this perioid he bas been constantly attending
to bis duties as a clerk in a dry goods store. At
present there is a large expansile pulsating tumor
occupying the thigh, about the middle of its an-
terior and internal surfaces. It has a long diameter
of four inches, and a short one (transverse) of two
and a half inches. There is a distinct bruit to be
heard and thrill to be felt over the tumor. Pres-
sure on the femoral artery above arrests all pulsa-
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tion, etc., in the swelling. There is no oedema afforded by a physical sign, namely, hepatic fiat-
and but little pain in the affected limb. ness on percussion. The exclusion of this cause

Drs. Stewart and Hurlburt, of Brucefield, showed is a ground for a favorable prognosis; it is to be
a boy, aged three, who has lost in a great measure considered in the use of opium in the treatment,
the co-ordinating power of the muscles of his lower and, at a future time, perhaps in deciding upon
extremities, and, in a slighter degree, those of the iaparotomy.
upper extremities also. He is unable to walk un- Under normal conditions, flatness on percussion
less assisted. He walks much worse in the dark exiends from about the sixth nb on the mammary
or with his eyes shut. There is no loss of motion due to the site of the lower border of the liver,
or sensation. The patellar reflex is absent in both that is to the level Of the false ribs. In cases Of
legs. The general health has not suffered any. perforation of the stomach or of the intestine, gas
The trouble came on gradually about two months in greater or less quantity escapes into the perito-
ago. Vision is good. He has comnlete control neal cavity. Tbe exceptions, if there be any, must
over both bladder and rectum. He has had an be extremely rare. Gas within the peritoneal
offensive purulent discharge from the right ear for cavity, the patient recumbent on the back, will
a year. separate the anterior surface of the lîver from the

Dr. W. J. R. Holmes, of Brussels, showed a man tboracic wall. This is probably true without ex-
aged 50, who has paralysis (almost complete) of ception, lrovided there be not adhesion of the
both median and radial nerves in the hands. Full entire anterior surface of the liver as a result of
notes of this case will be given later. peritonitis, and adhesion sufficient to prevent the

Dr. Graham, of Brussels, showed a specimen entrance of gas between the liver and chest-wall is
under the microscope of the blood from a case of rare. The presence of gas between the anterior
pernicious anæmia. surface of the liver and chest-wall gives rise to

_____________________________________tympanitic resonance on percussion. 1 assume
that in cases of peritonitis with perforation, the

*Cltcted rtrt.normal hepatic flatness is always supplanted by
-tympanitic resonance. This statement is shown

by experiments on the cadaver and by clinical
PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS, AND THE ENI- observations.

PLOYMENT OF ASPIRATION IN CASES Tbe points which I make are these :-Ifperfor-
OF PERFORATING PERITONITIS. ation be tbe cause of the peritonitis, there is more

BY AUSTIN FLINT, M.D. or less gas in the peritoneal cavity; a stratum of
gas will then separate the liver and the chest-wall,

Of the various causes of acute diffuse peritonitis, giving rise to tympanitic resonance on percussion,
traumatic and puerperal cases being excluded, the and, hence, if there be any persistence of the nor-
most frequent is perforation of the alimentary canal. mal bepatic fiatness, perforation asthe cause of the
It is highly important to recognize this condition at peritonitis may be excluded.
the bedside, in individual cases for several reasons. It is only within a short time that my attention
One reason relates to the prognosis. The progno. has been specially qlirected to this proof against
sis is extremely unfavourable if there be intestinal intestinal or gastric perforation in cases of perito-
or gastric perforation. Another reason has refer- nitis. During this time, however, the following
ence to the use of opium in the treatment. In ail cases under my observation have exemplified its
cases of acute peritonitis, opium is the " sheet practical application.
anchor" in the treatment ; but there is added a In the case of a middle-aged man, seen with
special object in the use of cpium if perforation Prof Erskine Mason, of New York, and Dr.
exist. Recovery is possible only by such a degree Furnan, of Tarrytown, the history and symptoms
of induced arrest of peristaltic movernents as will pointed to perforation of the appendix vermifor-
allow adhesion to take place at the point of perfor- mis of the cScum. The pain originated in the
ation. The practice of the future may furnish rigbt iliac fossa ; resistance to pressure was feit in
another reason. It may be that laparotomy will this situation, and the abdomen was notably
be found to be a life-saving operation in some tympanitic. Moreover, the general symptoms
cases. Opening the abdominal cavity, closing the denoted so much gravity that a fatal termination
perforation by proper surgical means, and washing was considered highly probable. Hepatic flatness
out ail irritating matters, it is not highly im- on percussion, however, was always found, and the
probable will be a method of treatment sanctioned recovery of the patient may be considered as ren-
by its successful employnent. dering it almost, if not quite, certain that there was

Correlatively it is of importance to be able to not intestinal perforation.
exclude perforation, at the bedside, in cases of A woman of middle age, seen by me in consul-
acute peritonitis. One. object of this paper is to tation with Dr. Lewis and Ir. Hutchison, of
invite attention to the proof against perforation Brooklyn, presented the symptoms of acute diffuse



peritonitis, with enormous tympanitic distention of mamary une, the distance between pulmonary
the abdomen. Hepatic flatness was well marked, and tympanitic resonance. On the othee hand,
and on this fact perforation of the alimentary percussion is fot to be relied upon for determin-
canal was excluded. Death took place within ing enlargement of the liver, for the reason that the
twelve hours after my visit. The autopsy showed upper boundary of the tynpanitic resonance is no
the recent passage of gall-stones through an ulcer- criterion for locating the lower margin of the organ.
ated passage in the duodenum. Two gall-stones Here, however, we have a resource against the un-
were found in the small intestine. There was no reliability of percussioi, namely, palpation. The
gas in the peritoneal cavity. sense of resistance 10 fingerpressure may be relied

In the case of a young woman, a patient of Dr. upon in ascertaining how far the liver extends
Burrali, of New York, acute diffuse peritonitis was below the false ribs, and the pulmonary resonance
developed in the course of typhoid fever. There on percussion is reliable as indicating ils upper
was moderate tympanites in this case. Hepatic bouiîdary.
flatness was found on percussion. The case ended In order to show that the presence of air in the
fatally, and there was no autopsy. That intestinal peritoneal cavity causes hepatic flatness 10 dis-
perforation had not taken place, was a fair infer- appear, and gives rise to tympanîtic resonance
ence, irrespective of the hepatic flatness, fron the over the liver, the following experiment on the
absence of the gravity of symptoms which perfor- cadaver was made by )r. Stone, House Physician
ation occasions, and from the fact that death did of the Third Medîcal Division, Bellevue Hospital,
not take place for at least a week after the occur- at my request, and in my presence. Itis proper
rence of the peritonitis. to state that the experiment was suggested by Dr.

So far as these cases go, they show that hepatic Corwin, senior assistant of the division.
flatness on percussion is proof against perforation The body of a man, six hours alter death, pre-
of the alimentary canal as the cause of an existing sented considerahe ty panitic distention of the
acute peritonitis. abdomen. Hepatic flaness was lieited on the

A larger collection of cases is desirable, and a mammary line a spce about an inch in its verti-
mo *tive in submitting a paper at the present time is cal diameter. Air was inijected into the peritý neal
to interest others in tesîing the value of this physi- caviry througn a small sized canula, which was
cal proof. atached to Bowditch's astpirating instrument. The

Assuming that hepatic flatness on percussion is trocar was introduced near the umbilicus. The
proof against perforation of the alimentary canal hepatic flatness quickly dissappeared, giving place
in cases of peritonitis, it cannot be assumed that tr tympaniti resonance.
tympanitic resonance over the hepatic region is The body of a woman, fourteen hours after
always proof of perforation. The possibility of the death, presented complete collapse of the abdomi-
colon being pressed upwards, so as 1 lie between the walls, and flatness on percussion below the
the anterior surface of the liver and the chest-wall, sixth rb. here was considerable rigidity of the
bas been demIonstrated. But this occurrence is abdomen. Air as readily injected into the peri-
lot necessary in order t0 explamn hepatîc tympanptic toneal cavity, causing distention and tympanitis

resonance on percussion. It happens not very resonance over the whole abdomen. The hepatic
infrequently that when the transverse colon is flatness a once gave plaee to tympanitic resonance.
much distended wioh gas, tympanitic resonance is In eacb of these experimens it was difficut to
conducted upwards, so as 10 meet the pulmonary remove the air .hrough the small canula by pres-
resonance. This conduction up'vards of tympan- sure over the abdomen, sufficienly l restore the
itic resonance from the colon renders the evidence hepatic flatness on percussion.
afforded by percîtssion of the site of the lower In order t obtain positive proof of the presence
margin of the liver very unreliable. If reliance of gas within the penitoneal cavity, whenever, in
were placed upon percussion, il would be neces- cases of peitonitis, tympaniic resonance extends
sary sometirnes y0 conclude tbat the lver is wanting over the region of the liver, there can be no objec-
in ils normal situation. This conclusion was lion to an exploratory puncture with a small trocar
aclually reached in a hospital case under my obser- and canula. The puncture shouîd be made
vation. The patient had cirrhosis of the liver, wihin the hepatic region, lest, possibly, if made
with some hydro-peritoneum, and a greatly en- elsewhere, the intestine might bè wounded. The
larged spleen. It was reported t0 me as a case of escape of gas through the canula is easiîy per-
transposed abdominal viscera, the liver being ceived by the toch and by the odor. Air injeced,
situamed on the left side; and the tympanitic and allowed a once escape, acquires an intesti-
resonance in pbis case extended upwards y0 the nal odor. If desirable, the gas could easily be
upper margin of the liver, where i became colleced by attacbing 10 the canula an oiled-silk
rnerged im the pulmonary resonance. bag; or il might be aspirated and collected in a

lo is ngot an uncommon error to infer diminution glass receiver.
of the size of the liver by measuring, on tbe The exploratory perforation thus supplies what
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is lacking as regards proof of perforation afforded tympanitie resonance over the liver, and this
by percussion, and by means of percussion and the reson.ince was foind to remain after firm pressure,
exploring trocar, in cases of peritonitis, it may be in the experiments on the cadaver which 1 have
positively determined whether or not perforation related. Moreover, pressure on the abdomen
exists. If hepatic flatness on percussion remain, ufficient to remove the gas in cases of peritonitis,
there is no perforation of stomach or intestine. Il, vould p:rhaps do more harm than the presence of
on the other hand, tympanitic resonance be found che gas. 0f the différent aspirators, I should
to extend over the region of the liver, all doubt as prefer either rny adaptation of Davidson's syringe
to the existence of a perforation is removed by an to thoracentesis, or Bowditch's instrument, for the
exploratory puncture in that region. It is hardly reason tint they are more readily under control, as
necessary to add that care should be taken, in in- regards the suction-force, than the aspirator of
troducing the trocar, not to penetrate the liver ; not Dieulafoy. The puncture made by a small trocar
that the wound will do harm, but because the causes so littie pain that it might be repeated when-
peritoneal gas will not then escape through the ever the gas accumulated within the peritoneal
canula. The liver has not been penetrated if, cavity; or the canula, closed by a stop-cock,
after withdrawing the stylet, the end of the can- might be allowed to reînain,and aspiration repeated
ula which has been introduced be freely movable. as often as the resonance over the liver denoted

A late writer in a standard work on practical the presence of gas. The aspiration might in-
rnedicine (Ziemssen's Cyclopadia), says of acute clude the withdrawal not alone of gas but of
inflammation of the peritoneum, " the only difficult the effused liquid. The removal of the latter
question is whether the peritonitis be with or is desirable, inasmuch as it may separate the site
without perforation. To decide this point we of the perforation from an adjacent part, and thus
ought not to rely on any one single well established prevent closure of the perforation.
physical sign, but make an accurate digest of the In order to deinonstrate the possibility of the
entire group of phenomena. Notwithstanding, the reroval of gas from within the peritoneal cavity
diagnosis in some cases must remain undecided." by aspiration, the following experiment on the
(Vol. viii., p. 208.) cadaver was made, at my request, by 1)r. Thatcher,

By means of the simple methods submitted in junior assistant, Bellevue Hospital :-A trocar was
this paper, as it seems to me, the question, whether introduced M the region of the itiac fossa and
the peritonitis be with or without perforation, is attached to Bowditch's aspirator The injection
divested of all difficulty, and may always be into the peritone i cavity of the air contained in
decided positively. the syrînge twîce, %as sufficient to substitute tym-

It is assumed, in this paper, that the preseice of panitic resonance for flatness in the hepatic region.
gas within the peritoneal cavity in cases of peri- Afturwards the trocar vas introduced over the
tonitis, always denotes perforation of either the liver, and, by sution with the instrument, the
stomach or intestine. The question niay be asked, îympanitic resonance was made to disappear and
is not gas sometimes a result of chemical changes give place to the hepatic flatness which existed
in morbid products within the peritoneal cvity, btfore the injection ol air.-MedicalAews.
perforation not existing? Without denying the
possibility of gas being thus derived, it is, as I
believe, a warrantable statement, that the instances, THE TREATMENT F HIP-JOINT
if there be any, are so rare that they nay praeti- DISEASE.

Recovery from perforating peritonitis, requires,
first, agglutination by means of fibrous exulation,
and, next, permanent adhesion by means of pro-
liferating tissue, to some part with which the
intestine or the stomach is in contact at the site of
the perforation. It is obvious th t the presence
of gas within the peritoneal cavity nust interfere
with this requirement for recovery. Hence arises
the inquiry whether the removal of this gas may
not prove to be an important measure in the
treatment.

Aspiration is probably the safest and best
method for the removal of the gas. When air is
injected into the peritoneal cavity through a small
canula, its entire removal is not easily effected
even by firm pressure over the abdomen. The
entire removal is sho#n by the disappearace of

Hip-joint disease is acknowledged by all authors
to be, as a rule, a very unsatisfactory disease to
treat. Many modes of treatment have been pro-
posed, but the method that is described here
seems to me to combine butter the different ob-

jects of treatment than any other method that has
been previoisly described.

In the first place, the condition of the lining
membrane of the j >int is one in which, in the first
stage, there is an active inflammation present.
Again, almost invariably, the child oraduit affected
with this disease is in a broken down state of
health. The imajority of children affected are
more or less strummous, if this expression can be
allowed. 'l'he pain on motion of the head of the
femur in the aceiabulum is sometimes exceedingly
acute. The head of the femur moving about in
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its socket, the acetabular cavity, causes an increase
of the inflammation of the lining membrane, no
matter whether the head of the bone or the ace-
tabulum is primarily affected. The more quiet the
limb is kept the less the pain and the less severe
the inflammation. In order that the head of the
bone and the acetabular cavity may not be in con-
tact and keep up the pain and increase the infiam-
mation, the first point in ail proposed forms of
treatment has been to apply extension, so as to re-
inove this source of irritation by pulling the head
of the bone out of the socket. Tne modes of ac-
complishing this object are very numerous. The
most common treatment is t.hat of the application
of adhesive straps and weights. This has a num-
ber of disadvantages attending its use. In the
first place, the child or person to whom the drtss-
ing is applied must remain constantly in bed. Not
only must the patient remain in bed, but the decu-
bitus must always be a dorsal one. As the treat-
ment must be a prolonged one to be of any ad-
vantage to the patient, the confinement becomes
almost unbearable. It is absolutely necessary to
have the patient watched very carefully, this neces-
sitates almost daily visits of the physician. The
patient, if a child, has a tendency naturally to slide
down in bed, and of course the extension is des-
troyed. The adhesive straps, in order to be of any
service, must be firmly applied. The various bony
prominences over which they fall are liable to be-
come ulcerated, no matter how carefully they are
watched. The patients suffering from this disease
are almost invariably patients suffering from some
dyscrasia. Fresh air and exercise are essential to
a cure of any of these cases.

The apparatus of Dr. Sayre, of New York, in
which the patient walks on a perineal strip, does
away with some of the objections that the other
treatment bas. It, however, bas its disa 'vantages.
In the first place, the apparatus is very expensive,
and as the majority of patients suffering Irom this
disease cone tron the lowver class, this comeues to
be a very important objection to the apparats.
The extension, wben the apparatus is properIy ap-
plied, is good and patients do improve rapidly at
tunes under its use.

In an incipient case of hip-joint disease what
are the essential points of treatunent ? The hip-
joint must have absoltte rest. The less the motion
in the joint the better it is ftr the patient. Any
apparatus that will accomplish this is a good appa-
ratus in this stage. The hearl ot the feniur iust
be renoved from contact with the act tabulum. ln
other words, the extension must be sufficient to
prevent the friction of the head of the femur
against the acetabulum. The patient must not be
confined to bed, bot allowed to take ail the fresh
air and exercise possible.

By the following treatment it seems to me that
aIl the above objects may be obtained. There is

no dressing that can carry out the first object of
treatment, namely, the locking of the hip-joint,
better than the application of the plaster-of-Paris
breeches. The roller bandages thoroughly im-
pregnated with plaster are to be applied as follows :
One long external splint made of several layers of
plaster is applied, extending from a level with the
umbilicus down to the knee-joint. This splint
must be very firm. Another splint, very heavy,
must be applied along the inner surface of the
thigh, extending from the fold above to the knee
below. These two splints must be thoroughly
adapted to the limb and held in place by circular
turns of the plaster roller. After the plaster is
hardened the hip joint will be found to be abso-
lutely locked.

An important point to observe in the application
of this dressing, is to have the external splint come
up high enough, and to see that the circular ban-
dage which turns around holds it firmly in position.
The dressing should always be applied while the
patient is standing on the well leg on a stool, allow-
ing the diseased leg to hang, so as to get the ad-
vantage of extension.

To accomplish the second part of the treatment,
the removal of the head of the femur from the ace-
tabuluim, let the patient wear on the well leg a
raised shoe. The weight of the limb hanging is
then amply sufficient to furnish a requisite amaount
of extension. With a pair of crutches the patient
is able to go about and get ail the advantages ac-
cruing from plenty of exercise and fresh air.

Only one opportunity has occurred in which the
efficiency of the treatnent could be tested. The
case was of a girl eleven years old, who had been
complaining of pain in the hip and knee for about
six months. On examination the case was found
to be undaubtedly a case ot commencing hip-joint
trouble. Plaster-of-Paris breeches and a high shoe
were ordered and the child wore them for six
months, going about on crutches. After an inter-
val of six months the plaster was removed, the
shoe was taken off, and the child put to bed for
one week. After a week had elapsed she was
allowed to get up and walk without anything. She
corld walk with absolutely no pain, and limped
ornly slightly. This case happened about six
iontbs ago, and there bas been no return of the
trouIle yet. From one case of course no opinion
can be expressed as to the efficacy of any treat-
ment. Ilt seemus to ie, however, that this is
without doubt the treatment for this trouble ; and
that if applied in time will do as much if not mo.e
than any other form of treatment. The advantages
of the treatment are its cheapness, its ease of appli-
cation, and its ,fficiency.

Piaster of Paris breeches have been used for
some time in the treatnent of this trouble. The
high shoe on the well foot lias also been used.
The combina tion of the two is what is claimed
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this paper as the best treatment of this much
dreaded disease.-Dr. Walker-Lancet and Clinic,
Cin.

SIMPLE METHOD FOR THE CURE OF OZANA.-
Dr. Gottestein (Gazz. Med. di Romra) considers
ozæna as a constant symptom of chronic coryza.
There is no doubt that, after the interference with
the functions of the glands, there is a diminution
and alteration of the nasal secretion. Part of it,
drying rapidly, adheres to the mucous membrane,
on which it forms.crusts, and it is the decompo-
sition of these which is the cause of the odor. It
is, therefore, only necessary that a limited portion
of the mucous membrane should undergo atrophy
to give origin to an ozæna. In adopting this theory
of ozæna, it is evident that there can be no ques-
tion of radical cure, since it cannot be hoped that
the secretion of an atrophied mucous membrane
can ever become normally reestablished. We
must therefore be satisfied with the treatment of
symptoms which is the most simple and convenient
for the patient.

The author was led by chance to employ the
following method, from which he has already, in
fifteen cases of ozæna, seen the best results in less
than three months.

Dr. Gottestein commences the treatment with a
nasal douche, which, by freeing the cavity from its
secretions, permits the recognition of the character
of the mucous membrane and the extent of the
existing lesion. This is followed by the intro-
duction of a tampon of cotton, 3-5 centimetres
long, which should remain in position for twenty-
four hours.

About an hour and a half after the introduction
of the cotton there is a little secretion from the
nose. When the tampon is withdrawn the secre-
tion is found to be fluid and without crust or odor.
Twenty-four hours can be allowed to elapse
between two applications of the tampon. When
both sides of the nose are affected, the nose can
be tamponed every twenty-four hours on the alter-
nate sides. The tampons cause an artificial con-
traction of the cavities, and so increase the action
of the column of air and facilitate the expulsion of
the secretions, which are absorbed as rapidly as
they are formed, and their desiccation is thereby
prevented.-L' Union Med., November 27, 1881-
Medical News.

PROGNoSIS OF LARYNGEAL PHTHISI.-In a
paper on this subject, published in the Archives of
Laryngology, Dr. William Porter, in answering the
question :-Is laryngeal phthisis necessarily fatal ?,
says that the recorded opinions of authority teach
that laryngeal phthisis may only be retarded, that
it is progressive and ultimately fatal. Heinze says
" a cure of laryngeal phthisis will most probably
never be made." And Lehnox Browne voices the

generally received opinion when he says " Not
even the most sanguine throat speciali'st is yet
justified, according to our experience, in giving
even a moderately hopeful opinion as to result.

In his paper Dr. Porter does not subscribe to
this doctrine of the inevitable fatality of laryngeal
phthisis and relates briefly three typical cases
which appear to support his view of their possible
recovery. In each of these cases there was also
disease of the lung tissue.

In the discussion which followed, Dr. A. H.
Smith summed up his views in his concluding re-
marks, when he said that while it was barely
possible that something might be done in the early
stages, yet in going through the wards with his
students, in speaking of those cases in which there
was involvement also of the lungs, he almost
envies the veterinary surgeon, who, after making
careful pathological and diagnostic observations,
sums up the treatment in the words .- " Axe to os
frontis."

Dr. Johnson alluded to a point on which he was
accustoned to rely whenever in cases in which there
was no other trouble to account for the increased
bodily heat, he finds chronic laryngitis associated
with an irregular elevation of temperature, lie gives
a more serious prognosis than where the temperature
is normal. le recalled one case of tubercular
laryngitis, i. which there was ulceration an( loss of
the posterior portion of one of the ventricular
bands, and which he considered cured. The
patient remained free from it until after the lapse
of several years when pulmonary disease developed,
of vhich he died.

Dr. Bosworth said that in the diagnosis the club-
shaped arytenoids and appearances of infiltration
were of value in deciding the presence of tuber-
cular laryngeal phthisis, particularly in its early
stage. He insisted that in such cases the introduc-
tion of brushes or sponges into the larnyx only
increases the tendency to ulceration and hasiens a
fatal issue. If only melicated or detergent sprays
be used the prognosis is better. Three years ago
he had reported thirty-seven cases of laryngeal
phthisis as arrested ; he had now increased his list
to sixty cases ; qmong these there were quite a
number in which there was laryngeal ulceration.
But in cases in which there is well-marked eleva-
tion of temperature, lung symptoms are certain,
after a while to develop and carry off the patient.-
Lancct and Clinic.

PHTHISIS WITHOUT COUGH.-Dr. Wm. H. Thom-
son (Maryland Med. Journal) recently called at-
tention to the occasional total abstinence of cough
in phthisis. The phenomenon is by no means a
rare one among the insane. Very often an exten-
sive amount of pulmonary change may occur in
the insane without the usual objective symptoms.
In a few cases the absence of laryngeal lesion ex-
plains this.
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CONSULTATIONS WITH HOMŒOPATHS.

Our ambitious contemporary, the organ of the
Toionto School of Medicine, has recently exhibited
marked symptoms of what might be called homœo-
pathophobia. After alluding to what it con-
siders the indiscretion of Dr. Bristowe, and the
fallacious and short sighted arguments of Mr. Jona-
than Hutchinson in reference to consultations with
Homeopaths, it quotes with a great flourish of
trumlpets the half hearted resolution recently passed
by the Royal College of Physicians of London, to
the effect " That while the college thinks it not desi-
rab/e to fetter the action of its members, with refer-
ence to any opinions they may adopt, it never-
theless expresses its opinion, that the assumption
or acceptance by members of the profession of
designations implying the adoption of special
modes of treatment, is opposed to those principles
of the freedom and dignity of the profession which
should govern the relations of its members to each
other and to the public ; the college therefore ex-
pec/s that all its fellows, members and licentiates,
will uphold these principles by discountenancing
those who trade upon such designations." The
italics are ours. The organ, then, without due en-
quiry into the circumstances, accuses a " well-known
medical man " in this city of meeting homœopathic
practitioners in consultation, and applies the foL
lowing epithets to him for his alleged breach of
ethics. It speaks of hirn as " besmirching his im-
maculate garments ;" " taking refuge behind Mr.
Hutchinson's very fallacious and short-sighted argu-
ment that the knife and the catheter are the same

in the hands of the rational and the homœopath,"

(poor Hutchinson!); that the "Pruritus secandi does.
not constitute the surgeon ;" that he was " prosti-
tuting himself," and was "particeps criminis, in
foisting a fraud upon the public."

The facts of the case are as follows : A patient
who was ill of what was at one time considered an
obscure form of disease of the liver, was attended by
a legally qualified homœopathic practitioner. An
outside opinion was desired by the family, and
the " well-known medical man," alluded to by our
contemporary, was requested to see the patient and
give an opinion. The request was complied with,
and such an opinion given to the family, in the pre-
sence of the homœopathic practitioner, as the cir-
cumstances of the case at the time seemed to war-
rant. There was not a word said as to treatment,
or the future management of the case. The mat-
ter began and ended there. To show that there
was nothing so very peculiar in this procedure, it
nay also be mentioned that three " well-known '
regular practitioners in this city saw the same pa-
tient for a similar purpose, one about a week pre-
vious to this time, and the other two-who by the
way are members of the Faculty of the Medical
School, of which our contemporary is the recog-
nized organ-about a week afterwards ! During
all this time, and for some days after the visit of
the last named gentlemen, the homœopathic prac-
titioner was in regular daily attendance upon the
patient. The only essential difference in the po-
sition of the consultants was, that the homœopathic
practitioner was present when the gentleman allud-
ed to gave his opinion to the family, which after
all appears to our mind to have been the more
honorable course, if an opinion was to be given at
all under the circumstances. Our contemporary
may think that in all this there is occasion for
great alarm, but it may quiet its childish fears. The
honor and dignity of the piofession are safe enough
in the hands of any of the medical gentlemen
above alluded to.

With reference to the propriety of meeting legally
qualified homœopathic practitioners in matters of
diagnosis, prognosis, and surgical procedures, where
no difference of opinion necessarily exists, and
where no medicinal treatment is under considera-
tion, we entertain very decided opinions in favour
of such a course, but do not wish to press our views
upon those who think differently. We sympathize
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very strongly,nay, we are prepared to endorse every physicians, had contributed in no small degree to
word uttered by the "indiscreet " Dr. Bristowe, and the success of that school in the United States,
Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson, and especially the fol- and that in their opinion the adoption of this mea-
lowing, by Dr. Bristowe :- sure would eventually bring the two schools to-

" It has been held that to break down the bar- gether, and extinguish homœopathy as a specialriers that at present separate us from homoopa- school of practice. It was stated by some, that ifthists would be to allow the poison of quackery to the proposed code were adopted they would beleaven the mass of orthodox medicine. But who
that has any trust in his profession, any scientific ruled out by the American Medical Association,
instinct, any faith in the ultimate triumph of truth, but the promoters said, the question was, whether
can entertain any such fear ? All the best physi- it was right, and if so, let New York lead the van.cians of old times, all the greatest names in medi- Professional courtesies between the homœopa-cine of the present day, are with us ; all science thic and regular practitioners in this city and other
is on our side, and we know that as a body we are t a
honest seekers after truth. What have we to fear cities in Ontario, have been of frequent occurrence
from homeopathy ? Bigots are made martyrs by ever since the incorporation of the homœopathic
persecution ; false sects acquire form and mo- with the regular profession in the Ontario Medicalmentum and importance mainly through the op- Council, and we see no good reason wh it should
position they provoke. When persecution ceases, not
would-be martyrs sink into insignificance ; in the be the case, in so far as they have ground in
absence of the stimulus of active opposition, sects common. To incorporate them with the general
tend to undergo disintegration and to disappear. profession, meet together in the same Council,The rise and spread of homœopathy have been consult with them upon matters of most vitallargely due to the strong antagonism it has evoked importance to the profession, and refuse to grant
from the schools of orthodox medicine, and to the them the ordinary courtesies that even a poor un-
isolation which lias thus been imposed on its dis-
ciples. If false, as we believe it to be, its doom licensed midwife would in all probability receive, is
will be sealed when active antagonism and en- certainly most inconsistent. The insane cry against
forced isolation no longer raise it into fictitious homoopaths and honœopathy has done more thanimportance." anything else to bring them into prominence and

Dr. May, in a recent address before the San public sympathy, and bas contributed in no small
Francisco Medical Society, after endorsng the degree to their success in this country. It is time
above quotation, said, lie was not sure that the that iew lines were drawn, and those who can read
representatives of the homœopathic faith in this the signs of the times can readily perceive that acity were behind the regular practitioners in intel- change is coming over the spirit of bitter opposi-
ligence, education and gentlemanly bearing; and tion. The remarks of Bristowe and Hutchinson,
however much his reason might rebel against their and the wording of the resolution of the Royal
peculiar postulates, it cannot be denied that they College of Physicians, show the changed state ofpossess the confidence of no inconsiderable por- feeling in England ; not that the profession or in-tion of the community. To be for ever posing in dividual members believe in the doctrines of ho-
a militant attitude towards them is not conducive mœopathy more to-day than in the past, but they
towards the elevation of medical morals. The are becoming more liberal towards those who dif-
proposal to consult with them at the bedside bas fer from them. When such changes in high pro-
raised no little outcry in orthodox circles, but it is fessional circles in conservative old England have
difficult to see where the valid objection lies. taken place, where homœopathy has no legal status

The New York State Medical Society, one of need it be cause for wonder or surprise, if in On-the oldest and most respectable Medical Societies tario, where they form an integral part of the cor-
in the United States, at a meeting held in New porate body politic of the profession, and are en-
York on the 7th ult., adopted a code of ethics titled to equal rights and privileges with the regularwhich permits consultations with " all legally quali- profession, there should be even a greater reversion
fied medical practitioners." In the discussion which of feeling in favor of showing them the ordinary
took place on the code of ethics, several prominent courtesies of gentlemen towards each other, and ofphysicians said, that the persecution of the homœo- meeting them at the bedside in cases where onlypathists implied in the refusal to accept them as an expression of opinion in regard to diagnosis is
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concerned, or an operation in surgery required,
and where no compromise on the part of either
consultant is demanded. We venture to assert;
that if such treatment were accorded them as here
indicated, soon one and another would drop the
distinctive title of homœopath, and finally all
would merge in the general profession. Such a
consummation has been more than hinted at
already, by some of the leading homœopaths in
England.

The resolution of the College of Physicians, it

well to rake up the past, which for many reasons
had better rest, but it would not be difficult to
explain the " alleged statistics," and to show that
a good many of the best men in Trinity School at
that time did not pass, nor even go up for the
Council Examinations at all, owing to special cir-
cumstances then existing. That the qualifications
of these gentlemen were all that could be desired
is proved conclusively from the stand taken by
them at a recent examination in Great Britain,
where they numbered 50 per cent. of the Canadian

will be observed, is directed not so much against candidates, and every one of them passed witI
opinions as against " trading in treatment," and credit. The others were from various Canadiar
from certain letters which have recently appeared schools,and theyaiso reflected credit on their schooh
in the London Lancet from Drs. Dudg-eon and and country. Does the writer of such a letter aE
Wyld, the homœopaths are quire pleased with the the one alluded to, think it possible that the course
resolution of the college. he adopts can do the Council anything but the

greatest conceivable injury ? If a gentleman occu-
pying the writer's high position, publicly assumes

THEONTARIO MEDICAL COUNCIL AND the role of a violent partizan, pitting one school
ITS (FRIENDS ?). against another, why should not members of the

In the interest of the Ontario Medical Councli, the Examining Board do the same thing, and il
especially at the present juncture, we cannot but they should, what would be the speedy result?
express our deep regret that any Ontario medi- Unless the Council is to be killed outright bUy its
cal journal should publish letters, no matter who pretended friends, let this sort of thing stop at
may be their author, written with the transparent once and forever. We should feel bound to ,take
purpose of injuring any one of our well conducted the position now assumed, no matter which of our
Medical Schools. Such a communication appeared schools had been attacked, for we consider there is
in the columns of our contemporary last month, a principle at stake in this matter, on which even
and it is well known that the writer, who strives to the continued existence, not to say the future
hide behind the nom de plume " Medicus," is a prosperity, of the Medical Council depends. The
high Council official. This writer gives, or pre- defenders of the Medical Council might well cry out
tends to give, the percentage of students from the " Save it from its friends."
various Medical Schools, who passed at the Council
Examinations held last year. But the annual lists
taken for several years past, conclusively prove SALE OF POISONOUS ALKALOIDS.that the per centage of pass men from the several
schools varies from year to year. One year one The recent poisoning case in England again
school stands highest, and another year another- brings up the question of permitting chemists and
no two years showing anything like the same re- druggists to seil poisonous aikaloids to any but
sult as regards any particular school. For ex- well known and legaliy qualified medical practi-
ample, at the primary examination of the preced- tioners. We refer to the case of the unfortunate boy
ing year (188o), which was very stringent-espec- supposed to have been poisoned by his brother-m-
ially in anatomy-only thirty-four candidates in all iaw, Dr. Lamson, a soi disant member of the
were successful ; of these, nineteen were from facuity of medicine of Paris, London, and other
Trinity Medical School. colleges, of ail of which the assumption was

The letter writer referred to, thinks he has made apocryphal. Dr. Lamson was an American, who
a great point against Trinity Medical -School in his had married, in Engiand, a Miss John, who, with
epistle, but his statistics are entirely misleading, two brothers, inherited considerable property.
and his conclusions utterly fallacious. It is fot The eider brother died suddenly, under now con-
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sidered suspicious circumstances, whil t under the
treatment of this brother-in-law. The younger
brother expired suddenly after a short illness, dur-
ing which he had taken certain capsules and
powders administered by this same Simon Pure.
A detailed and careful analysis was made of the
viscera of the patient and also of the pills and
powders by Dr. Stevenson, of Guy's Hospita1,
assisted by Dr. Dupré of the local Government
Board. In his evidence, Dr. Stevenson stated that
from the contents of the stomach he extracted a
small quantity of morphine and an alkaloidal sub-
stance which was not morphine, but had the
characteristic effect upon the tongue of aconitine.
On the mucous coating of the stornach was found
a spot which had the appearance of a blister, or
inflammatory effusion of lymph. Sonie of the
alkaloidal extract was injected in the back of a
mouse, which exhibited signîs of poisoning, and
died in 31 minutes with symptoms of poisoning by
aconitine. Comparative experiments were then
made upon two mice with Morson's aconitine. Hav-
ing ascertained the result of these, he reverted to
the alkaloidal extract obtained from the liver,
spleen, kidneys, and stomach, and injected it into
the back of a mouse, which showed signs of poison-
ing, and died in 22 minutes, after exhibiting symp-
toms precisely similar to those of mice poisoned by
aconitine. He then compared the effect of this on
the tongue with some of Morson's aconitine; they
were precisely similar, and lasted upwards of six
hours. The pills and powders were next examined
in a similar way, and some of them were found to
contain aconitine in poisonous quantities, combined
with quinine. One of the powders was found to
contain enough aconitine to destroy 10 persons.
Aconitine is an alkaloid to which chemical tests
cannot be applied. It can only be detected by
physiological tests, such as putting it upon the
tongue, and by experimenting upon mice or other
small animals.

It is, however, a most gratifying circumstance,
and a matter of great importance to the profession
and the public, that many vegetable alkîloids of
poisonous drugs, formerly beyond the ken of the
anaylist, can now be detected by medical experts.
But, whilst this is established, yet the fact remains
that these dangerous active principles are not
sufficiently guarded, or provided for by law against
the sale by druggists, excepting to legally qualified

medical practitioners known to the vendor. In
this instance, on the accused merely declaring him-
self a imedical practitioner Morson's Aconitine,
prepared from the most deadly variety grown in
India (Aconitum Ferox), ten times more deadly
than the German aconitine, prepared from the
Acontuin Napellus, was, without scruple, sold in a
quantity, on evidence by Drs. S-evenson and
Dupré, sufficient to get out of the way ten persons
interfering with inheritance. This case, and others
of a similar character, which have recently oc-
curred, both at home and abroad, point out the
crying necessity for still greater precautions being
imposed on druggists in the sale of poisonous
alkaloids, such as aconitine, veratria, picrotoxin,
curare, eserine, hyoscyarxine and other vegetable
poisons.

PROTECTIVE POWER OF VACCINATION.-Dr.
Henry Tomkins, medical superintendent of the
Fever Hospital belonging to the Manchester Royal
Infirmary, England, in a paper which he read re-
cently at Owens College, said: " The most strik-
ing of ail evidences is, perhaps, that derived from
the small-pox hospitals themselves. At Highb,
gate, during an experience of forty years, no nurse
or servant, having been re-vaccinated, has ever
contracted the disease, and evidence of the same
character I can myself bring forward, for during
the whole time that I had charge of the fever hos-
pital more than one thousand cases of small-pox
have passed under my care, yet no servant, nurse,
porter, or other person engaged there,- has, after
re-vaccination, ever taken it, though exposed daily
to infection in its concentrated form. One woman,
a laundress, who escaped vaccination, took the
disease and died ; one nurse, who some years be-
fore had suffered from small-pox, and was then
considered protected, had a very mild attack; and
this summer a workman, who did not live on the
premises, but came in to work as a painter, was
not vaccinated, and had rather a severe attack,
and still more recently a servant, who by an over-
sight was allowed to go about her work three days
before being vaccinated, had, before the latter had
run its course, a slight abortive attack. Again,
among ail the students who during the past two
years have attended the hospital for clinical in-
struction, not one has suffered, ail having been re-
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vaccinated before being permitted to enter the
small-pox wards. I defy the most enthusiastic or
conscientious of anti-vaccinators to produce evi-
dence like this on his side of the question, or to
bring forward even half a dozen persons, choose
them whence he may, who have not been protected
against small-pox, and expose them as the students
are exposed, without more or less of the number
taking tae disease." Facts such as these should
convert the most ardent anti-vaccinator from his
folly, and convince him that a weapon of defence
so powerful as vaccination should not be left to
the pleasure of the individual, but that the State
has the rigbt and duty to look after its most tho-
rough performance.

IODINE IN THE TREATMENT OF MALARIA.-

Dr. Morrison, in an article in the Maryland Med.

Yourna4 on the above subject, states that the
tincture of iodine, in doses of fifteen minims three
times a day, equals, if it does not surpass, cincho-
nidia in its action in acute malaria. It was tried
in 250 cases at the Baltimore Dispensary during
the year 1881, and was found more successful in
effecting a cure than the usual malarial mixture of
cinchonidia and arsenic. The rationale of its
action is, that iodine destroys the'organisms in the
blood which cause the symptoms of malaria, or
in other words, destroys the malarial poison.

TONGA IN THE LAW COURT.-Under the head-
ing of " Trademark Litigation," we noticed in the
LANCET for November, 1881, a suit then pending
in the U. S. law courts in reference to the use
of the word " tonga," as a naine for a certain
drug. This was an action brought by the Messrs.
Allen & Hanbury, of London, England, to restrain
Messrs. Parke, Davis & Co. from the use of the
word " tonga," which the former claimed was
the trade mark name of the drug, and registered
by them in England and the United States.
Messrs. Parke, Davis & Co. were determined to
defend the suit and appeal the case if necessary to
the higher courts, but this has been rendered un-
necessary by the complainants withdrawing the
suit and assuming the costs. Tonga is a combina-
tion of barks collected by the natives of the Fiji
Islands, who have employed it for many years as
a remedy in neuralgia. Its efficacy was tested by
Drs. Murrell and Sidney Ringer, of London, and
many others, and it has been found of great value

in the treatment of neuralgic affections, especially
in those of the cranial nerves.

CHRONIC ULCERS -The following is the treat-
ment followed in the Notre Dame Hospital, Mon-
treal, (L'Union Medical). In cases of ulcers of
long standing, the nutrition of the skin in the
neighbourhood of the ulcer, is generally at fault,
the blood there stagnates more or less, and cause s
in a great degree, the difficulty in effecting a cure.
Many modes of treatment have been tried accord-
ing to the requirements of each case. Compres-
sion applied with the limb elevated, has given
the best results in ulcers of this kind. The com-
pression is applied by means of a roller, the wound
having been previously dressed with carbolic acid
or oxide of zinc ointment, and covered over with
a thick layer of wadding, over which is placed an-
other covering of pasteboard, for the purpose of
equalizing the pressure. When the discharge is
too exuberant, or when there is much redness or
flabbiness, the edges may be cauterized with nitrate
of silver, and powdered alum applied to the sur-
face of the wound. The red lotion generally
constitutes an excellent application, when the ulcer
secretes a great quantity of pus. It will also be
found beneficial to replace the ordinary waddng
by absorbent cctton, which absorbs the excess of
pus, and prevents it flowing over the edges of the
ulcer. In certain cases of large ulcers marked
success has attended the use of the rubber bandage,
applied once a day, the limb having been pre-
viously covered with a thick layer of wadding.

" STILL HARPING ON THEIR SUCCESSES."-
Every mail brings us newspapers containing noti-
ces of little surgical operations and procedures,
successfully performed by medical men in different
parts of the country. Some of these notices, from
their tecinical phraseology, are evidently written by
a professional hand, others are no doubt written
by the reporters, as for example the following :-
A lad 16 years of age, in handling a loaded pistol,
met with an accident which " tore away the fleshy
part of his right hand. Dr. -- has the young
man under treatment. A couple of stiff fingers
will probably be the consequence." One thing
however, is to be particularly observed in connec-
tion with these paragraphs which are " always
written by the editor or reporter of the paper," viz.:
that there is never a word about " unsuccessful
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cases," although every medical man must necessa-
rily have a few such cases, in which the public no
doubt feel an interest. It is really very kind o
the editors and reporters to suppress the names of
the Drs. in attendance in all such cases. We are
much pained to find the naine of one of the Vice.
Presidents of the Ontario Medical Association (Dr.
Hamilton) figuring in a questionable manner in a
recent number of the Port Hope rimes.

SIR ROBERT CHRISTISON.-The death of Sir
Robert Christison, M.D., F.R.S., of Edinburgh, at
the age of 85 years, is announced in our exchanges.
He was appointed to the chair of Medical Jurispru-

dence in the University of Edinburgh in 1822, and
ten years afterwards he was promoted to the chair
of Materia Medica, which he filled for 45ý/ years,
until his resignation in 1877. He published a
" Treatise on Poisons," one on "Materia Medica,"
etc., besides contributing numerous valuable pa-
pers to the medical journals.

GRINDELIA ROBUSTA IN ASTHMA.-In the Feb-
ruary number of the proceedings of the King's Co.
Medical Society, will be found an interesting re-
port by the committee on therapeutics, with re-
ference to the value of grindelia robusta in asthma.
Three members of the committee report favourably
of its use, and three adversely. The article used
was Squibb's fluid extract, and it was given in half
drachm doses four times a day, alone or mixed
with equal parts of glycerine. All are agreed that
certain cases of asthma are undoubtedly relieved
by its use, but it does not fully bear out the high
claims made for it, in all cases.

CANADIANS ABRoAD.-H. E. Heyd, M. D.,
(McGill), of Brantford, bas successfully passed the
examination of the Royal College of Surgeons,
Eng., and was admitted a member on the 19 th of
January last. Drs. W. H. Aikins, W. A. Allen,
and W. C. Edmondson, were admitted Licentiates
of the Royal College lof Physicians of London, on
the 27th of December last. Dr. Hamilton Meikle,
of Oakville, bas passed his final examination in the
College of Physicians and Surgeons, Edinburgh,
and received the double qualification.

A NEw BLOOD CORPUSCLE.-Prof. Bizzozero. of
Turin, bas recently announced the discovery of a
new and important corpuscular element in the
blood of mammalia. It is somewhat similar to, but

not identical with, the third corpuscle of Norris.
These elements are pale, oval or round bodies,
about one-half the size of the red corpuscles among
which they are scattered. They are best seen in
the course of the circulation, but may also be ob-
served in freshly drawn blood. They possess no
stroma, contain no hemoglobin, and rapidly de-
generate into granules. These new elements are
believed to play an important part in the produc-
tion of thrombi.

SUBSTITUTE FOR CARBOLIC SPRAY.-The er-
medy which promises to becone a substitute for
carbolic acid spray is borax. It has no odor, and
may be administered or applied in large doses
without producing anyunpleasant symptoms. From
carefully conducted experiments by Dumas and
Schnatzles, -75 per cent. of boracic acid will pre-
vent the growth of bacteria in animal fluids. Borax
bas been used as a surgical dressing with marked
success, and is deserving of a more extended use.

ELASTIc GUM TRUSSES.-John Bint, of this city,
has shown us a sample of what he calls an " Elastic
Gum Truss." The pad is soft and elastic, made
from a composition similar to that used in the
manufacture of bougies and catheters. From its
appearance we think it will be found an improve-
ment upon the hard rubber truss, inasmuch as it
is soft and resilient, and therefore less likely to
chafe the wearer.

EXAMINATION FOR LICENCE.-By reference to
our advertising columns it will be seen that the
professional examination of the College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons of Ontario will be held on the
fourth of April. Candidates are requested to send
in their applications at least two weeks before the
commencement of the examination.

e00g and eg phtgt.

EPILEPSY AND OTHER CONVULSIVE DISEASES.-By
W. R. Gowers, M.[D., F.R.C.P. London : J. &
Churchill. Toronto: Willing & Williamson.
We can confidently recommend to our readers

this work of an accomplished scholar, as one of the
best on the subject extant, both in the consfdera-
tion and treatment of those forms of the disease
which are the result of organic changes that can be
recognized after death, as also of others expressive
of a condition of the brain not evidenced after
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death by any visible alteration. From the 1450 borax, according to existing condition. Our readers
cases given, Dr. Gowers has attempted the difficuit will find this
task of separating the severe cases of hysteroid the diagnosis,
convulsions from those of simple epilepsy ; the midable disea
various predisposing and exciting causes are care-
fully considered and commented on, the general THE SCIENC
character of the attacks, and symptoms in detail, William Th
the forms of warning, and the proportion of cases of Obstetri
in which consciousness is lost so early that the etc. 8vo.
commencement of the fit is unfelt. He states that Cloth, $5.
loss of consciousness precedes or accompanies the Toronto :
first symptoms in half the cases, in the other half It appears
the patient is aware of the commencement of the authors in thi
attack. These proportions agree closely with since ve revie
those ascertained by Romberg and Sieveking. The wifery by Dr.
various forms of warning, whether unilateral, bilat- time ago that
eral and general, visceral, cephalic, psychical, or work in prepa
of the special senses, are minutely described. The abreast of the
sixth and seventh chapters are devoted entirely to science and
hysteroid or co-ordinated convulsions. The im- corded. The
portant distinction between these and true epileptic wi reflect h
convulsions, as pointed out by Charcot and Richer, The author
are, 1st. The attack is often preceded by a peculiar results of the
mental state, with hallucinatious. 2nd. The tonic obstetrical wr
spasm with which the epileptoid stage commences, matter weîî s
is usually immediately preceded by violent move- fully illustrate
ments of the limbs. 3rd. An attack may be brought highest comm
on by compressing the ovaries or touching hystero-
genic points on the surface. Dr. Gowers does not, A SYSTEM 0F
however, consider that Charcot's views of exciting TICAL. In
and arresting hysteroid convulsions by compression by T. Hol
of the ovaries is to be relied upon. His experience Lecturer or
ofovarian compression-so efficient at the Salpétrière London. I

iE dion.in inducing and cutting short attacks of hystero- Philadelphi
epilepsy-is, that in England it has failed to pro- delphia:
duce a marked effect on the patients suffering from Hart & Co.
this affection. We quote a few of the diagnostic The first v
characters of epileptic and hysterical fits. Onset surgery, which
in epilepsy sudden, hysteroid often gradual; scream these pages, e
in epilepsy at onset, in hysteroid during course ; processes, inj.
convulsions in epilepsy, rigidity followed by jerk- injuries, and ir
ing, in hysteroid rigidity or struggling, throwing braces disease
limbs about ; micturition in epilepsy frequent, in circulatory sy
hysteroid never; defæcation in epilepsy occasional, urinary organs.
in hysteroid never; talking in epilepsy never, in to our former
hysteroid frequent; duration in epilepsy a few except to con
minutes, in hysteroid half-an-hour or several hours. issue of the pr
In the treatment of the disease, Dr. Gowers finds Russia adopte(
often great benefit by combining the bromides stantial, but
with digitalis, belladonna, tincture of iron and artistic beauty.

work an admirable compendium of
prognosis and treatment of this for-
se.

E AND ART OF MIDWIFERY.-By
ompson Lusk, A.M., M.D., Professor
cs and Diseases of Women and Chil-

Bellevue Hospital Medical College,
pp. 687, with numerons illustrations.
New York: D. Appleton & Co.,Willing & Williamson.

there is to be no lack of American
s branch of medicine. A short time
wed in these pages a treatise on mid-
Glisan; and it was announced some
Prof. Parvin, of Indianapolis, had a
ration. The work before us is fully
times, every recent advance in the

art of midwifery being faithfully re-
work is a most creditable one, and
onor on the American profession.

has given special attention to the
labors of the French and German
iters. His style is attractivt, the
elected, and the text fully and care-
d. The work is deserving of the
endation.

SURGERY, THEORETICAL AND PRAC-
Preatises by various authors. Edited
mes, M.A., Cantab, Surgeon and
n Surgery at St. George's Hospital,
irst American, from Second English

3y J. H. Packard, M. A., M. D.,
, in three volumes. Vol. ii. Phila-

H. C. Lea's, Son & Co. Toronto:

olume of this excellent work on
we noticed a short time ago in

mbraces general pathology, morbid
uries in general, complications of
njuries of regions. Volume i. em-
s of the organs of special sense,
item, digestive tract, and genito-

It is unnecessary to add anything
notice of this admirable treatise,

gratulate the profession upon the
esent edition. The new binding in
d by this firm, is not only very sub-
highly to be commended for its
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THE NURSE AND MOTHER. A Manual for the

guidance of Monthly Nurses and Mothers. By
Walter Coles, M.D., St. Louis. St. Louis: J.
H. Chambers & Co.

TREATMENT OF HYDROCELE AND SEROUS CYSTS
IN GENERAL BY THE INJECTION OF CARBOLIC
AcID -Dr. Levis states that he has been experi-
menting with a view of determining what substance
may best secure the obliteration of the secreting
surface, and the adhesion of the walls of the cyst
with the most certainity and the greatest freedom
from suffering and danger. Having selected car-
bolic acid as an agent which would provoke simply
.a plastic inflammation, he injected one drachm of
of the deliquesced crystals into the sac of a large
hydrocele. The new procedure was entirely p lin-
less. A sense of numbness alone was experienced,
and no inconvenience was felt until, on the next
day, the desired inflammatory process developed.
A nine years' hospital and private experience
leads the author to believe that this method is the
most satisfactoiy for the object. For the purpose
of injection, crystallized carbolic acid is maintained
in a liquefied state by a five or ten per cent. solu-
tion of either water or glycerine ; the crystals are
to be reduced to the fluid state with no more
dilution than may be necessary for this. After
tapping, inject with a syringe having a nozzle
sufficiently slender and long enough to reach
entirely through the canula. He has never been
able to detect any general toxic effects upon the
system, but believes that the action of strong car-
bolic acid on surfaces secreting albuminous fluids
is to seal them, to shut them off from the system
in such a way that absor[tion cannot readily take
place. The occluding influence of strong carbolic
acid he regards as an important surgical resource in
certain cases of compound fracture, destructively
lacerated wounds, and ulcerating surfaces, where
septic infection is inevitable. All forms of serous
cysts which are usually subjected to any form of
operative treatment, on the principle of producing
plastic adhesion of their walls, may be deerned
amenable to the treatment indicated.-Medical
News.

CHLORAL HYDRATE IN DIABETES.-Prof. Eck-
hard shares the opinion of Mering and Musculus
that the urine of animals under the influence of
chloral never contains sugar. The author has ar-
rived at this conclusion from the following experi-
ments : After injecting a certain quantity of chloral
hydrate under the skin of a dog, the fourth ventri-
cle of the brain was punctured ; no sugar, however,
appeared in the urine. In a second animal glyco-
suria was first produced by puncture of the floor
of the fourth ventricle ; chloral was then injected
and sugar disappeared. ^Glycosuria may be pro-

duced reflexly by section of the vagus in the neck
and stimulation of the proximal extremity ; but the
experiment fails in chloralised animals. Simnilarly
no sugar appeared in the urine of a dog made to
breathe carbon monoxide, when chloral (five gram-
mes) had previously been administered. This evi-
dent influence of chloral over the excretion of
sugar by the kidneys has been turned to account
in the treatinent of diabetes ; in two patients who
were subjected to this nethod of treatment a
marked decrease was observed both in the quan-
tity of urine and in the amount of sugar which it
contai ned.--(Arch. J. Exr. Pathot.)-Gasgow M.
7., Nov.

THE LAW OF SLANDER As APPLICABLE TO
PHYSICIANS.-A paper on this interesting subject
appears in the August number of the American
Law Register, of Philadelphia. It is from the
pen of Mr. Whittaker, attorney at law, of Cincin-
nati, and it teaches its lesson from a very good
text. He says : " There is, no class of profes-
sional men more subject to abuse, and it is
believed, more powerless to obtain redress, than
physicians. About clergymen the law has thrown
its protecting arm, and public opinion has been wont
to overlook, if not pardon their shortcomings.
The clergyman is a sort of privileged person,
whose character is tried before and whose conduct
is regulated by ecclesiastical tribunals to which the
courts of law have relegated it. Lawyers can take
care of themselves."-Lancet and C/inic.

Dr. Bristowe, in his address before the British
Medical Association, touching homœeopathy, said
that, if we wisi to live broad and unselfish lives, we
must be slow to condemn al] those who entertain
convictions which to us seem foolish or mischiev-
ous and logically untenable, or to refuse to co-
operate with then.

irts, arriages and Ptaths,

At Manilla, Ont., on the 3rd of January, Wm.
Philip, M.D., aged 30 years.

At New Hamburg, Ont , on the 5th ult., Dr.
William H. Boullee, aged 6o years.

In Toron-o, on the 1st of February, Dr. J. P.
Lynn, aged 42 years.

At Dorchester, N. B., on the i1th1 ult., William
Wilson, M.D., aged 77 years.

At Chester, on the 31st of January, C. W. Hiltz,
M. D., aged 41 years.

At Frankville, Ont., on the 29th of October,
1881, A. R. Lander, M. D., aged 62 years.

At Merrickville, Ont., on the 22nd ult., Wm.
Weir, M. D., aged 48 years.
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(Pulv. seul

soIi'E COMn. V. S.p P. . rp. eJalO, 
3ig rDurtejGum Ammoniac 1gr. -j.--EpcornMrte

Pd v. salln, , gr.

STOMACHICA, (LAdy Webter ... u .......... n Stipulating Purgave
Dinner Pilla, al.> Fir Rom.

SYHLTC 1 Hyd. Chior. Carras. ilgo*.............Spqeelfie Alteratîive

<Aloa Sacat, 2 gis-..............P raie
TRPLEX, 1 aus Hydrarg, 1grjugaie
ZINCI VALE RAN,IJ ........................ Antispasmadie.

GRANULES. EAL ROPRTIE

1 to 8 50

l to 2 50

1 to 2 1 00

2 to 4 7&

1 to8 1 00

.10DB.Doses. Eauh
ACID. Arsenlous, 1-20. 1-30 and 1-50 grs............................ Antlperiodlc. Altesative. 1 to 2g 40
ACONITIA, 1-60 gr. ..................................................... Nerve Sedative. 1 to 2 75
ATROPIA 1-60 gr ........................................... Anodyne. 2 75

"CORROSIVE BUBLIMATE, 1-12, 1-20 and 1-40 gr. ............. Mercurial Alterative. 1 2 40
CAULOPHYLLIN, 1-10 gr....................................... ..... Emmenagogue. 1 ta 4 40
CIMICIFUGIN, 1-10 gr............ .-............................Tonie. Nerve Stimulant. to 4
DIGITALIN 1-60 gr..................................... Arterial Sedative. 1 ta 2 7
ELATERIUUk, (Clutterbuck's) 1-10 gr ....................... Diurettc Hydragogue,Cathartic. 1 to2 95
EXTRACT Belladonna, (Eng.) M gr..............................Anodyne. 1 8 40

Ignatia Amara, gr......... ................. Nerve Sedative. 1 ta 2 50
Cannabis Ind , .................................. Anodyne. 1504 où
Hyoscvamus, .ng gr......... ............. Nerve Stimulant. 1 to 1 40
Nuc. Vomica, an(. gr ...................... Nerve Stimulant. l ta 8ý 40

GELSEMIN ¼ gr....................................................... Arterial Sedative.
... .. ArtertalSedative. 1102 75

HYDRASTIN ! gr. .................... ............. Emetie, Diureti, Cathartie. 1 to 2 95
HELONIN, 1-10 ,.................................................. Cathartic. 1 ta 2 50
LEPTANDRIN. % gr ............................................. Cathartic. 1to4 40

" , gr. ............................................ Cathartie. 1 ta 4 50
MERCURY. Iodide 'ý gr. ........................................ AlteratIve. to .40Ited, 1-.. ....................... Alterative. 1 ta 4 40MORPIA., Acet, 3¼ gr............ .Anodyne. 1502 70

Sulphate, 1-10 gr --............................. Anodyne. 1502 60
.....1..........Aflodyfl. 1lto21 70

. "............................. Anodyne. 1502 80
------------------------------ Anodyne. 1 to 2 100

Vaeranate ...................................... Anadyne. 1502 100
PODOPHYLLIN, 1-10 gr ................................ Cathartie. 1 t4 40

" gr..................................Cathartc. to4 40
" gr...... ............ ............... Cathartic.

<Podophyllin, 'I r. i
COMP. <Ext. Hy ara, r4............. Cathartlc and Tonte. 1ta2 75

9 ILVER, Nitrate. Y gr. ...... ............................ Alterative. to Mucous Memb'ne. 1*04 75
lodide. U gr. ....... ............. ............ A Iterative. to Mucomu Mem' te. 4 7

STRYCHNIA, 1-16. f-2. 1-M, 1-n,2 1.40 ad10g............ N erve Stimulant, Taule. 1505 3 40

PIlu& MW 39Y MAUL ON ffECEIF O? LU a« "EM
Soldby LYMAN SIONS, & 00@

11 to 2 $ 40

2 to 4

1 to 2
1

1 to 4
1 to 3
1 to 3
1 to 2

1 to 2

1 to 2

1 to 2

1 to 2

1 to 2,

1 to 2
1 to 2

1 to 2

1 to 2
1 to 2
1 to 2

2 to 5

1 to 5

2 to 4

1 to a

1 to 8

sê

75,
9e

140
2 75
4 0

1 75

1 75

1 75

1 75,

1 75

3 50
1 75

1 75

3 0

1 75
2 00'
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PURE COD LIVER OIL,
With HYPOPHOSPHITES of LIME and SODA,

PERFECT, PERMANENT, PALATABLE.
The high character, and wide reputation Scott's Emulsion has attained through the agency of the Medical Profession, and the

hearty support they have given it since its fir-t introduction, is a sufficient guarantee of its superior virtues. The caims we have made as ta
its permanoncy-perfection and palatableness-we believe have been fully sustained, and we can positively assure the profession that its
high standard of excellence will be fully maintained. We believe the profession will bear us out in the statement that no combination has
produced as gond results in the wasting disorders, incident to childhood ; in the latter as weli as the incipient stages of Phthisis, and in
ScrofAu, Anæmia and General Debility. We would respectfully ask the profession for a continuance of their patronage, and those who have
not prescribed it to give it a trial. Samples wtll befurnished free upon application.

FoaRmuA.-50 per cent. of pure Cod Liver Oil, 6 grs. of the Hypophosphite of Lime, and 3 gri. of the Hypophosphite of Soda to a fluid
ntince.

SEE TESTIMONIALS OF PHYSICIANS.
Messrs. Soorr & BowNE : Halifax, N.S., Nov. 19, 1880.

I have prescribed your emulsion of Cod Liver Oil with Hypophosphites for the past two years, and found it more
agreeable to the stomach, and have better results from its use than from any other preparation of the kind I have tried.

W. M. CAMERON, M.D.
Mesars. Soor & BoWNE: Truro, N.S , Nov. 15, 1880.

Gentlemien-After three years experienoe, I consider your Emulsion one of the very best in the market.
W. S. MUIR, M.D., L.R.C.P. & S., Ed.

4zssas. Scor & BowwN:
I have much pleasure in stating that for the last three years I have used your Emulsion of Cod Liver 011 and Hypo-

phosphites in my practice, in cases of Phthisis, Nervous Prostration end Anamina, and always derived marked benelit from its use. That It
does not decompose, is very palatable, and remains iu the most fastidious stonach, are some of its greatest merits.

I have the honor to be, yours truly, T. J. O. EARLE, M.D.
St. John, N.B.
MEsSRS. SCOTT & BOWNE:

I have used for some time, and prescribed Scott's Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil, and find it an excellent flxed prepara-
tion. agreeing well with the stomach, easily taken, and its continued use adding greatly to the strength and comfort of the patient.
Petitcodiac, N.B., Nov. 5, 1880. A. Hl. PECK, M.D., Penn. Med. Co loge.

SCOTT & BOWNE, Manufacturing Chemists, New York.

The Practitioners' Obstetric Bag John Reynders & Co.,
(Late of Otto & Reynders,)

No. 309 Fourth Avenue, New York,
. UNDER THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,

Manufacturera and Importera of1 iches long, inches high, containing 1 Barnes's Craniotomy For-;
1 Barnes's Long Midwifery Forceps, 1 Pair of lerforators, 1

Blunt Hook and Crotchet, 1 Frmnum Scissors, 1 Catheter, 4 Stop-:
pered Botties, 1 Chloroform Drop Bottle. in case.
The whole in Bag of Superior Morocco Leather, or of Black

H7de, with Dock and Fittings. engraved and gilt, price,
com plete......................... ................... $26.00

Bags, em pty ................. ,.......... ................ 6.00
lined with Chamois Leather ................ 5,75

and plain lock Orthop..i.al
IMPROVED CLINICAL THERMOMETER WITH INDESTRUC-

TIBLE INDICES.
LOSS OF INDEX IMPOSSIBLE.

__ ~I~I~U1{~.~fJ.4AND
These Thermometers combine ail the Improvements which have ANATOMICAL

recently been made in the manufacture of Clinica, Thermometers.
The Indices are bold and easily seen, and cannot be shaken into
the Bulb, the engraving is plain and cannot be rubbed off.

PRICE-In Wood Case . . . . . . . . . $225PREPARATIONS.
In Pated Case . . . . . . . . . 250
Ordinary Rezistering Thermometers 1.50
Patent Magnifying or Lens Front 3.00 & 3.25 T Manufacture and Importation of every

Manufactured by

Jo STEVENS & SON, article used bv Phvsicians and Srgeons Our Specialties.
Surgical Instrument Makers.

GOWER STREET, 4 40 Wellington St. E. Our Iu8trated Catalogue and Price Lia
London, Eng. | Toronto, Ont. mailed on application, enclosing twelvc cents for postage.

ai uidvertssement on another page.

FOR ADVERTISMENT OF IEABURY & JOENSON'S PLASTER, SEE INSIDE PAGE.
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Dr. J. Collis Browno's
ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE

CoELOBODYITE.

COUGHS,
COLDS,

ASTHIA,
BRONCHITIS.

D R. J. COLS BRO NE'r

ful renedy was discovered byJ. Collis Browne, and the woiý
Chlorodyne coined by him expressly
to designate it. There neyer bas
been a remedy so vastly beneficia l
to suffering humanity, and it is a
subject of deep concern to the pub-
lic that they should not be imposed
upon by having imitations pressed
upon them on account of cheapness,
and as being the same thing. Dr.

J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne
is a totally distinct thing from the
spurious compounds called Chloro-
dyne, the use of which only ends
in disappointment and failure.

D R. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
Ci LORODY'N E. -Vice Chan-

cellor Sir W. Page Wood Stated
Publicly in Court that Dr. J. Collis
Browne was Undoubtedly the
Inventor of Chlorodyne, that the
whole story of the defendant was
deliberately untrue, and he regretted
to say it had been sworn to.-See
TIE TIMEs, July 13th, 1864.

D R. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
C TIlORODY)VNE is a Liquid

Medicine, which Assuages Pain
of Every Kind, affords a calm, re-
freshing sleep W ithout Headache,
and Invigorates the Nervous
System when exhausted.

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE is the

GREAT SPECIFIC for

CQHOLERA, DYSENTERY

DIARRHŒA.

Tie General Board of
Health, London, Report that
it Acts as a Charm, one dose
generally sufficient. *

Dr. Gibbon, Army Medical
staff, Calcutta, states:--- T wo
Doses Completely Cured
Me of Diarrhoea."

D R. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
C HLORODYNE rapidly cuts

short all attacks of

EPILEPSY, SPASMS, COLIC,

PALPITATION, HYSTERIA

From SymTes & Co., Pharxnaceutico.l
Chemists, edical lal, Smia.--

7anuary 53.i380.

To J. T. Davenport, Esq., 33
Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury,
London.

"DEAR SIR,-1lave the good-

ness to furnish us with your best
quotations for Dr. J. Collis Browne's
Chlorodyne, as. being large buyers,
we would much prefer doing busi-
ness with you direct than through
the wholesale houses. Ne embrace
this opportunity of congratulating
you upon the wide-sprend reputation
this justly-esteemed medicine has
earned for itself, not only in Hlin-
dostan, but all over the East. As
a remedy of general utility, we
much question whether a better is
imported mto the country, and we
shall be glad to hear of its finding

a place in every Anglo-Indian
home. The other brands, we are
happy to say, are now relegated to
the native bazaars, and, judging
from their sale, we fancy their so-
journ there will be but evanescent.
\'e could multiply instances ad in-

finitum of the extraordinary efficacy
of Dr. Collis lrowne's Chlorodyne
in DiarrhSea and D)ysentery, Spasns,
Cramps, Neuralgia, the Vomiting
of Pregnancy, and as a general se-
dative, that have occurred under
our personal observation during
many years. In Choleraic Diar-
rhoea, and even in the more terrible
forms of Cholera itself, we have wit-
nessed iti surprisingly controlling
power. We have never used any
other form of this medicine than
Collis Browne's, from a firm con-
viction that it is decidedly the best,
and also from a sense of duty we
owe to the profession and the pub-
lic. as we are of the opinion that

the substitution of any other than
Collis Browne's is a deliberate
brench of faith on the part of the
chemist to prescriber and patient
alike.

We are, sir, faithfully yours,
SYMES & CO.,

Members of the Pkarm. Society jf
Great Britain, Hs Excellency tkM
Viceroy's. Chemists.

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE is the
Pure Palliative in

NEURALGIA, GOUT,
CANCER,

TOOTHACHE,

RHEUMATISM

From Dr. B. J. Boulton & Co.,
Ilorî'castle.

" We have made pretty extensive
use of Chlorodyne in our practice
lately, and look upon it as an excel-
lent direct Sedative and Anti-Spas-
modic. It beems to allay pain and
irritation in whatever organ, and
from whatever cause. It induces a
feeling of comfort and quietude not
obtainable by any other remedy,
and it seems to posses this great
advantage over ail other Sedatives,
that it leaves no unpleasant after
effects."

JMPORTANT CAUTION.
The IMMENSE SALE of this

RENIELDY has given rise to many
UNSCRUPULO US IMITA-
TIONS.

N. B.-EVERY BOTTLE OF
GENUINE CHLORODYNE
BEARS on the GOVERNMENT
STAMP the NAME of the IN-
VENTOR,

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE.

SOLD IN BOTTLES, is., x/iid.,
2/9. 4/6, by all Chemists.

SOLE MANUFACTURE1R

J. T. DAVENPORT, 33, GREAT
RUSSELL STREET, W.C,
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL
nanIDzcYA consIac+.

CITY OF NEW YORK.

SESSIOSTS O~E' 1881-82.
At and aßer the Session ot 1881-82, the College will return to its former requirements as regards fees and graduatwn;

viz., those in force before the session of 188o-81.

HE COLLEGIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces the Regu.ar W'inter Session and a Spring Session.

THE REGULAR SESSION will begin on Wednesday, September 21, 1881, and end about the middle of March,
1882. During this Session, in addition to four didactic lectuies un every wetkday except Saturday, two or three hours are
daily allotted to clinical instruction. Attendance upon two courses of iectures is required for graduation.

THE SPRING SESSION consists chiefly of recitations frm Text-uooks. 'I liis Session begins about the middle ot
March and continues until the imiddle of June. During thiis Session, daily recitations in ail the departnexîts are held by a
corps of Examiners appointed by the Faculty. Short couises of Iectures are given on special subjects, and regular clinics
are held in the Hospital and in the Coîlege building.

Faculty.
ISAAC E. TAYLOR. M.D., Emeritus Professor of Obîstetric and diseases of Woneu and Children, and President of the Faculty.
JAMES R. WuOD, M.D., LL.lD., Emeritus Profossor of Surgery.
FORDYCE BARKER M.D., LL.D., Professor of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of Wonen.
BENJAMIN W. McCREADY, M.D., Eneritus Professor of iiteria Medica aid Therapeutics, and Prof. f Clinical Medicine.
AUSTIN FLINT, M.D., Professor of the Principles and Practive of Medicine, and Clinical Medicine.
W. H. VAN BUREN, M.D., LL.D., l'r.f. of Priniciples and Praci e of Surgcry, Diseases of Genito-Urinary System, and CUnic surgery
LEWIS A. SAYRE. M D., Professor of Ortholxedie Surgery and CI niical Surgery.
ALEXANDER B. MOTT, M.., Professor of i.Iînical and Operative Surgery.
WILLIAM T. LUSK, M.D., Professr of Obstetries and Disease of Woimen and Children, and Clinical Midwifery.
A. A. SMITH, M.D., Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Mesii ine.
AUSTIN FLINT, Ja., M.D., Professor of Physiology and Plysiological Anatony, and Socretary of the Faculty.
JOSEPH D. BRYANT, M.D , Professor of Geieral, Descriptive aid Surgical Aînatomuy.
R. OGIEN DOREMUS, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Cheimiistry and Toxicology.
EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D., Prof. of Pathîological Anatony and Iistology, Diseases of the Nervous Uystem, and Clin. Medicicme

PROFESSORS OF SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS, ETC.
HENRY D. NOYES, M.D., Professor of Ophthalnology and Otoiog".
J. LEWIS SMITH, M.D., Clinical Professor of Diseases of Children'.
EDWARD L. KEYES, M.D., Professor of Dernatology, and Adjunct to the Chair of Principiles of SurgSry.
JOHN P. GRAY, M.D., LL.D., Profes>or of PsychloIgicaI Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence.
ERSKINE MASON, M.D., Clinical Professor of Surgery.
JOSEPH W. HOWE, M.D , Clinical Professor of Surgcry.
LEROY MILTON YALE, M.D., Lecturer Adjunct on Orthopædlic Surgery.
BEVERLY ROBINSON, M.D., Locturer on Ulinical Mediciine.
FRANK H. BOSWORTH, M. D., Lecturer on Diseases of the Throat.
CHAULES A. DOREMUS, M.D., Pu. D., Lecturer on Practical Lhernistry and Toxioology, and Adjumes to the Chair et Chemistry

and Toxicology.
FREDERICK S DENNIS, M.D, M.R.C.S., ý Deninîtrators o! Amatomy.
WLLIAM H. WELCH, M. D.,

FACULTY FOR THE SPRING SESSION.

FREDERICK A. CASTLE, M.D., Lecturer on Pharnacology.
WILLIAM H. WELCII, M.D., Locturer on Pathological Histolog.
CHARLES A. DOREMUS, M.D., Pn.D.. Lecturer on Animal Chenistry.
T. HERHING BURCIARD, M.D., Lecturer oun Surgical Eniergencies.
ANDREW R. ROBINSON, MD., L.R.C.P. & S, Edinî., Lecturer on Normal isatoiegy.
CHARLES S. BULL, M.D., Lecturer on Ophthanolugy and Otology.

FEES FOR THE REGULAR SESSION.
Fees for Ickets to aIl the Leeture., Clinical and Didactic......... .... 
Fs for Students who have attended two fuit cour-es at other Modical col.eges.)

and for Grauinates of les than three 3ears' standinig of other Modical Cologes j'.......................................70 0o
Matriculation Fee ........................................................................................................ 50
Dissectiou Fee (including. niaterial for dissection).. .... 0
Graduation. 1ee ....................................................................................................... 00
No fes for Lectures are required of Oraduates of thrce years standing, or of third-course Studeuts who have attendot their second coursat the Bellevu, Ilo«pîtal Medical Goîlege

FEE-S FOR THE SPRING SE.SSION.
Matricution (Ticket vali for the folowig Witr)............................................................................. 70 00
R tations, Ciice, and Lectures ........................................................................................ 5 00
Dislection (Ticket vaid for the following Winter)......................................................................... 1 00

For the Annual Circular and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation and other information, address

PROF. AUSTIN FLINT, JR.,
saca.sàsy EssIavuz Homapw MxxDolç Co0La.
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anything

o an oleaginou.%
100 ".nature being sent100 

through the mai].

lu chem il nomposition, Cosnline [tngnentuni Petrolei is an oloaginou- hydrocarbon, corresponding tu Lie heavy petroleurn oil,
amid contaitnin.- a latrge aynount ;), the~ paraffinies and olelines of f, rnitila ('16 1134 &( (6132 It contains but a smail perenrtage of the paraffinesand olefines, correspondimîg tu the formula C7 H16 and U7 H14, respectively, and the offensive and irritating popert es of the crude oh havebeen carefully removed. In the pi ocess of purification, no acids, alkalies, or other cheinicals are eepnoysd, anti no injurous addition faht kind are made to the natural product. The result is a senii-solid, translucent snbstance. ne th a faint odor, ai unctudos feel sud as.lightly tarry tasie.

Cosnoline [Jnguentumn Petrolei] melts at about 100' Fah. (38' Cent.); and boils at about 625° Fah. (329' Cente); its specifle gravity lu
about 0.875 at 60' Fah.

As it contains no oxydizable or organic madter capable of change by putrefaction or fermentation, and is absolutely without affinit
tor moiture, it offers to the pofession an admirable unguent, whieh can never decompose, ferment, or become rancid in any climate or
temperature.

291 MADisox AvE.Nux, Nxw YORK, Felbruary 26th, 1878.1 have exainined the preparations of Cosmoline as manutactured by E. F. Iloughton & Co. Y Philaoclphia, and believe the1 well
adapted to the purposes for m-hich they are designed. As lubricantz, and as the bases of simple or tnedicatcd oinlnîents, they havesa decidedadvantage over the fixed os and fattv substances in ordinary use, in that they do not become rancid, aid do it ot acquire qualitiesfrom atnospheric exposunre,. o eoerni, rdd o cur irritatingqulte

Elom atm heri Pofs r >f liniaALFRED C. POST, M.D., LLD.,Euw.rit us Pr4o.f48.qorif Clinise St&rgery in the Univerxity of New York, Vieiting Surgeon to Presbyterian Ilospital, etc.

218 SOUTH SIXTEENTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, July 7th 1880.
Gentleren-Tue petroleum poduct prpared by o s an supplied to physicians under the name of Cosmoline [Unguentum PetroleiLj,

wa6 tirst broufftît to niax notice whiie 1 wecs a Resident Physician in the Pennsylvanie, Hospital, sud it at once commended itseîf to me as abtand emollient, as an elegant substitute for Carron oif in burms and scaHv, as a protective in excriations sud certain dieases ettheskin, and as an excipient in the place of lard for applications to the eye and ear. For the lcst five cars t have used the plain Cos oline,both in hospital and private practice, in( Gynecological and Obstetrical cases, witb perfect satisfaction, sd consider it much superior toOliveOil, which is so generally used. Carbolated Cosmoline is a useful combination, but the roee-scnted Comline s beyond ail question, a workof art, which cannot bc too highly commended. I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully, yours, FRANK WOODBURY, M.D.,

Physician to German Hospital.

MasRs. E. F. HouGHTON & Co.: PHILADELPIA, July 10th, 1880.
I have for a number of vears made extensive use f Cosnioline [Unguentum Petrolei] and consider it a most valuable article for surgi,-cal purposes. Eil ber as a dressitg b ltselif or as a vehicle for the application f edicaments, it is greatly superior to lard or other fatty

xnatters.,especially by reason of its non-liahility to change by time or temperature.
Yours truly, JOHN H. PACKARD, M.D.

Massas. E. F. HOUGHTON & CO. : 1081 WALNUT STREET, PRILADELPHA
a have used extensive y Cosinoline [Unguentuin Potrololr both in Dispensary and private practice, with very great satisfaction Au

-a vehicle for naskiîîg oiulments it je invaluable, sud far superior to lard, for the reason that it will not become rancid or undergo eheeùajccbange like the latter, when exposed to the atmosphere. I cannot too highly conmend it as an application i various skin diseases.
Yours truly, JOHN V. SHOEMAKER, A.M., M.DPhysician to the Pennsylvania Free Dispensary for Skin Diseases

Meeers, E F. HOUGHTON & Wo., 208 West 84th Street, NEW YORK.
Qmrrs:-I fully appreciate the value of ïiur Cosinoline or Ungt. Petrolei and prescribe it frequently in ointmeuts. Fluid Cosmoline Ihave used ionstantly for sevfârai vears, as a lubricant of urethral sounds. It le thse cleaeesf oi Y know of for F.is purpose.Yours truly, GUO. HENRY FOX

E. F.
PREPARED BY

HOUGHTON
211 S. FROTT STRT~,EDT,

& Co.
~I~ILAjDELzE~E~2IA.

In corresponding with advertiser please mention the CANADA LANCET.

COSMOLIrq
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COPY OF A LETTER
FRoM E. J. DAY, EsQ., F.C.S., M.R.C.S., L.S.A.,

Med. Of. Health, Public Analyst, Etc.

DORCHESTER, DORSETr, ENGLAND,

October 2, 1880.

DEAR SIR,-Feeling it my duty to the inedical profession, as well as to the public,to make known the effects of FELLOWS' HYPOPHOSPHITliS, I send you the results of myshort but satisfactory experience. After using it in several pulmonary cases with goodeffect, I prescribed your Syrup for a middle-aged female patient, suffering from " MELAN-CHOLIA," who was, up to the time she commenced taking it, so bad that her friends andhusband had made preliminary arrangements for her removal to an asylum ; so great, how-.ever was the improvement under the new treatment, which consisted solely in givingyour Hypophosphites, that she shortly was able so attend properly to her householdduties; it is only right to mention, that the drugs prescribed before failed. Althoughyour Syrup of Hypophosphites contains the active bitter tonics, with iron, etc., my youngpatients and invalids take the preparation readily. As a nervine tonic I consider itranks very highly, and is a valuable addition to the list of pharmaceutical preparations.I can with great confidence recommend it in cases of general debility, consequentlythose gentlemen who dispense their own medicines should not be without it.

E. J. DAY.
To MR. JAMES I. FELLOWS, Londen.

SYR. HYPOPIHOS. GO., FELLOWS,
CONTAINS

The Essential Elements to the Animal Organization-Potash and Linie;

The Oxidizing Agents-Iron and Manganese;

The Tonics-Quinine and Strychnine; and

The Vitalizing Constituent-Phosphorus,

Combined in the forn of Syrup, with SLIGHT ALKALINE REACTION.

Each bottle of Fellows' Hypophosphites contains over 'oo doses.

PRICE, $1.50; SIX FOR $7.50.

Prepared by JAMES I. FELLOWS, Chemist.
Princpial Offices:

St. ANTOINE STREET, f 48 VESEY STREET,
Montreal. Canada. 1 New York, U.S.
8 SNOW HILL, Holborn Viaduct, London.

Circulars and Sample Bottle sent te Physicians on application.
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WILLIAM SNOWJD'EDN,
Manufacturer and Importer of

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, TRUSSES, OBSTETRICAL FORCEPS; ETC.

SNOWDEN'S PERFECTED BINAURAL STETHOSCOPE.-PRICE $3.o0.
All geruine ones have " WM. SNOWDEN, PIILADELPHIA," stamped on the So t RubberCup of Bell (F).
The Rubber Tubes are free from all woollen or silk coverings, thus avoiding ail friction soundu arising from this souroe.

Established 1821. No. 7 South Eleventh St., PHILADELPHIA.

ELECTRO - THERAPEUTIC

APPARATUS.

E C. POTTER,
OPTICIAN AND ELECTRICIAN,

31 King Street East,
ON O P NTomo3ŽTWO.

Separate Coil and Continuous Coil Faradic Batteries
18 Cell, 20 Cell, and 30 Cell Portable Galvanic

Batteries. Stationary Batteries put up
to order.

W, F COLEMAN, M. D., M.R.C.S., Eng.
Formerly Surgeon to Toronto Eye and Ear Infrmary.

OCUL1ST and AURIST
to St. John General Public Hospital. Practice limited to

Office 40 Cobourg Street, St. John, N.B

Naso-Oral Rsiao,
As devised by Dr. G. Hunter McKenzie, Edinburgh,

For the AnUtseptic Treatment of

Phthisis, Bronchitis, etc.,
Phe articles in January number cf "Canada Lancet, 1882, by Dr.

Philip, cf Brantford, on IlAntiseptic Treatnient of Phthisis, etc.,"
also, IlBraithwaite's Rotrospect," January. 1882, by Dr. Coghil,
Physician the National Hospital for Cosumption ; by Dr. Vil-
liams, Physician to the Royal Southern Hospital, Liverpool, and
0 tlxers.

Manufactured by Gardner, Edinburgh,
And For Sale by

J. S. MILLS, Chemist,
BRANTFORD, ONTARIO,

S010 Agent %r the Dominion.

George Tiemann & Cou
F. A. STOHLMAN ETABLURSD 1826, ED. PFAREE,

67 CHATHAN STREET, NEW YORK.
NAN"ÀCnaa là" IMPoaaa OF

Surgical Instruments,
a...iVM

2 Awards at Centennial Exhibition, 1876.
2 First Medals and i Honorable Mention

at International Exhibition, Santiago,
Chili, 1875.

2 Silver Medals and i Bronze Medal at
International Exhibition, Paris, 1876.

FOR SALE.
COMFORTABLE Brick residence with drivfng bouse andA ta le in a thrivinB village on a une of ril.% ay, ail cf which

will bedisposed oonreasonable terme to the right man. Terms,81,000 down, balance on tine at such rate of interest as may b.
agrAed upon. dr health cause for leaving.

Addre « "LNCET " OFFICE, Toronto.
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DR. MARTIN'S VACCINE VIRUS
PRICE REDUCED I

Tru Annimal Vaccine Virus (Beaugency Stock)
16 Large Ivory " Lancet " Points................ $2 00

7 " " " " ... .. 1 00

Perfect, Selected and Mounted Crasts, each... 3 00

ALL VIRUS FULLY WARRANTED.

It is hoped that the Profession will appreciate the impor-tance of fully aupporting Pkyaicians devoted to this laborious
and epenaive specialty, and responsible for the quality of all
Virus issued.

If the patronage of Physicians i distributed amongst ail,who, often without any fitness, offer to supply true animal
virus; the simple result will be that no on. will receive
enough to maintain a proper establishment.

Our Senior Partner haî been for over twenty years devoted
to the specialty of Vaccine supply. He introduoed truc
Animal Vaccination into America in 1870; and our establish-
ment is by far the most perfect and extensive in the world.
Address

DR. HENRY A, MARTIN & SON,
Roxbury District, Boston, Mass.

Detroj Medical College
SESSIONS OF 1881-82.

r 1 HIS College has for its collegialeyear two sessions.

Regular Session commences Wednesday, September
7th, 1881, and closes March 1st, 1882.

Recitation Tern (optional) commences March 15th,
1882, and closes June 14th, 1882.

Plan o Instruction-By Lectures, Recitations and Clinics,
together with practica/ iork in the Anatomical, Physiological,
Chemical and Pharmaceutical Laboratories.

Clinics are held daily.
Clinical Work in Hospitals and Dispensaries is given to

the Senior Class, in small sections, under the charge of a
Clinical Teacher, in all the departments of Medicine and
Surgery.

lhree Large Hospitals and two Dispensariea afford un.
limited material for instruction.

FEES- REGULAR SESSION.

Matriculation, $5 ; Lecture Tickets, $50 ; HospitalTickets, $1o; Examination (final), $25; Recitation Term,
$îo for those who have attended regular session-all others,
$25, $15 of which will be applied on the next regular term.

For Catalogue and other particulars, address-

H. O. WALKER, M.D.,

177 Griswold Street, Detroit, Mich.

College of Physicians & Surgeons
OF ONTARIO.

The Professional Examinations will be held in the
College Building, Toronto, and City Hall, Kingston,

Tuesday, the 4th of April, 1882,
commencing at 9 o'clock a.m.

Candidates for Final Examination, will present them-
selves at either place, at the time stated. Candidates will
present themselves for the Final Oral Examination at
Toronto, on Tuesday, the Yrth of April, at 2 p.m., or at
Kingston, on Thursday, the 13th of April, at 4 p.m.

Candidates for Primary Examination will present them-
selves at Kingston, on Friday, the 54th of April, at 4 p.m.,or at Toronto on Tuesday, the i8th of April, at 2 p.m.

Applications for the examinations, tickets, etc., together
with the Treasurer's receipt, are to be presented to the
Registrar one week prior to the 4th of April, 1882.

All fees to be paid to the Treasurer, W. T. Aikins, M. D.,
282 Jarvis Street, Toronto, two weeks prior to examinations.

By order,

Registrar.

A RARE OPPORTUNITY.
A MEDICAL Man in one of the most flourishing villages of

A Western Ontario, offers to sell or rent his property, consist.ing of lot. house, office, stables, etc., and as much of outfit as pur-chaser or lessee may desire. No opposition. If tie property berented, a amall bonus for good-will of practice will be asked, if sold,enly fair value for buildings. Terms easy.
Addres " LANCET" OFFICE, Toronto.

DR.R.A.REEVE
MAT 1 coNULTED AT THE

TECUMSEH HOUSE, LONDON,
On the First Saturday of every month.

Residere and Office, 22 Shuter, St., Toronto.

MEDICAL ELECTRICITYI
Flemming's Electro-Medical

BATTERIES
Are considered

The .BEST in the Mtarket.
Paradie Batteries.
Galvanic " of 10, 20, 80 or 40 oeils.
Far. and Galv, Batteries coemblid.
Cautery Batteries.
stationery Batteries. and. aIl forme of Elec-trodes on hand. Send for Illustrated Catalogue

* - OTTO FLEIl9JING,
729 Arch Street, Philaaelphia, P&

A GOOD OPENING.
r HE prope&y and good will of practice of a medical man wlshingIto retire from country practice, la offered for sale on reasonableterm. Excellernt roads, good farming community, and no bad debta
For particulars apply to

'CoANADA LANCET " OFFICE, TORONTO.
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JNO. WYETH & BROTHER,
CHEMISTS, PHILADELPHIA,

IManufacturers of

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
EMBRACING

MEDICINAL ELIXIRS, FLUID EXTRACTS,
WINES, COMPRESSED POWDERS (PILLS),

SYRUPS, SACCHARATED & PURE PEPSIN,
LIQUORS, DIALYZED IRON, Etc., Etc.

Medicinal Fluid Extracts.
Our list of FLUID EXTURICTS emubraces not only those officinal in our Pharmacopicea, but also thosewhose therapeutical value has induced their use among physicians.
Our many years' experience as practical pharmaceutists, thorough knowledge of the character and properties of eachdrug, together with appliances for manufacturing (which for completeness and economy of working cannot be excelled),enable us to produce a line of Fluid Extracts of unsurpassed purity, activity and reliability. We ask for them the mostcareful and critical examination and comparison, claiming, as we do, their superiority over almost all other similarpreparations in the market. We feel confident our claims will be sustained by any unprejudiced and experienced druggist.Every detail of their manufacture, from the crude drug to the completion of the operation, is based upon theMost extended and intelligent knowledge of the characteristics of each drug.

Chlorate of Potash Tablets,
For Sore Throat, Diphtheria, iloarseness, Bronchial Irritation, Croup, Ete., Etc.

The advantages we claim for administering Chlorate of Potash in the form of a Compressed Tablet, is daily being
demonstrated in the experience of medical men. The value of this salt is so well established, and the benefit to bederived from this mode of exhibiting it, cannot be exaggerated, when compared with its action as a gargle, for the inertand nauseating compounds of gum arabic, sugar, starch, flavoring, etc., so much in vogue. The superiority of ourCompressed 'ablet ever other forms, is the entire absence of extraneous substances, composed simply of the pure
salt; freedom from unpleasant taste; slow and uniform solubility; thus forming a continuous and direct action on theaffected organs, or in other words, a long continued gargle. Ia no form can this valuable remedy be so advantage.
ously and agreeably administered,

We will take pleasure in furnishing samples for the profession who may desire to test their efficacy and confiruour representations.

Dialyzed Iron.
The DIALYZED IROl nanufactured by our house is now recognized throughout this country and GreatBritain as the standard preparation, and its value as a chalybeate is becoming more pronounced every day.The testimony of our most prominent medical men has demonstrated its superiority over the other preparations in use,in the rapidity with which it inereases the globular richness of the blood, in not deranging the most sensitive stomach,and freedom from injurious effects on the teeth. Dr. Armory, in the Boston Medical and Surgical Yournal, April3rd, 1879, says :-" Many of these solutions are valueless, many very dilute ; if, therefore, physicians use a worthleuspreparation, they need not expect an improvement in the anaemia."

Perry Davis & Son & Lawrence, Montreal
Gi-eneral Agents.

In corresponEing with Advertisers, please mention THE CANADA LANCWT.
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DRUGGIST-COR. QUEEN AND YONGE-STS.. TORONTO.

The Iolewing pries wUl serve as a guide to intending purchasers, subject te market fluetuatios, quality beng of the firet impoloaa«. l'incturie, Syrupe snd Liquors are kept in 8 oz. bottles, and the price quoted includes the bottle. £W Terms Cash; leu 6 per cent.

AcidCarbolio.... .. .. ...
,, Sulph. Ar..........o. bot.

Hydrocyan...........Ather, Nit......... .... 8 o. bot.
sulph..........

ddCo ...... d
Ansin. Pot. Tl'at......&
Argenti Nit. fus.. ..
Balsam Copalib.. .. ...... 8 oz. bot.
Bismuth, Car.. .. O..........
Ceril Oxalas.... ..
Chloral H> rate ............
Chlorodyne ................
Chloroform................
Cinchon, Sul.. .............

uMP. LYtt
e..........l.

Er tpB lu................. O Z.
Colocynth o.
Hyosciam, Ang. . .

" Sarza Co., Ang........
" Nucis Vom... ..

Gum, Aloes Soc.........
' Acacia, pulv... . .

Gly cerine, pure.............l.
Fer ri, Am. Cit........0.......

et Quin. Cit.......... d75
Citrophos.........

FerrumRedact.
Hydrarg, Chlor.........

C Cret,'....o b...

8

007
O 20
029
022
0 33
028
0 08
1 20
050
q 20
0 20

O130 i0 15
1 30
0 45

0 11 25
0 20
0 12
0 25
0 30 75
0 900 0
0 »
0 12

tol10
0 5
0 1010

0 07 j

A full assortment of Trusses, Shoulder_ Bracea, Supporters, &c., &c., at the lowest rates. Arrangements have been made fer a oonstanaupply of reliable Vacine-Scabs, $2 ; Half Scaba, il. Enemas frous 75c.

Jalapin...........
Lin. Saponim . 8 os. bot.
Liq. Ammon..

"Arsenic.
"Bismuth......

" Donovan ..............
"OpiiSed.........

Morph. Sul. ............... oz.
" Mur..

01. Crotonis............
" Jecoris Asselli.. ........ b.

Pil. Aloes...... ...... .gros.
"i "i et Ferri..........
" Assafo tid............... "

Cath. Co., U. S........
Hydrarg, Mass.. .... .. lb.

" Subchlor. Co. groses,
Rhei. Co.
Podiophyllin, Co.... ..

Plumbi Acet.. ............. lb.
Potass. Acet..

" Bicarb.
" Bromid......

" Iodid..
Pulv. Opii... ..........
Pulv. Creta Co.. ............ lb.

" "C Opio......
Ipecac............

" i Co....
Jalapa...... ......

Quiniae Sulph, Unbl-ached... oz.

8 c.
1 75
0 24
O 17
0 20
0 40
0 28

120

4 25
4 250 25

0250 30
0 30
0 30
0 45
1 00
0 30
0 35
0 40
0 25
0 60
0 35
0 60
5 00
0 75
0 75
1 00
2 60
2 25
1 00
4 00

Rad. Rhe. pul'.. ......... lib.
Santoninel.. .............. o.
Soit Bicarbl................b.

" Potase. Tart .......... "i
Spi r. Ammon. Co . 8 es. bot
Syr. Aurant. . "

" Codeia............
" Ferri lod..........

Strych. Phos. Co .... "
Hypophos.........
Phosph. O . . . . . . . . .Scilla.

Tinct. Aconit ......
Arnica................
Camph. Co.........
Cardam. Co ...---.. "
Catechu .
Cinchou Co ....
Colch.Sem..
Digital............
Ergot............
Ferri Perclor..
Hyosciam...........

" lodine .
" Nucis Voum...... . .. "i
" Opli ·. .... .... .. .. .. '
" Verat Vir .-.... ·.. or.

Ung. Hyd. Nit.. ............ b.
" Zinci.........

Vin. Ipecac. ............ 8 oz. bot.
"1 Antim .................. '

First Prize Provincial Exhibition, London, 1881
Bronze Medal Toronto Industrial Exhlibition, 1881

Toronto Artificial

LEG AND ARM
COMPANY
Manjufacturers of

W. H. Swinburn's

Patent Legs & Arms,
Instruments for

Spinal Disease, Lateral and
Angular Curvature, Hip Dis.
ease, Partial Paralysis of the
Lower Extremities, Anchy-
losis of the Knee Joint,
Chronic Inflammation of the
Knee, Fractured Patella, Un-
united Fractures. Krnock
Knees, Bow Legs, Weak
Ankles, Club Foot Shoes,
Trusses, Crutches, &c., &c.

Al work guaranteed.
Repairing a speciality.

Surgical Instruments Sharpened,
Bepaired and made to order.

151 Bay.Street,
Toronto.

(Between Richmond & Queen Sta.)
Reference:

J. ULTON,tM.D., MRCB

g *tAR D'S p
*Ù ---. oam...

*Blatuard's Pille are spéuiallY fecomumid biSthe medical ceIebritioe ofthé vend fer nreia,e(Tunu, king'a Evil, etc th, early stage ef* onsumpion, CoIstitutional Weakaeas, Poornua ofSlI.,and for provokiig and rotulatini its perie..Vlie course.* The genumne have a reacive ail ealW* Ltached o th e lower part of the cork. and aýreen label on
thie wraper,

* earing the tac-
simile of the,
'ignature of

tharmacies, rue bapaut, 4, s
whithout which none are genaine.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONB.

*•••eeeses

M. ROSEBRUGH M.D.,
(Surgeon to the Toronto Eye and Ear Dispensary.)

May be consulted at LIhe reaidence of

J. W. 3osebrugh, Upper James St. Hamilton,
Tma

Last Saturday of every Month.

82 00-
0 80'0 14
0 38
0 24
0 20
0 900 54
0 80
0 38
0 35
0 22
0 24
0 24
0 20
0 24
0 200 24
0 30
0 20
o 40
0 18
0 20
0 50
0 24
0 55r
0 20
0 600 40
036
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To the Medical Profession.

LACTOPEPTINE
We take pleasure in calling the attention of the Profession to LAcTO PEPTINE. After a long series of

MPrful experiments, we are abie to produce ils various components in an absolntely pure state, thus removing
al unpleasant odor and taste, (also sightly changing the color). We can confidently claim, that its digestiveproperties are largely increased thereby, and can assert without hesitation that it is as perfect a digestive as
can be produced.

LACTOPEPTINE is the most important remedial agent ever presented to the Professionfor lndigestion,Dyspepsia, Vomiting in Pregnancy, Choiera Injantum, Constipation, and ail diseases arising from
imperfect nutrition. It contains thefive active agents of digestion, viz : Pepsin, Pancreatine, Diastase, orVg. Pyalin, Lactie and Hyarochloric Acids, in combination with Sugar of Milk.

FORMULA OF LACTOPEPTINE :
Sugar of Milk......... .. .... .. 40 ounces. Veg. Ptyalin or Diastase...........4 drachms.Pepsin ................ .......... 8 ounces. Lactic Acid................. 5 fi. drachms.Pancreatine .................... .6 ounces. Hydrochloric Acid . .......... .. 5 f. drachms.

LACTOPE PTINE Is sold entirely by Physicians' Prescriptions, and its almost universal adoption by physicimasu the strongest guarantee we can give that its therapeutic value has been most thoroughly established.

The udersigned having tested LACTOPEPTINE, reoomend it to the profeusion.
ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M.D.

Professor of Pathology and Practice of Medicine, Uniaersity of the Ciy o; New York.
SAMUEL R. PERCY, M.D.

Professor Materia Mdica, New York Medical College.
F. LE ROY SATTERLEE, M.D., Ph. D.

Prof. Chem. Mat. Med. and Therap. in N. Y. Col. of Dent. ; Prof Chem. & Hyg. in Am. Vot. Cl. e.
JAS. AITKIN MEIGS, M.D., Philadelphla, Pa.

Prof. qj thc Institutes of Med. and Med. uris. 7ef. Med. College; Pky. to Penn, Hospitl.
W. W. DAWSON, M.D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Prof. Frin. and Frac. Sur,., Med. Col. of Ohio. Surg. to Good Samaritan Hospt.
ALFRED F. A. KING, M.D., Washington, D.C.

Prof. of Obstetric:, University of Vermont.
D. W. YANDELL, M.D.,

Prof.ipf AeSienSce and Art. of Surg. and Clinicai Surg., Unies-aity of Louisvile, Ky.
L. P. YANDELL, M.D.

Pro. of Clin. Med., Diseases of Children, and Dermatology, Universy of Louisville, Ky.
ROBT. BATTEY, M.D., Rome, Ga.,

Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrics, Atlanta Med. Coleçe, Ex Pres. Med. Association of Ga.
CLAUDE H. MASTIN, M.D., LL.D., Mobile, Ala.

PROF. H. C. BARTLETT, Ph. D., F.C.S., London, England.

THE NEW YORK PRARMACAL ASSOCIATION,
P.O. Box 1574. Nos. 10 & 12 COLLEGE PLACE, NEW YORIK.

Lowden, Neill & Co., Toronto, Ont., Wholesale Agents.
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GELATUM VA E L IN E PETROLEI
GRAND RIEDAL at the Philadelphia Exposition, 1876.

SILVER MEDAL at the Paris Exposition, 1879.
MEDAL OF PROGRESI by the American Institute, 1890,
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The attention of physicians, druggists and hospitals, hs called to this article end te thefact that it le favourably regarded and extensively used in the United States, on lteoontinent
and In England, by the profession aud pharmaciste as a base for

OINTMENTS, CERATES, &o.,
As a dressing for WOUNDS, CUTS, BRUISES, BURNS,

SPRAINS, PILES, RHEUMATISM, SKIN DISEASES,
CATARRH, SORES or ERUPTIVE DISEASES, and all contused
and inflamed surfaces, it is not equalled by any known substance.

In the treatment of COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP, DIPHTHERIA,
and of TH ROAT and CH EST complaints. the best results are obtained.

One Pound Cans, 6Bcts. Five Pound Cans, $1.50.
Extract from Report of Dr. Galezowski, the distinguished

Frenoh Oculist.
"Vaseline la the best pharmaceutical preparation in the making of Ointmente, as It inoompletely neutral and unchangeable. I saw it used for the first time in London by Dr. Lan-son. I then procured the ' Vaseline' myseif, and have experimented with it for four monthe

on over one thousand patients, aud I must declare that the knowledgi acquired by praotice has
surpassed my expectations by far. * * * « I have also prepared lage quantities of eyeomtments with 'Vaseline,' and have employed them on numerous maladies with very great
success. and I can affirm that 'Vaseline ' is very precious in ocular therapeutics, and muatreplace all the ointnents in use at the prescat tine. * *

" In conclusion, on account ot its unalterability and its great affinity for perfumes, I
believe that 'Vaseline' merits the attention of the scier.tific and industrial worLd."

DR. REUSCHE, of iiamburg (transla&n) says:
"In six caseS ol amall-pox I have used Vaseline with eninent suooee*-on. a severe aseof variola vera-a boy sixteen years old, not vaccinated.
" It developed the disease rapidly, and shortened oonsiderably the duration of lt-th.

time varyimg from seven to twenty days, the latter period for the most setous case only.
" While the application of Vaseline was regularly nenewed, aIl Inflammation and fever werekept off, and none of the patients, at any time, su&red any pain or great inoonvenience,

whereas, if neglected, the patient would become irritable and feverilh.
" Applied internally, it rempved the small-poa in the mouth and throat in a few days.
" A few scars remained in only one case, but the patient Wil outgrow these, as they are

very alight."

From the LONDON LANCET, Jan'y Oth, 1878:
"We have before noticed this preparation of petroleumn in terms of warm praise. It is ofthe consistency of butter, is perfectly free from odor, and does not become rancid. We havenow befoire us several new preparations made from it, which are aousefu as to call for remark.They are a pomade, a cold creamn, and a camphor ice, ail of excellent quality. We have triedaIl of then with most satisfactory results, having found them greatly superior te the prepara.

tions in common use."
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nulacture the following Standard Ointments, acoording te the United States Pharmiacopoia, using Vaseline a. a bas in.tad of lut:
Ung.: Hydrargyri (ý1 Mercury) ....................... Ung.: Zinci Oxidi.
Ung.: lydrargyri: Nitratis (Citrine Ointment) ...... Cerat.: Reslne.
Cerai.: PIuimbi Sub-acetauis (Goulards Cerate) ...... Cerat.: Siunplex.

We rewmmend them as vastly superior te anything in use. PRICE 75.CTS. PER POUND. NO CHARGE FOi JAR. Smampbiot.

Chesebrough Manufacturing Company, New York,
No. 249 NOTRE DAME STREET, MONTREAL.

Pemade Vaseline, Vaseline 1Coid Cream, Vaseline Camphor Ice, and Vas.liem
Te"et 8. ap, are all exquisite toilet articles made from pure Vaseline, and exçel all similar onue,
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Recent Introductions to the Materia Medica,

PARKE, DAVIS & CO.
Manufacturing Chemists, - - - DETROIT, MICH.

(Eugenia Cheken, Myrtus Chekan.) This remedy, a native of Chili, is very popular in
, that country, where it is employed as an inhalation in diphtheria, laryngitis, bronchitis,bronchorrhœa, etc. ; as an injection in gonorrhœa, leucorrheea, cystitis, etc.; and inter-nally as an aid to digestion, to allay cough, to facilitate expectoration and to stimulate the kidneys. It is also anastringent and is said to be of great value in hæmoptysis.

Cheken (known also as Chekan and Chequen), was introduced to the profession of England through a report ofresults following its use in chronic bronchitis or winter cough by Wm. Murrell, M.D., M. R.C.P., Assistant-Physicianto the Royal Hospital for Diseases of the Chest, and Lecturer on Practical Physiology at the Westminster Hospital.Dr. Murrell's report is very favorable and he bas supplemented it by private advices to us expressing great satisfac.tion with the drug in the affections in which he bas empl yed it. He regards it as one of the most valuable intro-ductions of late years, and pronounces it a drug of very superior properties in the treatment of chroule brenchitis,acting in this affection both as an anodoyne and exerting a favorable influence over the organic changes in the mucousmembrane. It is certainly a remedy which merits a thorough trial at the hands of the profession of this country.

(I MOUNTAIN SAGE.") rkmisrFriida. Fluid extract

DAPHORETIC AND DIURETIO.
The success which has attended the administration of this drug in " Mountain Fever," has suggested its em-ployment in all febrile conditions attended with suppression of the secretions of the skin and kidneys. Its action infever seems to be two-fold, acting directly on the nervous centre, thus inducing a direct lowering of the temperature,and facilitating the radiation of the heat through diaphoresis which it stimulates. Under its use, the kidneys are alsoaroused to activity, and the solid constituents of the urine proportionately increased. Therapeutic tests have corrobor-ated the opinion formed of it on theoretical grounds.

(ALLIGATOR PEAR.) Fluid extract of the seeds. Dose 30 to 60 minims. This
, remedy is now for the first time presented to the profession of this country. It is intro-duced on the recommendation of Dr. Henry Froehling, of Baltimore, Maryland, whowhile acting in the capacity of botanist and scientist to an exploring expedition in Southern Mexico, became familiarwith the drug both from reports of the natives and personal experience, as a remedy in intercostal neuralgia.The following extract from Dr. Frochling's report will give some conception of the nature of this remedy.

"l A coniion experience anong physicians is that sonie cases of intercostal nenralgia are very troubleome and obstinate, re.istlngalmost every kind of treatnient; particularly is this the case iii malarial districts. In such cases 1 would reconmend the fiuid extraet afPersea seed. In my own person and in every case in which I have eniployed it I have been highly gratified with the reult. Thoe of Mmedical friends to-whom I have given sainples of the preparation warmly endorse my opinion of it as ahove and I cannot but believ thatfurther trial of it will cause it to be regarded as a valuable addition to our list of, medicines."

Dr. Froehling also mentions the fact that Persea bas been employed with benefit in the expulsion of tapewoim.O ~ (ERYTIIROXYLON COCA.) The evidence in favor of Coca is to prove it a powerful nervouss stimulant, through which property it retards waste of tissue, increases muscular strength and endur-ance, and removes fatigue and languor, due to prolonged physical or mental effort. While indicatedin all conditions presenting these symptoms it has an especial indication in the treatment of the opiuma andalcohol habits. In these deplorable conditions it has been found to possess extraordinary properties-relievingthe sense of untold bodily and mental misery which follows the withdrawal of the accustomed stimulus, thus preventinga return to the narcotic, and affording an opportunity for building up the system by the administration of restorativetonics.

We prepare Fluid Extracts of all of the above Drugs.

PARKE, DAVIS & 00., - - - Manufacturing Chemists,

BEATTY & NILES, Toronto, Agtse for Dominion of Canada.


